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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

The Burrill National Bank
OF
Authorized

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

to commence business October 24,1887, the
of Ellsworth, Maine.

pioneer National

Bank

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS,
and CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT WITH SAFE
AND LEGITIMATE BANKING.
Correspondents, National Shawmut Bank of Boston; National Commercial Bank, Albany, New York.

FIRMS

MBit

\1>VKKTI»KMKN

W.

TAP LEV,

ELLSWORTH,

IN/1E.

INSURANCE and INVESTMENTS.
PARTIES HAVING MONEY TO INVEST WILL FIND
IT TO THEIR ADVANTAGE TO CALL ON ME.

—

goods,

etc

SCHBUULK OF MAILS
KLL8WOKTH HOST OFFICE.
/n effect December 4, 190fi.
MAILS KKCKIVED.

From West—7.16 a m, 6.14 p m.
From Ka»t—ll.ftt a m, 5.30 and 10.17 p

MASON, Agents
For INSURANCE of
Every Description.

Fire, Life, Accident, Liability and Surety, Burglary and Plate Gians Insurance.
Surety Bonds of all descriptions furnished on short notice,
and all at the lowest rates possible.
CeN, write

or

Rooms 2 and 3 First Net. Bank

telephone-

Bldg., 4 Main St., Ellsworth. Me

WHITING BROS.
FLOUR.
Temple Garden fancy patent,
King’s Patent,

;|<3.0O
4.80

....

These
flours.

are

excellent, all-around

Every

barrel warranted.

PAINTS AND OILS
We are

selling

WALL PAPERS
This is the time to select

opportunity
on

money

your wall papers.

just received

spring styles, very
handsome designs. A large

spring

assortment to select from.

painting.
Mi mil paints reduced from
to

$1.80

We have

full line of

new

to save

your

a

fl.(!5

Prices runge

lOc to ItOc double roll.

per gallon-

WHITING

from

BROTHERS,

ELLSWORTH.

who

has been seriously ill,

Miss J. A. Thompson has been confined
to the house the past week with the grip.
Miss Lucy Monaghan, who has been in
Boston for a visit of several weeks, is at
home.
Mrs. E. T. Salisbury has returned from a
visit of several weeks in Boston and cities
in Maine.

us

most delicious
If this

corned.

tite, we’4
time to
Bottom

a

he

beef

gives
that

them

was

ever

tempts YOUR

the

appe-

YOU any
liberal Corned Beef order.

be

glad

to serve

prices, always.

yesterday.

Unitarian

woman’s

alliance

will

meet at the parsonage Wednesday afternoon, March 14. Topic, “Marriage.”

the Unitarian society
the honors at a supper to be served
it the vestry at 6 o’clock this evening.
The

gentlemen

of

will do

The ladies auxiliary of the CongregaMrs. John
F. Whitcomb Tuesday, March 13, at 3 p. m.
tional church will meet with

A.
F. Burnham,
who
is spending
the winter in Brockton, Mass., has been in
Ellsworth a few days on pension business.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor of the Methodist church, has received a unanimous
call to remain with the society another

tell us your

and we will tell you the simplest, most reliable, most
durable, most economical power-maker you can get Our

FAIRBANKS
GASOLENE ENGINES

PORTABLE,
STATIONARY
and

MARINE,

At the town

meeting

time past, is at home for

some

a

Mrs. Frank T.
has been critically ill with
tonsilitis and complications of the disease,
is now improving.

Frank, son
Grows, who

of Mr. and

Col. H. E. Hamlin, State committeeman from Hancock county, attended a
meeting of the committee in Hallowell
last Friday evening.
O. P. Torrence, who has been in the eastMaine general hospital for several

ern

weeks, returned home last Thursday,
much improved in health.
Mabel T. Wells, of Lubec, was the
guest of John Armstrong and wife Saturday and Sunday on her way home from
the Farmington normal school, which she
is attending.
There will be high mass at St. Joseph’s
Catholic church on St. Patrick’s day, Saturday, at 9 o’clock. The pastor, Rev. J. D.
O’Brien, will deliver a short address appropriate to the day.
new

in Ellsworth.

voters

The

registered last
registration

new’

particularly heavy from w’ard 3,
though w’ard 1, the largest w ard in the
city, had the greatest number.
Sunrise council, Daughters of Liberty,
will give a fair and supper at Odd Fellows
hall Friday, April 27. During the evening there will be an entertainment, w hich
will include a minstrel show by Good Will
council, J. O. A. M.
It is at last definitely announced that
the Union shoe factory will start up. The
company is advertising for help in all departments, and expects to start up the cutting room within two wrecks. This is
good news to the people of Ellsworth.
Presiding Elder F. L. Hayward w’as in
Ellsworth Saturday and Sunday.
He

3fifarrtisnnmts.

fulfill every modern requirement for power. They are
built to work hard and last long, AND THEY DO IT.
No faDcy prices. Write TO«DAY for full information.
We carry a complete line of engine repairs always in
stock.
Several good second-hand Marine and Stationary Engines for sale.

[ONLY COUNTY PAPER.]

dainty daffodils
ARE HERE,

HRST riESSENQERS OF SPR1NO,

RARE

TULIPS, TOO.
Ellsworth greenhouse.
You

can

telephone

your order.

LADIES’ DAY
at

Clark & Witham’s Bowling Alleys,

Every Tuesday and Friday,
evening. Alleys will be
devoted exclusively to ladies. No gentlemen will be allowed unless accompanied by ladles.

Electric

j

light,

want a

Razor that will

that is sharp, ready
for use, ask for our No. J02.
Every Razor is registered. See
our Guarantee with each Razor.
Hyonne Knife Co. name is on
each Razor.—Soid by

E.

one

Q.

MOORE,

Druggist.

afternoon and

CORNER

OPPOSITE THE

POST

Warren,

8upt of schs,
High school,
Edgar Jordan.
Schools,

Simon Garland.

j

Canipi-el Pub Co,
James W Carter,
Em ward Han y,
CWAFL Mason.
Fire

—

••

dept,

Henry K Barns,
Cbas J Brown,
Samuel E hapman,
Text-book,
Conilrgert,

both the Trenton road and Water
bridges, and tearing down over the
falls in a torrent. The stream was the
highest known in years. The Trenton
road bridge was moved a foot out of its
place, and the lower rail of the Water
street bridge wras carried away. In the
afternoon the water fell rapidly, and
passage across both bridges was soon safe.

Martln E Jell son,
D C Heath A Co,
Gin it A Co,
Tnomas E Hale,
Dr A C Hag» rihy,
E K Hopkins,
F 11 McFarland,
John E Doyle,
Dr N C King,
John H Donovan,
LD Paten,
John Silvy,
C W A F L Mason,
Campbell Pub Co,
F B Aiken,
Dr F F Slmonton,
BHAUR Power Co,
Frank R Moore,
Hancock Co Pub Co.
Ellsworth Real Estate Co,

45 00
310
3 60
160 00
10 CO
60
30 50
45 h3
16
*2210
12 60
32 00
12 00
36 00
13 20
160
90CO
9 70
12 54 (0
2 77
1010
145 5
75 00
30 00
21 0)
24 0»
25 00
5 CO
6 00
15 00
19(0
109 75
16 00
20(0
14 82
25 CO
83 62
200 00

over

§1,468 81
Highways......
Sidewalks.

MW VQM.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

1

A girl baby was born on Monday night
of last week to Hiram Hamilton and wife.

Miss Ethel B. Jellison returned Monday
she has been visiting

from Lynn, where
for several weeks.

The February committee of the ladies*
sewing circle held a sociable in the vesflh
last Wednesday evening. About |10 was
realized.

John H. Maddocks, who had his shoulder broken by a falling limb while working in the woods at Green Lake several
days ago, is improving.
The many friends of James E. Lynch, who
went to Colorado last fall for the benefit
of his health, are glad to see him home

again greatly improved.

SShhcrttantunt*,

§59 6)
50 70

Only 7c.

§502 00
233 72

for

crusher.

meeting adjourned until 10 o’clock
Tuesday morning, when the vote of Monday’s election was officially canvassed.
The

Choice

COMING EVENTS.

wide and

ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday, March 7, at Unitarian vestravelling
salesman. He was a member of BUnque- try—Supper, to be served by the gentlemen of the society; 25 cents.
fort commandery, K. T.,, of this city.
The tug Willard, which foundered near
Tuesday, March 13, at Odd Fellows hall
Entertainment and social by March
Gloucester, Mass., last Thursday, drowning three of her crew', was formerly the committee of the Congregational church.
Willard Clapp, the same tug which was Begins at 7.45. Tickets, 25c.
employed on the dredging job in Union
Saturday March 17, at Odd Fellows hall
river a fewr years ago. She was at that time
St. Patrick’s day supper and sale by lacommanded by a Capt. Sawyer, supposed dies of St. Joseph’s Catholic society. Suphere to be the same Capt. E. R. Sawyer
per will be from 5 to 7.30 o’clock; 25 cents.
who was in command wrhen she foundered.
Monday, March 19, at Odd Fellows hall,
Capt. Sawryer and the fireman of the tug Ellsworth, afternoon and evening—Conwere saved, but the captain’s hands and
vention of District 13, of the I. O. O. F.
feet were badly frozen, and it was feared
encampments of Maine.
amputation would be necessary. The tug
Friday, March 23, at Hancock hall
sank in deep water, and it is doubtful if
Song recital by Emory F. White, of New
she can be raised.
y
York, under auspices of Helpsomehow soMusic lovers arfe promised a treat on the
ciety of Baptist church. Tickets, 35 and
for
Hancock
of
March
at
hall,
23,
evening
25 cents.
on that evening comes the song recital of
Friday, April 27, at Odd Fellows hall—
Mr.
of
York
F.
New
city.
Emory
White,
entertainment and supper by SunWhite is the solo tenor of the Madison Fair,
rise council, D. of L.
Maine
avenue Baptist church, but is a
HANCOCK COUNTY.
man.
He has a wonderful voice, and a
Wednesday, March 14- Meeting of Green
short time ago gave a recital in Houlton
Mountain Pomona grange at Salisbury
pleasing a splendid audience with a varied Cove.
to
Ellsworth
programme. He copes
under the auspices df the Helpsomehow
atobcrtiFraenV
society of the Baptist church, and the
proceeds of the entertainment are to go
toward improvements in the church, j
Miss Eleanor W. Pomeroy, reader, and
Miss M. A. Hodgkins, accompanist, will
visiting

CO.,

Albert C. Cottle has bought the Hiram
Nason house, and will move there soon.

$785 72

intimate
acquaintance in Ellsworth, which he had
! been

WOVAi 1AKIMQ bOWOtn

The bill of the Ellsworth Real Estate
Co. of $200 is for the lot for the rock

years of age. His home was in Sedgwick,
to which place the remains were taken for
a

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.

§110 35
TEACHERS’ SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
school.
High

Charles H. Closson, whose serious illat Boston was reported in The
American last week, died Saturday at the
Mr. Closson had
Revere house, Boston.
been In a hospital tar a short time, but at
his own request had been taken back to
the hotel. Mr. Closson was about sixty

He bad

POWDER

Absolutely Pure

BTBKET COMMISSIONER’S BOLL.

ness

many years

Canned

as a

—

Corn!

—

—

No wonder you exclaim: “How
lie do it!” For 7 cents is tlie

can

lowest

known

—

Entertainment.

March committee of
the Congregational society will give an
entertainment and social at Odd Fellows
hall next Tuesday evening, March 13.
There will be a sale of home-made candy
The
and useful and fancy novelties.
entertainment will consist of music, a
Japanese drill by eight little girls in costume, a drama from The Puritan, entitled
“The First Time”. Refreshments will be
served. Following is the
The ladies of the

Characters

landscape artist,
Harry L Crabtree
Sylvia Garden, a model... .Miss Ray N Whiting
little
with
a
a
big heart,
Kina,
drudge
Wilfred

Benton,

a

MIsb Ilazel Knowlton

wealthy and eccentric
widow.7. Miss Helen E Bonsey
Frederick Torlngton, an actor,
Mrs De Soto

Beane,

genuine

What’s

secret?

the

same

our

patrons

at the

fortunate discount.

THAT

DON’T FORGET
OUR
IS

STORE

WHOLE

FULL

OF

JUST

SUCH “UNBEATABLE”
BARGAINS !
BER,

Manager,

REMEM-

THOUGH,

WE

NEVER

SACRIFICE

QUALITY

FOR PRICE!

ELLSWORTH.

Franklin Street,

Up-to-date appointments.
Conveniently located.
Drop in and enjoy yourself.
a full line of Cigars, Cigarettes and

Patrick

We carry
Tobaccos.

Kearns,

Ellsworth, Maine.

PATENT MEDICINES.
We

of patent medicines.
We pride ourselves on our complete stock.
Because prices are right our goods are always
fresh. We have no room for old stock.
are

large purchasers

a

W A Alexander
Piano solo.Miss Lora V Parsons

One man’s word is good until you hear
the other man’s story.
Society Floral Emblems

always correct.
HAH HARBOR only.

are

Address

over

Canned Corn for

hand it along to

POOL ROOM,
E. E. DOYLE,

on

Merely that we bought the Corn at
an extra low price, and are going to

Franklin Street

assist.

price Ellsworth folks have

good quality.

j

MOSES’

OFFICE.

I*

$45 o->

Edw E Doyle,
Eliz ibeth A Belcher,
K Eugene Mason,
Eugene P Warren,

heavy
Saturday night.
rapidly, until at noon it was flowing

Higgins
Japanese drill.Margaret Mall,
Hazel Giles, Mildred Rowe, Madeline
Moon, Anna Clark, Marlon Rideout,
Martha Mllllken, Helen Shute.
Mandolin solo ..r. Mias Ida Illgglns

If you

AMOUNT.

John H Silvy,
Edward T Finn,
Alex 11 Gray.
Elisha T Salisbury,
B H A U R Power Co,

Eugene

Library,

PROGRAMME.
Violin solo.Miss Ida

shave,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

NAME.

Police,

in

DRAMA—THE FIRST TIRE.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,

1.

ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO
FUND.

There will be a union service of the
Baptist and Methodist societies at the
naw Methodist church next Sunday evening. Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of the Baptist
church, will deliver a sermon to young
people. There w’ill be special music,
which will include solos by Mr. Killam,
Mrs. F. B. Kingsbury, Mrs. C. O. Wormell
and Miss Eva Mayo.

interment.

year.

was

power needs

on

appropriated.

street

until

Eighty four

34 Main Street.

w*a

lay

week

The FLOYD 4 HAYNES STORE,

wood

Bar Harbor Tuesday it w as voted to pay
the verdict, and money for the pu rpose

rose

visit.

customers tell

cutting

a

to the law court.

Mrs. R. S. Higgins, of Brewer, was the
guest of Miss Addie Salisbury from Satur-

ton for

We make, a specialty of handling extra
fine Corned Beef.
“The man behind
the beer’ at our store knowe the Corned
Beef business from A to Z, and our

ork

Ellsworth captains are beginning to
leave to start their vessels which have
been hauled up for the winter. Capt. J.
A. Bowden, of the Willie L. Maxwell,
Harry L. Crabtree and wife are receiving and
Capt. P. W. Alley, of the C. C.
congratulations on the birth, yesterday, of left last week for New York. Lane,
Capt.
a daughter.
W. L. Pratt has gone to Rockland to
Nokomis Rebekah lodge had a very taka the schooner W. D.
Mangam, which
pleasant sociable at Odd Fellows hall last be recently purchased. He will sail for
Friday evening.
Pott land to load for Boston.
J. A. Haynes has rented the A. I.
Chrd's brook went on a tear all by itself
launders house on Pine street, and will
Sunday. The cause was the snow and
move in this week.
rain of
The stream

Hoyt Austin, formerly of The Ameriforce, v. ho has been working in Bos-

YES, SIR; RIGHT THIS WAY!

of 1905-6-was marked for its brevity.
was no business outside the passage
of the several rolls of accounts, and this
was speedily disposed of.
Mayor Hagerthy was in the chair. Aldermen present: Tripp, Moore, McCarthy
and Austin.
The rolls of accounts were passed as
follows:
There

James E. Lynch, who has spent the
winter in Colorado and Massachusetts, is
at home.

can

EXTRA FINE CORNED BEEF?

w

F. Floyd, of Ellsworth, who
verdict against the town of Eden
at the January term of the supreme court
for $1,500 for personal injuries, w'ill get his
money without waiting for the case to go
secured

Walter Smith has returned to Portland,
after a short visit at his home here.

The

out at cost

entire stock of paints
and oils, brushes, painters’
materials, etc., to make
room for other stock. Here

our

is an

Kief,
improving.

at

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

mayor and

board of aldermen—the last for the board

Herbert D. Moore, of Ellsworth, who
crew

regular meeting of the

The

St. Patrick’s day supper,
under the auspices of the ladies of St.
Joseph’s Catholic society, will be served at
Odd Fellows hall'Saturday, March 17, from
5 to 7.30 p. m. There will be a sale of
home-made candy and aprons in connection with the supper.
The annual

a

Accounts the Only

of

Rusiness.

Fred

m.

MAIL CLO8E8 AT I'OBTOFFICK.

Going East—7 a m and 5.80 p rn.
Going West—11. SO a m, 5 and 9 pm.
No Sunday mail.

is

Passage of Rolls

monton and wife.

had

cUnirruammi!'.

CITY MEETING

Thomas island, a short distance east of the
Mt. Desert toll bridgev was burned out
Tuesday afternoon. No particulars have
been received here, but it is understood
that the camp and nearly all the furnishings and utensils wrere destroyed.

AT

Dennis

C. W. & F. L.

THIH IVKKK.

Whiting Bros—Meats, vegetables, groceries,
flour, dry goods, etc.
Patrick Kearns
Meats, groceries, canned

_

O.

T8

In bankruptcy—Fst Henry Tnicy.
Manning K Perkins vs The Fanner*.' Store
Co. in equity.
Statement—Gern an American Ins Co.
Statement—Granite State Fir I n* Co.
Statement—Trad rs & Mechanic® Ina Co.
.1 A McUown— Help warned.
Lost— Hunch 1 keys.
KG Moore—Apothecary.
II F Hatley Co—Flour at wholesale.
ft A li .ynen—Meats. Hr*h amt groceries.
C L Morang—Dry goods, loots and sIio^s-

conducted quarterly meeting Saturday
evening, and occupied the pulpit at both
services Sunday, While in Ellsworth Mr.
Hayward was the guest of Dr. F. F. Bi-

Open all the year ’round.

Vinol is not a patent medicine, but a scientific combination
of the Curative elements of cod liver oil, organic iron, and wine.
That’s all, but its health restoring power astonishes even us.
And it is so delicious. Try it on our guarantee.

,g. a. parche r.
.

ScllmrTttsnnrntB.

fllutnal Benefit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

CHRISTIAN'

EDITED BT

"AUNT MADOK”.

liesinnins

March

It.

It*

By REV. S. H. DOTLE.
Topic.—James’ picture of a perfect

man

how can we realize it in ourselves?—Matt
v, 48. Jas. ill, 1-1S.

The ideal set before the Christian in
the Scriptures is that of perfectionentire separation to God and consecration to II is will. In the sermon on the
mount Christ places the perfection of
God before us as the model toward
which we ure to strive. "Be ye perfect, eveu as your Father which is in
In this idea of
heaven is perfect.’’
perfection it Is not suggested that it is
possilile for us to have perfect knowledge, to be perfectly free from sin or
that we shall not need to contend
against the evil that is within and
without us, but that we should take the
perfect attributes of God—His goodness. justice, wisdom and holiness—and
make them the gjui toward which we
shall strive, depending upon Him to
give us grace and strength to succeed.
Xor is such an ideal impracticable.
The higher our ideal the higher our
attainment if we use all our powers of
will to attain to it aud seek the guidance and strength of God to help us.
Perfection must of course deal with
all man’s moral attributes, but the
apostle James in his picture of the perfect man makes all to center around
the one attribute of speech. He declares that "if any man offend not in
word the same Is a perfect man.” But
that he does not mean that perfect
speech makes a perfect man he hastens
to add "and able also to control the
whole body.” The perfect man must
have perfection In thought, word and
la deed, but speech Is Inspired by
thought and is the forerunner of action. In general a man says what he
thinks, and his words are a prophecy
of What he will de. Therefore it is posslble to estimate with some degree or
certainty tbe standard of perfection
which a man has reached by his words,
for if we offend not in word we mirror
In our words an inoffensive mind and
give assurance of a life of perfection.
And further on the apostle emphasizes
the fact that speech is the result of an
fiiward condition and that it results in
proper outward behavior and that all
proceed from divine and heavenly wisdom, “For the wisdom that is from
above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle and easy to be entreated, full of
mercy and good fruits, without partiality and without hypocrisy. And tbe
fruit of righteousness is sown in peace
of them that make peace.**
If we would attain to perfection as
James portrays it, we must be especially guarded in our words. Too mucb
emphasis cannot be placed upon this
fact, for of all things we are less apt
to put a bridle upon our tongues.
(1) Tbe tongue is a little member of the
body and seems, therefore, unworthy
of especial attention. It is so easy to
talk, and words seem so common and
trifling that we do not weigh them
carefully. But though small, the tongue
is most dangerous. A bit is a small
thing, but It controls a horse. Ships are
turned about by a very small helm.
Therefore the tongue is not to be despised because of its insignificant size.
Instead it requires the more careful
guarding. (2) The tongue is hard to
control. All who have tried to control
it have found this to be true. But for
this reason we are not to give it a free
rein, but to put forth more strenuous
efforts to control it. The unruly horse
is not set free, but only held the tightAnd if man cannot control the
er.
tongue God can give him the power to
do so.
The miseries of life caused by unruly
tongues are past all description and ail
summing up. Mere thoughts injure no
OdCi We can defend ourselves against
the evil actions of men, but before unbridled. merciless, scandalous tongues
humanity stands almost defenseless.
Let ns guard against this danger by
cultivating a pure heart, which shall inspire kind words, which shall in turn
inspire good works.
BIBLE

Ps. xix, 14: xxxix, 1; xlv, 1, 2; Prov.
Xib IS, 19; xv. 1. 2; xxv, 15; Judg. viii,
1-3; Eph. iv. 11-16; v, 1-4; Col. iv, 5, 6;
I Tim. vi, 20, 21; Tit ill, 1, 2.
New York’s Field Secretary.

Rev. William T. Edils, New York
state field secretary, was a successful
minister In the Congregational church
before being
called to this re__

sponsible

posi-

He has
for many
years an enthusiastic believer
in Christian Endeavor and an
active and agtion.
been

gressive worker
along Endeavor
lines. He brings
a

his

“Helpful

and

Hopeful

new

ripe

post

experi-

that will
fit him for the
exacting
REV. WIU.IA* T. EDPS. many
details of life in
the field.
He will devote much time
to needy and neglected portions of the
state and will do a great amount of
pioneer service, forming new societies,
instructing ministers and lay workers
in the value and details of organization
and in every possible way helping to
pass on the blessings of the movement
to those who do not now share them.
ence

Jnslor Vote Prom Ireland.

If you were going to present your
friend with a rose, would you select
Would you
ore already full blown?
not rather select one that is Just opening out? And don't you think that
Jesus Is better pleased with a child’s
Hfe, when unspotted by sin. than when
the old man. whose life has been spent
in sin, comes to pray for mercy.—J. V
McVitty, Clones.

IMPORTANT TO MARRIED WOMEN
—

1

It is with great pleasure we publish
the following letters, as they convincingly prove the claim we have so many
times made in our columns that Mrs
—

Perchance a look will suffice to clear
The cloud from a neighbor’s face.
And the press of a hand in sympathy
A sorrowful tear efface.

I wonder why
costs so little!
We give It so little thought;
A smile—kind words— a glance—a touch!
What magic with them is wrought.
-Selected by Sadie.

Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass., is fully qualified toff ive helpful advice tosick women,

j

Head Mrs. Dimmick's letters.
Her first letter:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham :—

Mutuals:
I have been a sufferer for the past eight
j
There is so much of truth in this week’s years with a trouble which first originated
from painful
periods—the pains were excrucipoem I want you to read it carefully. The
ating, frith inflammation and ulceration of the
third stanza depicts so clearly the differ- female organa The doctor says I must have
I do not want
an operation or I cannot live.
ence in life's pathways; to some the path
to aubmit to an operation if I can pomibly
is smooth, to others hard and rough. We avoid it.
Please help me."—Mra Mary
cannot tell how or why this is so, but the
Dimmick. Washington, D. C.
Her second letter:
scriptural injunction to “rejoice with
those who rejoice and to weep with those Dear Mra Pinkham:—
You will remember my condition when I
who weep” can be applied by each one
last wrote you, and that’ the doctor mid I
who takes sympathetic notice of his felmust have an operation or I could not live.
low-travellers on the King’s highway.
I received your kind letter and followed your
advice very carefully and am now entirely
well As my case was so serious it seems a
Dear Aunt Madge and M. B Sisters:
miracle that I am cured.
I know that I owe
1 have been thinking for a Iona time that I
not only my health but my life to Lydia B.
would write to you. bat didn't seem to have
Plnkham's Vegetable Compound and to your
anything to write about, so have neglected to de advice. I can walk miles without an acne or
so from day to day until now.
a pain, and I wish every suffering woman
1 received a nice long letter from Grandma 6.
would read this letter and realise what you
can do for them.”—Mrs. Mary DimnnckJ50th
last wee* and am going to share a part of it
and East Capitol Streets, Washington, D. C.
have been trying to
with you all. She says:
How easy it was for Mrs. Dimmick to
write to the column for some time, and I must.
1 think 1 shall give a brief description of my
write to Mra. Pinkham at Lynn, Maas.,
and
how little it cost her—a two-c«nt
to
the
first keeping house,
give
young folks
some idea of how the old folks had to get along
stamp. Yet how valuable was the reply!
As Mrs. Dimmick says—it saved her life.
and rough it No wedding presents and not
Mrs. Pinkham has on file thousands
much to begin with.”
1 think if she will give the description of of just such letters as the above, and
offers ailing women helpful ad vice.
which she speaks, it will be very interesting
Her husband was an F B. minister.
Did any of you ever try using potatoes instead
of eggs, when the latter were scarce? I saw a
recipe In the Maine Farmer, signet “Farmer's
Wife”, which 1 tried and found good. It Is as
follows:
Doughnuts—Boll a small potato, mash it
while hot, aod sugar while the potato is hot,
then proceed as usual.
I had no faith that it would be fit to eat, but
the doughnuts came out as light as feathers
and didn’t soak far, as I was afraid they
would. Lo"e to you all.
Sadie.
You will have seen, Sadie, that I gave
place to Grandma G.’s letter before yours
“came to the front”. I intended to insert
yours before, but missed it last week.
for Aunt

Madge’s

Date Cake—One cup sugar, ^ cup butter or
lard, 2 cups of dour, 1 cup sour milk, 1 teaspoon
soda, >• teaspoon cinnamon, a Utile salt, S
pound of dates with the stones removed aud
the dales cut fine.
Lemon Tarts—Grate 2 lemons, add 2 cups
sugar. 3 well-b«aten eggs, piece butter half the
size of an egg; rnlx the ingredients thoroughly
and place over the dre, stirring till it bolls up.
and theu set away to cool. This will keep ail
winter
Tart shells—Take
cup lard, 1 tablespoonful of white sugar, 5 tablesp >onfuls of
cold water, and the white of an egg well beaten;
mould like p e crust, cut out with your tartshell cutter, and lake.
£ 2d.

Many

thanks for

these recipes.

Dear Aunt Madge:
I am not a mutual, but I am very much interested in the column, especially the recipes. The
apple sauce cake is a standby with me, and I
have given the recipe to many of my friends. I
will send my favorite rule for
Indian

Pudding—Two tablespoonfuls of
meal, 2 of pearl tapioca, H cup molasses,
M cup sugar, small piece of butter, 1 quart of

corn

sweet milk.
B*ke two and
ring often the first hoar.
are

try it some time. Remember you are a
Mutual now, for you have received and

given help through

the column

Dear Aunt Madqe:
The poem "Raise the Curtain”, in the M. B.
of Feb. 7, is tine. I believe In raising the curtains at night, so that the passers-by can catch a
glimpse of the light and cosy home cheer. How
much pleasanter It seems to ride by a house t**at
Is glowing with light than one with curtains
drawn and shutters closed.
I have to thank Sister B. for a nice personal
letter. She was so kind and thoughtful to write
me amid her care and sorrow.
May her son
recover the use of his arm and be strong and
well again.
I will answer the "hello” of Aunt Marla.
Her roasting pan was certainly a useful Christmas present. Should
like one just like It.
Santa must have been quite generous to her,
and 1 had no reason to find fault, for 1 had
several pretty and useful presents, besides the
Ladies’ Home Journal for 1906, and three
generous kitchen aprons Trade of gingham.
1 have so many favorite quotations that I can
hardly choose from them. One from Tennyson
comes to my mind often:
t.

England*. Former Enemies.

The three greatest potentates of modern times have been England's strenuous antagonists—viz. Philip II., Louis
XIV. and Napoleon.
Of these three
Napoleon was the most powerful, Philip the most deadly. The leaders under
whom the English rallied against these
world famous monarchs were: First.
Elizabeth and Drak^: second. William
and Marlborough; third. Pitt and Kelson.
The result of the first of these
great historic duels was to overturn
the foundations of Spanish empire,
with Its dominion over the seas, ita
vast colonial possessions, its claim under a papal bull to an exclusive monopoly of the new world. The result of the
second was to decide which should be
the residuary legatee of the deceased
Spanish power, France or England,
giving in the end the succession to its
old world dominions to France, its
trade, maritime supremacy and colonies mainly to England. The result ot
the third was to shatter Napoleon’s
hopes of ascendency by sea and to
force him baoj; on European conquests,
upon projects which related to the old
world and not to the new. Pitt and
Nelson did not disappear till that end
was attained, and
England's part In
the later wars of Napoleon was that,
having, ns Pitt said in almost his closing words, saved herself by her energy
she saved Europe by’her example and
assistance.—Blackwood's Magazine.

one-half hours, stirBeth

glad of your testimony in regard
apple sauce cake, and also glad of
another recipe for Indian padding. I will
We

"Break, break, break,
On thy cold gray stones, O sea!
And 1 would that my tongue could
The thoughts that arise In me.

man.

He

was

constitutionally

work many times over, only to show
his general laziness.
One day when the Woman’s Mission

Dear

recipes

every village In the land there la
ne'er-do-well who is pitied and conIn the
demned in the same breath.
village of Gienville Jim I’eters was
Iii

a

induced to sign the temperance pledge
twenty different occasions, only to
break it each time anybody offered him
a drink, and he had been provided with

It

few

Copyright, 1905. by R B. McClure

on

One walks in sunlight; another goes
All weary in the shade;
One treadB a path that is fair and smooth,
Another must pray for aid.

a

as an

lazy, was a toper from head to heel,
and his wife and two cuildreu often
wanted for clothes and food. Mr. Peters had been struggled with on nuWomen had given
merous occasions.
him tongue lashings, and men had hinted at tar and feathers. He had been

HOW LITTLE IT COSTS-

“Poltubed Rice/’

The rice that comes on the American
table looks mushy; the grains seem all
masked together instead of being distinct and large. The trouble (sometimes due to the cooking) is usually
explained by the statement that our
rice is of inferior quality, though there
is no better rice in the world than our
Louisiana and Texas article; the grains
are large, firm and nutty. The faet is,
our public won't buy
any rice unless
the grains shine and glisten. Consequently the first thing the miller does
is to put his rice crop through a course
of polishing by which the covering of
the kernel, and at the same time the
most nutritive part, is rubbed off. The
result is that he gets a beautiful, almost sparkling grain, which sells well,
but. Inasmuch as the covering has been
removed, the grains when cooked lose
their identity and become a mush.
“Polished rices" Is a peculiarity of
America. The public can procure the
unpolished rice if they will insist on
the grocer getting It for them, for
"polishing" is an extra process which
the miller will be glad to abandon.—
Country Life In America.

utter

And the stately ships go on
To their haven under the bill,
ButO. for the touch of a vanished hand,
And the sound of a voice that is still.”
Alfred Tennyson was born iu Somerby, England, A usrust 5, 1819. lie was made poet laureate
in 1850; In 1881 was mude Baron Tennyson and
thus entered the House of Lords. "The Princess,” "In Memoriam" and "Locksley Hall”are
E
among his famous poems.

Th* Supreme Teat.

“You say that you would do anything on earth for me?” the fair girl
ask's!, looking into his earnest eyes.
"Anything, darling!" he whispered

passionately.
“After

married would you
go shopping with me?” she continued.
With a groan of anguish he turned
away, and she, sobbing, hid her face
In the supreme
among the pillows.
test he had failed.—Judge.
we

were

Tha^k’ you'so much, E., for the literary
contribution, as well as for your letter.
The whole circle sympathizes with you in
A Lively Tussle
the tender longing expressed in your
with that old enemy of the race, Constifavorite poem.
Aunt Madge.
pation, often ends in Appendicitis. To
To Cure a Cold in One Day
Take LAXATIVE BBOWO Quinine Tablets.
Druggist s refund money If it falls to cure. E. W.
Gkovk’s signature Is on each box. 2!c.

avoid all serious trouble with Stomach,
Liver and Bowels, take Dr. King’s NewLife Pills. They perfectly regulate these
25c
organs, without pain or discomfort.
at E. G. Moobe-s, druggist.
;—■

j

experiment”

"I'll holler and ruise the hull coun-

the

How little it costs, if we give It a thought,
To make happy some heart each day !
Just one kind word, or a tender smile,
As we go on our daily way.

Here are
column:

By Mary Donaldson

Mrs. Mary Dimmick of Washington tells
How Lydia K. Pinkhaji’s Vegetable
Compound Made Her Well.
—

communications, and its success depends largely
Comon ibe support given it in this respect
munications inuel be signed, but the name of
writer will not be piloted except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but nor e
will be rejected without good reason Address
all communications to
The American,
FUsworth, Me.

to the

READINGS.

to

Motto:

The purpose? of this column are succinctly
suited in the title and motto—it is for the mutual
benefit, am! aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of in
formation and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits

SAVING
JIM PETERS

TWO OPEN LETTERS

Prayer Merlins; Topic For the Week

to
Hannah Davis Is plzen moan ’miff
bear traps for innocent persons
you'll lie hauled up in law."
i ve heard on good authority, Mr.
Peters, that you lick your wife."
I "If 1 do she needs It.”
“Well, we’ll see how a licking goes
I in your ease. We'll try one anyhow

ID. <fi. <fi. II.

pet

society

was

holding its monthly

meet-

ing Aunt Hanna Paris brought up Jim
Peters' case anew and declared that
something should be done. She was
given license to go ahead, and she proceeded to go over the old beaten track.
Jim signed the pledge, agreed to stop
chewing plug tobacco and go to work,
and he oven expressed an anxiety to
“get religion" and become in time a
deacon of the church. His good resolutions carried him along for two weeks,
then he fell down, and he fell hard;
not only that, but be boasted around

and

that Aunt Hanna was an easy person
to deal with.
The good woman lived about a mile
out of the village, having a farm of
her own and enjoying the life of a
spinster, and one morning she got up,
be told by the hired man that somebody had robbed the smokehouse overnight Jim I’eters was the only perto

son

for ten miles around who could be

suspected, and when the hired

man

ty:”

"Then the whole county will l>e here
ro see.”
Anut Hannah picked out the longest
switch, dampened her hand to keep
her hold g;jod. and then Itegan the
Only the third blow

"experiment”

had falleu when Peters began to yell,
but no pause was made until he had
received the thrashing of his life. The
woman had the will and the muscle,
and the sprout from the |>ench tree was
supple and lasting. When about thirty
blows had been administered Aunt
Hannah paused.
"You see how it works.” she said,
Will
“and .you don't seem to like it
you ever whip your wife again?”
"I wou't promise till you let me out
o' this trap.”
“Oh. you won't! Then well have a
little more of It.”
Six or eight more stinging cuts were
enough for Jim. He promised on his
word of honor never to raise his baud
against his wife again. He was then
banded a third dipper of water, and
when he refused It the switch came
down over bis back, and the woman
said:
"You've got to learn to like the taste
of water, ami you’ve got to learn here
Your children had to go
and now.
barefoot all last winter because you
Drink It
had to have your whisky.
down or you’ll get another dusting."
Jim m^haged to drink the water, and
was then asked for his promise not to
touch Intoxicating drinks for one year.
“But what am 1 goln* to do when a
feller offers to treat?’ he protested.
“You are going to remember this,”
she replied as she gave him half a
dozen cuts and brought a fresh chorus
of howls.
Aunt Hannah went
He promised.
Into the house and wrote out a pledge.
It was a pledge embodying four or five
promises, and after he bad taken another drink from the dipper Jim put
his name to it. The hired man was
then called up to sign as a witness
and to pry open the Jaws of the trap,
and Jim went limping away.
That day marked an epoch in Jim
Within a week he had
Peters' life.
work. He turned to water like a duck.
He administered no more thrashings
to his wife. In fact, before a year was
up he was spoken of as a sober, steady
man, and had credit at the stores for
the first time In his life.
Plenty of
people asked Aunt Hannah how she
did It, and her answer was alike to
all:
“Why, I first got my bear trap and
then tried an experiment.”

told his news he added that Jim ought
to be arrested and his house searched
for the plunder.
“We must not accuse any one without evidence," replied Aunt Hannah.
“It may have been Jim Peters or it
may have been a dog. I'm rather of
the opinion that it was a dog. and I
would suggest that you get out the old
bear trap and set it in front of the
smokehouse tonight If a dog steals
meat once he will twice, won't he?’’
“That's what I have heard,” observed
the hired man as he started for the
barn to hunt for the old trap.
Aunt Hannah had started in to reform Jim Peters In earnest mood, and
she bragged that she would accomplish what others had failed to do.
Trarlns Back a Common Sarlnsr.
When the man backslid she was reIt is a curious bit of literary exercise
buked and criticised on all sides, and, -to take a common saying and trace it
although she seemed to take it In good back to Its origin. Take the common
part, she felt something of a spirit of saying, for instance, "All that glitters
revenge.

The bear trap was oiled and set, but
it was a week before any game appeared. It was the hired man again
who brought her news. As he came
into the kitchen with the milk pails
he observed laconically:
“Well, Mrs. Davis, we have caught
the dog.”
“I see," she replied after a look from
the window.
“It's a dog that looks exactly like
Jim Peters.”
“Yes?
I'll go out after breakfast
and have a closer look.
I wish you
would cut me three or four switches
from a peach tree before you go to
work.
If you hear the dog howling,
you needn't stop hoeing corn on that
account”

Is not gold."
It is found In current
literature everywhere and in a dozen
different forms.
Dryden renders it,
“All, as they say, that glitters is not
gold.” Spenser says, "Gold all Is not
that doth golden seem.” Lydgate has
the same Idea In the words, “All is
not gold that outward sheweth bright.’’
Chaucer expresses It In somewhat different phraseology. Middleton has it,
“All Is not gold that glisteneth,” and
Shakespeare says, “All that glistens Is
not gold.”
Go a little farther back,
however, and the same expression is
found Is the monkish collection of
proverbs, and there is no doubt if a
classical scholar were to set to work
with the determination to hunt the
proverb down, no matter how long it
took, he would find it in Latin, Greek
and most other ancient and dead languages. It Is a natural outgrowth of
sarcasm as applied to fictitious show
and is no doubt as old as the science
of metal working.

me woman lingered over ner breakfast as long as she could, and when
she finally donned her sunbonnet and
wandered out to the smokehouse she
had several switches, a pall of water
and a dipper in her hands.
“Good morning, Mr. Peters,” she saEntrapping Marine Monitera.
Oa the northern coast of Norway the
luted when she had come to a halt.”
“I was looking for my jackknife fishermen get u yearly harvest from
here last night, and I walked into thi3 the whales which stray Into the harold trap,” he said by way of expla- bors. At certain localities, where the
nation.
bays are almost landlocked, lofty
stands are erected, similar to the otter
“Yes, 1 sed. Is Mrs. Peters well?'
outlooks on the north Pacific, and
“About the same as usual.”
when a school Is sighted scores of
“And the children?"
“Hang it, why don't you call Joe up boats put out and, by the simple
and tell him to get me out of this? process of driving, hundreds of the oil
This infernal trap has about cut my producing cetaceans are entrapped.
leg off. If 'twas anybody but you I'd The Faroe islands are famous for this
have the law an 'em. Who knows how method of whaling. One of the largest
catches ever made was In Hvarfiord,
long I’ll be laid up with this leg?”
“Mr. Peters," said Aunt Hannah in Iceland, where eleven hundred were
ashore.
The
very sober tones, “do you remember driven
blnckflsh, or
whales, come down the Atlantic coasts
your promises to me?"
“How am I going to keep promises from the north, encounter shallow
when all the town Is agin’ me? You water, then follow It along and are
are agin’ me, too, or you wouldn’t have
naturally led Into the cul-de-sac awaiting them. Here the boats easily surset this trap for me.”
“You have been coaxed, bribed, round and drive the whales in.
pleaded with and fairly bought, but
Didn't Catch Them.
you still loaf around and get drunk.
It is time that some other plan was
The following story of Oliver Wenresorted to. Drink this.”
dell Holmes was told some years ago
She handed him a dipper of water, by a physician who was a student In
and he drank about half of it.
He the Harvard Medical school when Dr.
was about to pour the rest on the
Holmes was an instructor in
anatomy
there.
ground when she said:
“I know it has a strange taste to you,
One day the subject before the class
but you’ll have to get used to it. Don’t was the cranium, and a human skull
waste a drop. Here—have some more.”
was passed from hand to hand, the In“I've had n-pleuty.”
structor asking the members of the
Aunt Hannah picked up oue of the class to describe
the prominences, cavswitches and proceeded to lay it over i es and apertures. Student after
stuJim’s shoulders In a vigorous manner. tcnt gave the names and locations of
As it was stumper and he had only a
*-■
orifices, until finally the Inquiry
ragged cotton shirt acros.; Is!■ Pick he narrowed down to one opening which
was speedily reminded of his b.yhood
bn led every one.
days. He reached for the dipper and
I ’. Holmes waited
patiently for
downed a quart of w er. and then sor
one to distinguish himself, but
said:
u> explanation was
advanced.
When
“1 say, I want this trap taken off. j ail had
given It up, the doctor rather
Do you think I’m a man of wood ,,r ! dryly remarked:
“That is Holmes’ hole.
When I tell folks that Aunt I made it
Iron?
myself."

(tolumn.

I The editor Invitee eecreurlee of local tnl.„
*>f the W. C. T U. In Hancock
county an(»
white rlbboner* generally, to contribute
to thu
column reports of meeting* orJtern* that
of Intereat to worker* In other part* nt
county. We wouhl like thl» to be a
but It need* some effort on the part of W r t*
V. women to make It *o- It 1* a column of th.u
makln*. notour*, ami will be what they
It.
Item* and communication*
rommunlratlnn* »hn..id
*houkl u.
be *hn~
•»nd are, of cour*e. subject to approval
of
editor,
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BOUTHWE8T HARBOR.
A. C. Norwood

Thursday Mrs.

entertained the members of the W. c. T. i;
and others interested in the work at
a
Union Signal lunch. In spite of the
inof
the
there
clemency
weather,
was a
good
number present.
The meeting was
opened
and
by responsive reading
prayer hy Mix
May Lawton, after which there wire
Union Signal toasts, which were very interesting. After a discussion of the Union
Signal and its work, dainty refreshments
were served by the hostess.
The
meeting
was then brought to a close
by all rethe
Lord’s
prayer. All declared it
peating
a very pleasant time, and think it
would
be well if they had more such
meetings,
and perhaps by that means more
might
Join them in their good work.
March 5.
SPEC’
_

WIJTTIIB HARBOR.

At the Baptist church on Feb. 25, a
Frances E. Willard memorial meeting w»,
held. Alter reading ol acripure,
singing
hy choir, and prayer, a very pleasing programme was rendered. A paper was read
on the origin and progress ol the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union. There was
also talk on the different departments ot
superintendent’s work and recitations.
The children aided with songs and recitations. There was a short address by tits
pastor, and temperance songs by congregation. A collection was taken tor tbs
Willard memorial lund. Temperance literature was distributed.
March 5.
C. E. 0.
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Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and M3 p
m, and arriving ElU worth 11 06 a tn, 10.17 p cr,
with Washington Co Ry.
tSlop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor with throw*
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Baton and St. John.

connect

Passengers

are

earnestly requested

to

procart

tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to EllsworthF. E. BOOTH BY. G. P AT. A
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
WINTER SCHEDULE.
Two

Trips A Week

JJ*

Steamers leaves Bar Harbor Menuar*
at 9a m touching at Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor. Southwest Harbor, •SWD*!®’
ton. conneotlog at Rockland with steamer 101
Boston.
T>ar*Steamer leaves Bluehlll Mondays
days at 9a m for South Bluehlll. BrooKlln.SW
Harbor*"
Deer
Dark
wick,
Isle. 8argentvllle,
Kocklaud, con net ling with steamer for
RETURNING
a*
From Boston
and Fridays at 5 P

Thursdays

at][1

Tuesdays

From Rockland Wednesdays snd Saturday***
SAO a m, touching at 8tonlngton. Souuiw^
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.
From Rockland Wednesdays and Saturday*
5 30 am, touching at Dark Harbor,
D«r lilt. Sedgwick. Brook lie. South HIMM#
and Bluehlll.
From WestTremont Mondays.
▲11 cargo, except live stock, rla the
of this Company, Is Insured agaluat Are »»■
marine risk.
F. 8. Shp.rm a.v, Gen’l Agent, BocklatA**
Calvin Austin, v. P. A Gen'! Mata**
Foster's Wharf, Boston, Mass.

^argeoirnjj

New Amsterdam Hotel
Fourth Avenue and 21st St..
New York.
Located in the heart of the
city, one block east of Broadway, two blocks south

from

Madison Square. House newly
decorated and refurnishedKates #1.00 per day and up-

ward, European plan.
Edward Coyne & Co.
F. S.

Willard W'

bluehill history.
R. «■ fB'u'b'11
Mass-. 'or !he

rcompllert by

C.nrt.ge, Brooklln
Hl«ori«l Society.)

society will be (tlail to
The Bluehill Historical
In prealtlent, Ur. Otla Little
receive through
etc.,
j, of Bluehill. suggestions, corrections,
making these papers as
which will »»»>»'

complete ana as oorrect

as

possible._

the STEPHEN HOLT HOUSE

the one last described,
and place sdjoins
about 1826.
an(j was buiit probably
Holt was the fifth son of Jedediah

Stephen

and died May 18,
H0u, born May 10, 1788,
He married Edy,
consumption.
Of
1830,
of Robert and Ruth (Woodl

daughter

She

Parker, Nov. 23,1819.
at Tliomaston, Me.
3 1795; died

was

born Mar.

They

had

Charlotte Augusta, born April 13,
J
Barrett of Thom1821 married Ephraim
Oct. 1, 1842, and removed to her

a-toii

husband’s

home.

Sarah Thorndike,
1822: di d Nov. 18,1831.
\fter the removal of
9

born

Mrs.

Aug. 18,
Holt and

was
occupied by
daughter, the house
different parties, but finally became the
the present
property of Wilford Grindle,
owner and occupant.

the bobert

p.

chinery
been

here mentioned

not

by the

may have

this small
which bear witness to imstream,
portance once attached to this water
power in the town’s activities.
Will they
or those of a kindred nature ever be revived? It seems to be very doubtful to
the citizens of 1905.
All the men, women and children of
run

waters of

all of

early settlers of the town, and even
their grandchildren, whose lives and
doings we have been considering, “sleep
with their fathers” in the burying places
of the town or elsewhere, and only a few
houses of their building and a few meager
records tell the story of their living activities, their loves, their hopes, their
hardships, their fears, their joys and their

eweb house

The greater part of those known to the
his boyhood have gone “to that
bourne from whence no traveler
returns”,
and when he visits his native town, it is
to the cemeteries he directs his steps if he
desires to learn of and commune with his
writer in

thoughts concerning

them.

yet the story of their lives must
ever be of interest to the citizens and
people of this town, and especially so to
those who are their descendants. It has
been especially so to the writer in gathering and noting the facts and incidents
And

named, was built by Mr. narrated in this fragmentary and imper1840, and occupied by him fect account of them.
He feels a just pride in being descended
the town. It has since been
from the first settlers, in being a native of
occupied by various persons,
M. Snow. the town, in sharing the friendships and
but is now the property of John
in being held in remembrance by so many
Mr. Ewer came to Blue Hill a young man.
of his native, townsmen, whose kindly
He was a house carpenter, and built the
good will felt and expressed has made
John Cheever house at the Falls in 1831 or
his journey through life the sunnier,
1S35. He married, Sept. 3, 1839, Nancy
W.
and Sally smoother, easier and happier.
of
Joseph
daughter
Fisher,
Breath*’* there a m «n with soul so dead
(Grindle) Johnson. She was born May 4,
That never to hlmstlf hath said
1818. They had children as follows:
This is my own, my native land?
1. S'irnh Elizabeth, born Sept. 16,1839.
Nor e'er wlthla his bosom burned
2. Mary Porter, born Aug. 12,1812.
As home his foot-tops he hath turned
1846.
born
Sept. 20,
From wand’rtng on a foreign strand?”
3. Lewis Casa,
1849.
4. Harriet Ada, born June 13,
born
Dec.
1861.
29,
5. Franklin Pierce,
PROM THE FOUR CORNERS NEAR THE SITE
Returning to Main street, north side,
OF THE OLD MEETING-HOUSE CONTIN-

opposite the
Kwer about
until he left
owned and

Last

••

finds a building on the corner of
I’nion street built since the boyhood of
the writer, owned and occupied by various
as a store,
persons, the lower part occupied
one

UING MAIN STREET TO THE SEDGWICK

2.
3.

Kimball,

horn

on

George Henry, born April 14, 1831.
Carroll, born April 14, 1833.
4.
Francis Howard, born Oct. 10, 1835.
5.
Mary Louisa, born Aug. 21, 1838.
6.
Clara Elizabeth, born Jan. 21, 1841.
7. Abby, born Nov. 10, 1844.

7,

1790; married Capt. Robert Means.
2. John Gibson, born Sept. 18, 1794;
died at Port au Prince, May 1812.
3. Mehitable, born Aug. 28, 1798; married Cap). Stephen Norton.
4. Harriet, born May 4, 1800; died Feb.

Charlotte

Sept.

The

house

TOWN

the northwest corner ot
the four roads was built by Moses Johnbut of no particular moment from an hisson, son of Obed and Joanna (Wood)
toric point of view.
Johnson, about 1840, and occupied by him
THE ANDREW WITHAM HOUSE
and his family until their removal from
next cast of the above on the corner of the town to Boston in the ’50’s of the last
Mill street*, has a history century. Moses Johnson was born Feb.
Main and
worthy of recital. Jus: when it was built 9, 1800; married Rosella Hinckley Nov. 27,
is difficult to determine, but it was prob1828, daughter of Ebenezer and Elizabeth
He (Coggins) Hinckley, born June 17, 180-1.
ably early in 1800, by Mr. Witham.
He died in
in Bradford, Mass., Nov. 11, She died in Boston in 1888.
was born
1768; came to Blue Hill a young man; mar- Boston ten or a dozen years before his
ried, first, Mehitable Kimball, May 9, wife. They had seven children, as follows,
She was born Jan. 34, 1770; died viz.:
1790.
Aug. 8, 1800. There were four children by
1.
Ed.vard Moses, born Jan. 17, 1833;
that marriage as follows:
married Sarah E. Leach.
1.

Charles

in contact, which was reciprocated
by them. He died in 1851, aged eightythree years, respected and lamented by a
large circle of relatives and friends.
His house was occupied after his death
by his son-in-law, Capt. Stephen Norton,
until his decease in 1873, and then by Mr.
Smith, the shoe dealer, and wife, and nowowned by Mrs. Smith.
Between the Witham store and the mill
stream, there w-ere no buildings in the
youth of the writer, but in later years
several were built, and occupied by H. B.
Barling, J. A. Gould, B. Morrill, John
Stevens, esq., and others, though of little
historical significance.
On the opposite side of the street stood
the old academy, removed from its original site in
1833, and changed over into a
store, and occupied by Capt William Hopkins, with other buildings in that rowdestroyed by tire many years ago. The
most important in that row' to-day are the
Partridge and the J. T. Hinckley stores.
the milus

below-

the

built in the early settlement

bridge,
o1

this part
tow-n, though changed and rebuilt
from time to time, still stand. Above the
bridge the w-riter remembers the Matthew
Itey edge tool shop, the Curtis furniture
factory, the Daniel Osgood grist mill, the
threshing mill, the Stevens carding and
fulling mill, the stave mill, the cooper
shop and the site of the George Stevens
of the

Torture by Savages.
‘^peaking of the torture to which Borne
savage tribes in the PhUippines
aubject their captives, reminds me of the
““Coring I endured for three
ml61??6
months from inflammation of the KidM- Sherman, of Cushing,
vt«8’
-’’Othmg helped me until I tried
no
,®*tter8i three bottles of which
completely cured me.” Cures Liver Compia nt,
Dyspepsia, Blood disorders and
re*tores the weak and nervm>. *
Guaranteed by
P Qn « robu,lt, health.
K'
Mooke, druggist. Price 50c.

Mr.

Mary Louisa, born June 6, 1859; married Benjamin E. Fowler of Searsmont.
Since the death of Capt. Johnson and
wife, the house has been vacant the greater
part of the time.
4.

THE ROBERT JUHXHUM

and place

were

UUl'HK

the next west of the

1. Samuel Blodgett, born Oct. 30, 1812;
I married Susan Mary Treworgy.
2.
Bradshaw, born Sept. 26, 1814.
3.
Franklin, born Oct. 12,1816.
4.
Eliza Hawes, born Feb. 26, 1819.
6.
Abigail Wood, born Aug. 1,1821.
6.
John Hawes, born April 11,1824; died

He was born
Joanna (Wood) Johnson.
Dec. 27, 1787; married Lucy Johnson
Blodgett, April 15,1811, of Penobscot.
The house in which they resided and

their children were born was origone story, built shortly after or
inally
about the time of their marriage, but had
another story added overhanging the
where

of

of the

boyhood
part
Robert Robertson, jr., who
in the

was

writer.

quite

a

wag, said of it, “1 came by ‘Bob’ Johnson’s house the other day and found his
barn sitting on top of it as easy as could
But it was a curious sight.” The
be.
barn astride have long since
demolished.
Robert Johnson was something of a wit,
especially when he had taken a nipper, as
It
was the custom in his early manhood.
is related of him that at haying time many
stow a
years ago he boasted that he could
load of hay upon the old style hay cart,
called a sloven, no matter how fast the
had
hay was to be pitched up to him. He
his trial of skill in that matter one day in
his father’s field with two men to do the
the
pitching. It was on a side hill that
feat began. All went well at first, but a
jolt over a knoll on the side hill brought
half the load and Robert to the ground.
One of the pitchers said: “.Robert, what
The answ’er was
are you down here for?”
“After
quickly given and to the point:
more hay, sir!”
Mr. Johnson, his wife and probably all
of nine
or near all of their large family
house and
been

A LIFE SAVER
Soldiers in the field carry in their
knapsacks a “First Aid
for any and all emergencies. The home medicine closet
the soldier’s “First Aid” kit—but it is never
emergency without that invaluable life saver-

Aug. 31,1826.
7.
8.
9.

Harriet Edes, born Aug. 7, 1826.
John Hawes, born April 23, 1829.
Emily Mann, born Dec. 11, 1832.
( To be continued.)

lost literati;re.
Fire

and

Water Hare Destroyed Many
Cirent Hooks.

It has been a panacea for all aches and pains for nearly a
century. Cures coughs
colds, croup, and throat troubles,—relieves cramps, colic, cholera-morbus and
The fine literature absolutely lost is
diarrhoea. Takes out the pain and reduces swellvery considerable. Of classical literaings in all wounds, burns, bruises, contusions
ture alone books could be filled with
or inflammations in any
part of the body.
As good for inside ills as outside pains.
the mere names of works, never to
All druggists, 25 cents; 3 times as much
mention the mutilated state of many
for 50 cents.
that survive
The causes of loss are
few.
Fire Is the most common.
Ben
I. S. JOHNSON* CO.
Jonsqn by tile fire in his house lost au
Boston, Mass.
entire drama of the life of Henry V..
with notes, and a number of other
works. Tile fire of London was responWORK SAFELY BUT SURELY
sible for tlie loss of many valuable
A sluggish liver or inactive kidney may be caused either by over eating or by a
works of the Elizabethan period and of
chill -in either case something is required to restore tone to the liver and life
much early English poetry. A severer
to the stomach.
Nothing will do the work so safely and surely as Parsons9
blow to lovers of Anglo-Saxon literame blood,
me liver
hvci auu
and itiuucys
Pills—they remove all poison from the
uiuuu, making
limiting the
kidneys 1
ture was the burning of the Cottonian
work normally, and the stomach digest
library In 1731, when a vast quantity
food properly. Invaluable for all cases
of old manuscript* was destroyed. In
of biliousness, constipation and all liver and bowel complaints. 25c
1732 by a fire in Lincoln's Inn Fields
a box—5 for fi.oo postpaid.
A valuable illustrated pamphlet free, 1
a large collection of manuscripts and
I. S. JOHNSON A CO,, Boston, /Mass.
pamphlets, gathered with great labor
by Lord Chamberlain Somers, was lost.
About the same time Davies' notes on
Cicero's “Dc Otficiis” were lost by a
fire In Strand, London.
Cures GHp
The second great cause of loss is the
to Two Days.
ocean, whose “greedy maw" swallows
all kinds of treasure so remorselessly.
on
js
Early in the fifteenth century Guarino
^
Seven
Minion
boxes
sold
in
12
months.
post
This
Veronese was returning to Constantinople with a shipload of classical manuscripts. The vessel was wrecked nnd
the treasures lost, a misfortune which
KLLSWORTH MARKETS.
turned the scholar’s hair white In a few
hours. Our own Spenser suffered seri
EKgs are Scarce this Week and Price
Advances.
ous loss by
shipwreck of a servant
The only
feature in the Ellsworth
crossing from Ireland. The last six
books of the “Faerie Quccne” and a markets this week of direct interest to
number of translations and poems. In- farmers is the scarcity of eggs, w’hich has
cluding “Dreams," “The Court of Cu- sent the retail price up two cents. The
pid” and “The Hell of Lovers,” were other prices remain unchanged.
The quotations below give the range of
thus consigned to a watery grave. In
1GOO, on the death of Vincentlo Pinelll, retail prices in Eilsw'orth.
Country Produce
his library was packed In three vessels
bound for Naples.
One was attacked
Creamery per lb.28 g30
‘.u g 25
by pirates, who flung out the books
Dairy...
and papers Into the sea and along the Cheese.
Beat factory (new) per lb.itfgl*
shore, some of the latter being picked
Best dairy (new). ..lb
up by the Inhabitants and used to stuff
Dutch (Imported).IK'
Oft
Neufcbafcel..
windows with.
Toward the close of
the last century a servant of Warbur- KKKS.
Fresh laid, per doz.... 22
ton came across a unique mass of manPoultry.
uscript plays, which she used up In
Chickens. .18 322
lighting fires nnd making pie crust
Turkeys.27
Fowl.18
frills. And everybody remembers how
a domestic of John
Stuart Mill conBest loose, per ton.... log 2
signed to the flames a part of CarU>
Baled.
“French
Revolution.”
The
horStraw.
lyle's
ror of Mill at the loss and the “agony”
Loose
801
1ft
Baled.
A Shaker.
KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.
of Carlyle in rewriting the work are
Opie Reid had luncheon with the PresiVegetable*.
now matters of history.
The stable of Mellen C. Pierce, at Bandent a few days ago and told him this
01
75@80 Onion*, lb
A very curious loss was occasioned Potatoes, bu
gor, was burned Thursday night, with five |
3
bunch
2i@35 Beets, lb
story about a recent horseback trip he
in Italy In the fourteenth century celery,
024
10 Cabbage, lb
valuable horses and two cows. Loss, $6,000.
Lettuce,
took through Arkansas. Reid rode up in
2
<‘5 Carrots, lb
when Raimondo Soranzo loaned the Radishes, bunch
block
at
Meonian
hall
and
the
North
tt>
0»
lb
0;
Parsntos.
front of a shanty and found a native sitSquash,
manuscript of Cicero’s “De Gloria” to Turnips, tt>
30
1
Spinach, pk
Augusta were burned Monday evening, i ting on the end of a log in a broiling hot
Brussels sprouts,box
Beans—perqt—
a friend, who pawned it and died be12
18
sun.
gift Loss, $35,000.
Yellow-eye
fore Its hiding place could be discover- Dandelion grns, pk ftu
10
Pea,
The Postal Telegraph Cable Co. has com- I
“Why don’t you move over in the shade?”
1ft
ed.—London Telegraph.
Rhubarb, B>
direct connection with the | asked Reid.
Fruit.
pleted a
Paradise Mytha.
“Tain’t time yit; fever ain’t come on,”
Northern Telegraph Co., operating lines
Cranberries, qt 15820 Apples,(cooklng)pk
2 g?0 on the Bangor & Aroostook railroad, add- answered the cracker.
Paradise opinions seem to owe much Oranges, <m.
2ftg30
>'<»7
30 Applet, (table)pk 3ft *.3
Lemon*
of their popularity to peculiar local fit
“What’s the matter?”
ing to its system 500 miles of line.
15
Gr. pelrull, each
“Chills.”
The inhabitants of the Kongo
ness.
The three-masted schooner Millie, of
Groc*rle».
“Howr long have you been living here?”
basin believe that paradise Is a “valley
.ona.»»8 Pars boro, N. S., 676 tons, loaded with
Bice, per fc
Oollee—per »
44
2t @25
’Bout thirty years.”
of peace." where good spirits float
.160.26 Vinegar, gal
Rio,
gypsum from St. John for New York,
jft
3ft Cracked wheat,
Mocha.
“How long have you had chills?”
about continually engaged in catching
.oi
went ashore on Cross Island ledge near
8ft Oatmeal, per lb
Java,
44
’Bout thirty years.”
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
mosquitoes and thus protecting the rea— per »>—
in a gale and
.01 Machiasport Sunday night,
-45 3-65 Graham,
Janan,
“Why in thunder don’t you move if you
sleep of kings and great men who are
.04 snow storm. She soon went to pieces.
.300 65 Rye meal,
Oolong,
have chills that bad?”
In a perpetual slumber.
Granulated meal.tb 02)4 Three of the crew were drowned.
)ugar—• *-i lb—
Grant
__il te»,
•S05X Oil—per gal—
“And catch some other disease I don’t
The Inhabitants of the hot. sandy,
.65 8-77
•»'♦>
Linseed,
Coflee—a a B,
Gen. Benjamin B. Murray died at his
know nothin’ ’bout?
Not much, mister.
12
shadeiess desert island of Botocu 1m
Kerosene,
.05*
Teliow. r
home in Calais Thursday, aged seventy-six
08
flit
Powdered,
When you’ve got chills you know what
agine paradise to be a land of cool Molasses—t>«r gal—
years. Gen. Murray was born at Norway,
they are. I want to tell you something,
>35
streams, shaded by gigantic forest
Havana,
passed his early days in Turner, studied mister. I’ve had chills so long and shook
.50
Porto Rico.
growths. It may be well to mention in
.60
law and was admitted to the bar in 1857.
Jyrup.
so much I ain’t fit for nothin’ ’cept to sift
this connection that the heaven Ideas
Meats and Provisions.
At the outbreak of the Civil war he was meal and shake down
of all desert dwellers pictures a thickly Seef.ia:
persimmons.”
Pork, lb.
with the rank of
judge-advocate
appointed
.8
lb
Steak,
-13 8-20
wooded hereafter.
Steak,
1ft major on the staff of Major General Butler
Roastb.
.100.25
Chop,
Fish make excellent brain food, even
The Yokoots of eastern Siberia be16 a. 22
.C6 8-10
Corned,
Ham, per h
of the First division, Maine militia. After
K
18
Shoulder,
stimulates the imagination.
lieve that heaven will be a country
Tongues,
1. @20 aiding in the organization of the regi- fishing
.06g08
Tripe,
10
provided with ready lighted fires and Peal:
I have lived to thank God that all my
Salt
ments raised in eastern Maine under the
‘2
20
lOg
Lard,
have not* been answered.—Jean
Steak,
many blubbering kettles and fish oil.
first call for troops, he recruited a com•10g.lt
Roasts,
ngtlow.
When the Rev. Claus Hansen, a NorLamb
for the 15th regiment of Maine volpany
C5
was
wegian missionary,
picturing
Tongues, each
unteers and was commissioned captain.
Spring lamb, 12£25
heaven to an Eskimo the savage flatly
siDOrrtigrmtnta.
Fresh Fish
In October, 1866, he received his commisrefused to embrace Christianity be06 Scallops, qt
sion as colonel. He was brevetted as macause, according to his idea, the here06
Lobsters, lb
[ml dock,
A Positive
Ift
jor-general by Pres. Johnson. In 1869 he
12018 Smelts, lb
lallbut,
after should provide plenty of Ice.
30
50
Shrimps, qt
qt
ysters,
represented Washington county in the
CURE
snowsboes and sea monsters.
20
lams, qt

ferS°ns/fils

To Cure

Take

Laxative Bromo

Cold in One

a

Quinine Tablets,

Day

tv/6

Signature,

V

every
box. 25c.
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CATARRH

Maine senate and several years later served
in the legislature as the representative from

one

and upon the north side of
the road. Robert Johnson was the father
of Capt. Samuel, and son of Obed and

just described,

lower

ansirtt««nrnt».

.............

Johnson inherited a large part of
8,1801.
his father’s farm, and was a farmer and an
Mr. Witham married second, Molly active man. He sold his property in town,
Parker, Oct. 20, 1801; daughter of Cot. removed to Boston, where he was a comNathan and Molly (Wood) Parker, born mission merchant for the sale of lumber,
May 30, 1770; died July 18, 1830, leaving wood and eastern products and where he
two children.
died as above stated.
6. Ira, born July 19,1802; married BetThe house was next owned by Capt.
he
died
18
sey Hinckley;
Samuel B. Johnson, nephew of its builder,
8. Otis, bom July 9, 1804; died at sea and son of
Robert, son of Obed and
Jan. 12, 1628.
Joanna (Wood) Johnson, born Oct. 30,
Mr. Witham married third, Mrs. Ann 1812. He married Susan Mary, daughter
Chadw ick, April 12,1831; she died July 2, of
Joseph and Susannah (Door)Treworgy,
1838.
Nov. 20, 1841. She was born Nov. 23, 1820.
Andrew Wit ham represented the town Capt. Johnson commanded vessels from
in the legislature of 1831, was a senator Blue Hill in the coasting, West Indies and
from Hancock county, a merchant, a ship- European trades for many years, and was
owner and an influential citizen.
His pew- captured and ha1 his vessel burnt by a
in the old meeting-house was No. 1.
Confederate cruiser during the war of the
His one story brick store stood a short Rebellion.
He and his wife were well
distance east of his house, as the w*riter known to the writer, ste having been,
well remembers, and was built early in before her marriage, one of his school
the last century. It long ago gave place teachers in the Tide Mill district. They
to one of wood on the same site. He sold, are both dead, but the date of their death
among other things, the old style square the writer does not have. Their children
sheets of baker’s molasses gingerbread, were as follows, viz.:
of which boys were fond, and would not
Edwin Augustus, born Nov. 4, 1843;
1.
likely forget where it could be bought.
died at sea Jan. 1863.
“Squire Witham,” aa he was called by
2.
George Samuel, born Dec. 11, 1845.
the town’s people, was a kindly man to
Arthur Hawes, born Oct. 15, 1847;
3.
the boys and young people with whom he
married Alice P. Carter.
came

children have gone to their long home and
rest. Their children were, viz.:

the

sorrows.

children:

two

cotton mill for spinning cotton
yarn,
above High street, erected in the
early
part of 1800, one of the early cotton mills
of this country. Other miUs and ma-

Milling the edges.
Before the year 1031 English coins
were simply pieces of metal stamped
by driving u die down on them with a
hammer. In the days when money had
a much greater intrinsic value than it
has now tills offered a great temptation
to coin clippers, and mutilation of the
coinage became such a serious offense
that men were banged and women were
burned for It. So far did the mutilation
go that when Sir Isaac Newton was
appointed master of the mint In 169." it
was calculated that the silver coins in
circulation only averaged about half
The practice of
their legal weight.
milling was first adopted in France,
when a screw press Invented by a
Frenchman was used. The first milled
coins were made in London in 1631. but
the old stamped coins were still issued,
and It was not until 1696 that unmilled
coins ceased to be legal tender. The
cost of making the milled coinage universal and so putting a stop to clipping
It was to meet this exwas £1.209.con
pense that the window tax was levied.
—London Graphic.

Do the right thins If you have Nasal CaDon’t
tarrh. Get Ely’s Cream Balm at once.
touch the catarrh powders and snuffs, for they
releases
Balm
Cream
contain cocaine.
Ely’s
the secretions that Inflame the nasal passages
and the throat, whereas common "remedies”
made with mercury merely drive them out and
leave you no better than you were. In a word,
Ely's Cmam lintm Is a real cure, not a delusion.
All drugal"t*, fiOc., or mailed by Ely Bros., ■6
Warren

Street, New York.

Coal—per tonrood—per cord
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 36 50
8 OOgft 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
1 OOgl 2ft
Nut,
Blacksmith’*
5.00
Buttings, hard

50
750
7 50
7 50
7 Or
7

Flour, Grain and Feed.
35g38
oats, bu
>ur— per bbl—
4 75fl6 07 Shorts—bag— 1.90 <s 25
110 Mixed Lied, bas,
rn,1001b bag
^
^
1 10 MlddMmrs.hss 130gl40
rn meal,bag
105
110 Cotton seed meat,
ioked corn,

Pembroke. He

was

adjutant-general

State from 1870 to 1876.

of

the

The latter year he

appointed special agent of the United
treasury department and then assistant financial agent of the United States
at London. He then held the position of
was

States

United States marshal for Maine for four
years.

_

were playing cards and
always looking at the clock.
Mike said, “And, faith, what are you
looking at the clock for?” “Every time
that clockticks,” Pat replied, “J. I). Rockhis
efeller makes flO.” Miked dropped
good
of apples, 44 pou nds.
cards and jumped on the table. “What in
In
beans
of
a
bushel
of
The standard weight
faith are you going to do?” asked Pat.
good order and lit for shipping. Is 62 pounds; “I am going to stop the clock,” answered
of wheat, bei t^flruta baga turnips ami peas, 60
52 Mike.
LAW REOARD1NG WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

bushel of Liverpool salt 8*>all weigh 00
pounds, add a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shell
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In
order and lit for shipping. Is 60 pounds,
A

pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onion®,
pounds; of carrots, English turnip*, rve *n,i
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of bat ley and buckwheat, 48 pouuds; of oats,
83 pound*, or even measure as by agreement.

Housework may be lightened a good
deal by simple care. Tins or meat pans to
which food has stuck should have some
water put in them with a teaspoonful of
baking soda and left on the top of the
stove. The greese is thus easily removed.
A Scientific Wonder.
The oures that stand to its credit make
! Bucklen’s Arnica Salve a scientific won; der. It cured E. R. Mulford, lecturer for
i the PatronB of Husbandry, Waynesboro,
It h®*1*
| Pa., of a distressing case of pilesthe worst Burns, Sores, Boils, L leers, (
Rheum
Salt
and
Wounds, (Chilblains
Only 25c at E. G. Moore’s drug store.
I

Pat and

Pat

Mike

was

Cream Balm B&^bav?
Ely’squickly
absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes I
heals and protects |
the diseased membrane. It cures Ca-1
tarrh and drives!
away a Cold in the!
Head quickly. Re- I
stores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50cts., at
Druggists or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by niuiL
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
ife

promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign

<

Send model, sketch or photo of invention fot
free report on patentability.
For free Look

"bbcrtism.imiB

How to Secure'
Patents and

TRADE-MARKS

write
to

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
rA \

fcO

%

«»

H

.IKM

► K.’

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called for and delivered

H.
WEST END

OFFICJ
WASHINGTON.D.C. 19

B. ESTEY Sl CO.,

BRIDGE,

ELL8WORTH,

ME

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the

Ell*
City
for those who
worth to support and
HAVING
umt need assistance during the i»**xt lire year*
dt

care

and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I (orHP*
all persons trusting them on my account, a*
there Is
'*»’*** tor ti«...

CASKOWI

OPPOSITE US. PATENT

tnd aucoinmod^uou- u
citj Farmhouse.
M. J. Drcmmmt.

ro >*n

,t. «-.**:

—Dr. LaFranco’t
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Tie City Mleetloa.
After one of she hardest-'ooghi
campaign# .a taa history of E'.j*wonn.
her eissaene by their votes have endorses the vlministrar on of the peat
j~vn toy re electing Mayor
Hager* sy and foot members of toe aid
board one. the member from ward i,
fell “ontawie she breastwork*’
Is spite of the fact that the rcpptvBean B^offeim were reduced. She rethree

amlt im a aandaome esdor*-mens of
the record of She pent three y ear*.
Th.s record was rfmlaptly attacked,
to many point# with extreme jafairneae, hot in justice *o onr democratic
friends, and their near newspaper. we
the open.
The gaanslet throws down by them
with so sacs aasoranee was procapt>y
picked ap ay the repaBfrw, and tee
waat

cay they

fought

:n

shat the repohttcan revolt 1* sgain*?
that parScalar ?haae 3f .-epanitoaiera
is Katas.

the moet dangerous opponent
they have la she Senate, and with him
they snn*t reckon in any effort mat »
made So open she •raeacwm of tariff
aiae

»

the <n«l_ "Stem
“I Mpaetes yon.
wink! in- hero av
me *&3t yon
day, though I tartly -h«o*a« yon
would -wnc aa early. Yah. I know
revision.
*bat yon'ro prtmi* t» «u -etwtfdn t
wait tail ail dtor. total aims top
Tn oor editorial lent, week regarding 1 don't eoant between k »ioce wafw
eonnty officers. the office of regiater ae~«r w*a each other.. Sleep them C:1
of deeds wo* inadvertent?? omitted aar ai-odaiataa. e is as- taker, a 9»w mm
ate* ulii."
from among Those which will he iiled
It wan thus that she talpyj to ocir
at She 'oming fail weetioa. Whas ora*
attempt n> my par* «» ski arr of tfc»
i.ise
of
sna
expe«ud concerning
mnwake she was aa*.n* kbe tat me
rience is coonty office* eppttaa epnaiiy < » a maw a tm. where we "oak seat:W B Camphei!, she present farms ad otter: Sues tae atert.
so Chi*.
of deed*, asw oetd the office
•■Watt. are yam

dtokppstaSSdBP

wiB

oe

retaraed.

Ia last weeks JUKHKcas, referring
So the office of county comuuamoaer.
the osme* of C. O. Page and .4. H.
Whitmore were given a* among shoe*
which had oeec mentioned a* saadiTaie

date* for the aoan.nai.oo.
The men isan error m initial*.
sesded so oe referred Co were ?r*d £6.

Page, of Bookaport, and Bichsrd
Whitmore, of Verona.

»a*

A.

As a meeting of the republican State
Haiiowei. la*t
committee neid ia
week she date and piac* of She repobdcaa .State convention was lied
a* Portland.
Wednesday. Jane *T.
Senator

Pry*

will

oe

inert co

preside.

The democrat*, according So their
-‘relied apon She good ,udgmenc of the voters.~
They were a
little off in saeir stimate of she anasPer saving good judgment, tank* ad.

organ,

conn CMMHHP.

Town-tneeting

time:

a

they prefer

many of them of dooot.’o.
valoe at best—tnrsed into cash and
—

jodioiooe’y expended
The issues of the campaign were
eteaxty de ned and vigorooaly d.»-

correspondent.
TV Mt6-t«rror a cowing in for a Safcr
in
4Dt»e of oratory at the tews
Haaeoek coa-nty thus year. Several ;>«m
will
donsci*#* adopt >pmt wflliaf
ordinances, rot it is not Hkeiy any will

e-aeeed. and the resoit is a vindication
deoar them atto^etaer.
and endorsement of the repaoiican
that
nave
sees
to
oar
applied
policies
'Ctzm^sniufut.
raomo-.pat affairs dsnag toe past three
years.
Poor coneecotive terms have before
been accorded mayor# of Elia worth,
bos we do not recall that foor consee-

wrote

register

dace Jan. I, SSC1. and id* familiarity
with She detail* of Che office and with
the reeord* has an ineat.rnam* v.a.ne
to shoe* aavissg homneee with she
office. Mr Campheil wtB again oe a
candidate for sue office, and jonhcieaa

_

soorcee

■an

W. E. Bragdoa** Poeltfew.
F*A>f*Lm, Me.. March k 13T^
To JAe Editor
The dsteriew*.The letter addressed to me .a Terse

-T/taappmaced? On !fce mnrrwry, fm
*

to'ttML
like a»ir>d bar eye*. SB»*» >mH an*
conceal 3k pi*asmn» my approefcwjnn
ended forth.
"Aarf j-otT" I stated. 'Ary j * 4»
*P5»o*ated a an*’’
Her stay answer waa a mail*. Mr It
spate far plainer Ana * vnte that she
w» much pleased with me.
"t &ar» rold ancle ail a tagp' Me
Mat. "that tte mere sn;<-,o at rw* sue
era ate pier** at property would he nr
ioriaeement t» me.
There mast be
sasMttiaff far beyond mmfltem'
"Certainly.'' I repiird.
“1 eanfsto it ha* Mtari me c*
tews-*' rfc.it yonr land is anttfc m«r>
ifcaa Ii>."
There warn etldenHhy a march in
prortrene a which rw» cerates were t.j
he joined.
I was rtefc, bm the tody
1 *a» i.'arla— so.
m:*fct he richer.
too* bow rich efce »a
“I hare an idea *haj yoars as
wb—h." I remarked 'aroiestay. “nor
do I rare.'*
"farle eiy* -i war* BMW. wfciie
yours is worth *3PtW>*
I bWAflted a «sfc -f rotet
£f it
came » s rmwte with -he alter fellow
I could ■eirhod him—l wm hear ft>

*t»Wd».

it

iTiiti

i tancMl

otive rerroe have been given by the
AxntirAf iaat week r« brought to my
earns political
party to a board of aotice. and if yo*a will kindly give me
aldermen.
space in than week's istoe of Thk barest!- j changed. awl suddenly found myseif
Prom ail points of view, therefore, CAk I will reply to the uae.
vis-*-vi« with tte lady whom I ted »,
I reeogn ize tir? right and propriety of j groaaiy deceived. I atood aa If taraad
the remit of the election is not only
mao
who seeks oAee i to stone
There wl* a momentary i**
highly gratifying to the victors, bps any enter to ask any
also is an onasoai compliment to the to let the pabfic know r*i* pewit ton cm mi ter fat* m if ate wight ter* seen
'location* at iease so that they can rote me before. Then she arcapted sc* for
soccesef ai.ticket.
in&Mig-rntiy to cease* or con rent ion.
a partner an ate would any otter oaa
1 h*7e worked and voted rath the repubwho ted not been Introduced.
W*
CBcvUmi* in Mmimr.
lican party log twroiy year*, and still
finished tte figure without a word, and.
Of the eleven cities in Maine that believe in iu priadpkt. The temperance
fnrlhalng ter tead sl.gttly, ate >fr me.
held e>ctiew*
1a»l Monday, ibrun question ». I believe, the leading kwrae ha
1 took steps at one* to discover »bo
the
that were already democratic again
wmmtC campaign, and 1 believe in a ate waa awl found, aa I
n|i|«a*l, ;h«i
strict
enforcement of the prohibitory law ate waa M aa
went
democratic, and three more
Gilbert.
and am opposed to the idea of reaabomwere added to tbe democratic colocnn.
Apparently ate bad ate recognliad
*ior> first, last and all the time.
i»i* aa tte man ate bad received
Of the five that went republican none
by
In my opinion the present law, properly
mistake.
At any rai* 1 proposed to
secured the majorities of previous
enforced by honest, conscientious official*
brazen it out tbit 1 waa not.
1 seyears
who are not afraid to perform their doty,
There can be hot one conclusion to iaail that is needed, I think that Bute, cured an latratetlm and a*k**l ter
to dawns.
Wbat troubled me waa tbat
be drawn from these resoils, and that chanty and municipal affairs shoo id be as
tter* waa non* te tbat d*i.*£.tfui In
is that trie Stores law ia extremely carefully and economically managed aa
terete age te sympathy we bad expertthose
of
a
successful
femainea#
man or conunpopular; inatead of being a help to
enced. One thing tte aaid pierced me
the enforcement of tbe prohibitory cern.
to tte heart.
"Ton hare tte name
I
will
to
“Mseriber” that il I
say
name and greatly reaemMe a man who
law, itisa positive detriment, and un- I shooJd receive
the nomination and eleciese repealed at the earliest possible
Mi'# treated me rery dishonorably.”
tion to the office which I seek, it will be
1 thanked bearen tbat abe did not
moment will do
irreparable injury my aim to so conduct myself by word and
to the republican party throughout action that not a man in tbia class will know 1 was tte aims person awl net
oat to win ter aa an entirely new
the State.
have cause to regret having given me bis
identity I found it npblll work HowThe best wsy to demonstrate the support.
W, E. BftAODOjr.
ever. by exercising patience I finally
wisdom
or unwisdom of a law is
socreeded, when nte topi me that 1
New fire nit* Company.
strictly to enforce itp if unwise, its
bad had to overcome ter prejudice
The Maine Granite, Paving * Corbin?
enforcement Wiil kill it quiche than
against me In my resetftbiance to tte
all the theorising that can he given Co. be* been organized at Eden for the man who bad acted no
contemptibly.
porpoee of owning and operating granite
to It.
I shuddered at the narrow **< ipe 1
quarries, and carrying on a general conIt seems that, for the most pait,
bad bad in not being recognized and
struction bnainesa, with gVJ.IMfi capital
declared tbat tte fellow deserved a
tbe heaviest republican reverses came
stock, of which gW) ia paid in.
♦oat of tar and feathers.
in those localities where the Bti rgs
The officer* are:
President, W. K.
One day after we had been married
commission has been most active, and Crockett, of Sew York ; treaeurer, Will B.
acme time 1 concluded to confess that
It wm reflected elsewhere.
! Havey, of North Sullivan.
I was tbe man who had aided aa she
Ko other conclusions than these are
Schooner Kerkerman will be Saved. alwaya contended, very diabonorably.
possible from the results of the spring
A despatch from Norfolk, V*., says the I did ao fearfully and watched her exelections thus far, for do other repub- I eehooner John A.
!
Beckerman, which waa pression as she received tte confession.
was
lican policy
seriously called into sonk in colliaion with a steamer at Hamp- Kte was not in • tte least surprtaed.
question during tbs campaign. Local ton Roads, aa reported last week, will be On 'he contrary. Stic told we tbat ate
knew rr.c tlie moment she met me tte
conditions doubtless figured to a great- ; saved.
second time.
er or less extent, ss they do in all local
Moreover, abe had repreen Mountain Pomona.
fused the o'*”«r fellow, hoping that I
elections, but tbs trend ail over tbe
fJhefpi Mountain Pomona grange will would follow tbe afTair to on end.
Stats is so uniform against tbs Sturgis eodvsne
With Bay View grange, Baliabnry
O
F.DDt.
law that tbsrs can bs little question Cove, Wednesday, March H.
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Samuil* died
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so
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Sb Dmn chief at the Inane* tiv moo
.fa-.- me ««.J* so ay artartpai
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of
»rf the peneum illlce in M, being afterWithin « tew weeks the emuru m
i antes and oomte: ftj9# so par
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for
support ward pmtnfited ai be deputy commissioner to name k> essd is we heard of the
Brum antes and bond*:
; of tpnnr EIJS* tor scawd*: SB.JW ter at pensions. Da UCT he arss transferred cwerf .-see eftereeee that he>i ira vt*.
muted e’er? ether metii.-nw
oi*3 teannt: JEU1BB ter hi* hwnca and to the patent office and placed in chart of ly
tmeCnent. oar etaeit arr-w wniri! BOo
nrpnliea: fte»» tn repair »hoo( jmoncrty -.he ('fgtmai GaemtZm. The Gunette and we «re
homeetiy end eamwstjy er.rao*^.
E2.JM ter teads and bridges in -astern jerae dimsinne were saanaMMad in 2SM.
tie ebon* taw fpkndbi .—amt y.
art of riwa: M-59B ter made and Tridaps and Mr. Banana we# placed m charge at;
Hoco-Tone a (m care fbr nti-i ^
the rmnnined bwe*n. Since that time the
ut western part ,Jf sown; ft-JBB ter «tteif yow coaid dead a nor Wore t» ift^
haa been ooncinnoaslp
wsiha at Bar Harbor: fUM the tee de- Oglriai
day tnd hewr thwgraCeM wra sf *aflw.
cn »tki bene oeen teafawni t-» (woith w
partment fLJPO a tinstnrt and repair under his -harge. Whan he drat aaaumed
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Mr. Babscn '» wife. Sormerty 3fn» dm
raised the tarn of fi.ArW
purpose.
It eaa sored that the compemaatian of A. Tints:***, at BmokeriBe, s dasighter f
the siiper-.nteadent of scnoola he ±»«t by iu tost wife. Xa W
Preach. and
a * a Of aui !as* wife. John W. Baam c.
the srhont -earl at a sum tot ieaa then
fUM o..r mots than E.J«' per year. jr- *arrivm aim.
Tie fonexai
Herstotes* rhe rcmpenaatian of the super|tu Said Batnxday afterintendent ha* been flxed by ran of the noon. end was largely attended by per.’in*, friend* sad .ielegatsms from
team.
Us*
mona
zae tasra maam m adept «ae p.r
many frscemai. social and charitable orat chapter 148 of the paMi* kn at 3«B at ganumtioan w.tp which he ana connected
Ms
relating vi Ike regulation and cantors at then utam. pe»<ndiag '-net tne eat
f alrta Cm** Trw,
Cairia P. Gnna walked -jvc of Uae Scale
■mg soetsaa or compartments used at oil
*;.rrs..,as shall saxe wooden swing dam.
prison at Thomaroa Monday a free atan
teceyrerf

n

for the

JOHN B.inieZ.EK.

E=sra«r Spengtrr, of Chv~isrx w
•iso fbrraa.art men of Uw prefetw* in
than rowtry.
The places r s-c.
t the
grentent mgairipal works m toe last few
sad
Tfan bare orppnwtcd m £ * in.
bare been earned owt oadr.r his in-hanl
dlrrctsoo. He is a saaa of o^ri.-^eim
amtbonty h* hi* pridrtainn
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TMsft jet ®* taB «f each sonlfiJ
matter*
Let -la rather apeak of that
«a-n« of hearts which s meat important in marram*.
Tel; me tf Mare see
.TUt me you *hin» you ran inure me"
"I don't know." «te «trt *nek*a« ftp
at me arrthly
"Tr* fan woo to Ml*
A Tofcsatwy confession 4nea not 4TOtre aereaosrtly all the mean 3s:a|p
a aua has been fni'zj of.
etpefcahj la
*a a?i.r of io*». *> : wTS »afy **y
that f had a defcK&tfnl rtoft. -or the
aantsent I afwt out of the hmei I f*P
ae a ear
The ?hooa*,t of her <!:»eo»Thka
*ry of my rtHaisy horried me
tame. I enofeas. not from a teoder ronwietve. test heeaaae I aad fa.lea hi
tore with the pfart I had deeeireit
There was ao *reat myetery aoowt
tfce saner. »tmpty a eotaehtoiee. at
rather * doteie emaesdeaee
Ties*
waa prohahly more than one O.ihert
the
hotel, tad the man who
family la
wae experted sinet hate heer. of the
tame same as I.
sed
JMtfap
for me bat to ieare my rltal to tail la
hi* own prod time and aaenttr my
tdjaioy.
A year s»t»l
I neither saw snr
heard ray-i...-.* of ter who ant te
USm Gilbert. ite|h I tech wanted
awl dreaded to see ter
A tae*tin*
cam* at ias*. and when It cam* St rn
*o <»M»a that tt ijurf* took my breath
At a tell one evening I was
away.
dancing a figure in which partners are
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Herein*- tlwiy

Town

Toe lefteas <rf the PhiUpoine tariff
1 iiU tn committee «m a ftiirticer art
GnffiUMki-l
ta aarw ea a me*
I »i»
snipe for Senate? Hal** who ia an-is*
wtotH I ban -*«r ip is» a;n hi# jppoettioa to any actios
yielding
^
!
•TiltwrtB. irBra :!»» r»;t«>r rSo Usui
ny she Senate whicn might open the
twf n» s* Mrasra it EWara»M ia*i a
door 50 tart* revision at the praae at;
I*
On MK-fting; 'in* *ut
i»i* a.m.
time. Maine mm her, Maine manufactpartasene* B» wMMfc a* ;«t m» zhmture* and Maine product* ,n general
* ■•as'i as Uni
sfcifirt * jvjnajj *Sri
ha 1«*a not proone# so jeopardise for twwi, wButu
ii»t never enm.
My !
man
* donhtfpl Oeneffr so nor A*r-off
3rst .sajmiws ».u» M «9MM, «xm
!
He may oe siaaaert
.ar soeaewwona.
•Ttsen <t«s Ktrusifit r»>
»» amrs
»sw that :» ber gmmsnem. «qfertal!y Jt
with the 1,1 iniHirgent*"1, hot he hi loyal
f
~he untie with trtnr'-i the
SO hi* State and so tit* protective
ae, that !w«u> m» paoae foe 4r»«wp- i.
policy, [a him the revisionist* recog•

The iam.iefrawg save rarretulemS. and
aabetancial victory for
teams and ere-ws save moved oat of the
the letter. The voter* endorsed toe
woods.
policy of low appropriations and a
a <fati>|iffiihi*d »i& of
J. W,
tow tax-rate, of forcing toe collection
Bfaseoefc caoaty. Song pvwmoMat at ‘.be
of hack taxe#, and ariosi them for
■StfcMMl eapicot. died awt week.
po-iic improvement*: they decline to
admit the wisdom of ir.air.ta.hing *
Even the surds aave hems fooled by :ae
Jarge amount of responses in the springlike weather of the pant wtmuar.
shape of uncollected taxes, merely for Down at ?forth BmUCffai Rhner Perrear
foaad a neat of 7 '.nag
the sake of shoeing a low net etty two weeks
btrda. The specie# is sot stated '.7 oar
debt:
to see these re
reaa.4

MISS GILBERT’S
MISTAKE

aiBWW

W.

1.

Rt3t HARBOR

a w.uv

prams at

c'-.'-nis cart

«e

massy kxa

aa

pce-

Sor sac erection at the baiidsag.
The fallowing mWin relative to the

s.oie

sac at ao&aaaatttiea
B. E. h> hstaey and

a

Edaa

rut

by

odhm*

adoped

*•■••4. That ;a* iso.a waerein sotomoosiee are exci aded Sr .cn tae raa i
Eden le -edsed u fellow*: ijc the Qeeaa
trior fro® the taat bear a to Otter Creek
ski.at; aa the EegSe Lake read fern the
Kabo Valley eiah to the n»i leading to
W. It. fcvterta 'amp. aa the ww Eagle
Lake man Sco How's park to the ..1
Eag» Lake road: aa the Bay drim hn
Dork Brack Bridge to Hail * Core bridge
■

A

met.<50

article

w»

xudeSatefy

to

postpone this

MaM.

n.nateea year* aiprjnoani.
He
passed shovgh EUaworth on sne evening
train -**temay. on aa» way to hat home at
Wta* Hancock,
Gray** waa mr acted for Ute m order of
Game Wardens Hi and Sites at Fletcher
Brook. Washington covaty. on Sot. S.
MB*. la May. 2ST. he waa sentenced to
'e imprisonment.
In December. ISO*.
Gee. Hii3 commoted hit rrntence to twenty-fee year*, and this time waa reduced
hy good o* barter so that the term excised
on Sunday, Kama i.

after

There

a

day

no

opportaaitT.

and

too poor to

bring

‘Lut winter I eflnhvM • o» of :V
pr-pce. nswf MSnwiae rt I swBwn: from z wm
loSuatMxratnnenaniiitowui
a&rtixL ! ^
arwi. for »!>«-)» I .'au!
I wan at the war to eWtmaie catarrh, i trwd
rr~ ! a.
the seani wane raatWae*. kwt wztiz
aHeetatinw ttdrrt. Sit Smash* adied o? ittntni to the wants r Moca-Tear s»f to the
p et a Sew w«e*» treanweat asers tmjMeasweoeorii. The ns TO
jl a srehcuoL*

Thts *, the testaacaw at tesdrai*.
Bewail Matra-Toae * rtt ihr <*ra the
Wood.
It drirra out the f»:fcooGW»
natter with watch the aisrM ate
congested, allay* the indaauast- c aid
bauds *p the body. It mates sick
people well; weak people, street.
Ketaesiber that catarrh a not caeji
disrate of the bead sad throat, bnt that *
affect say or aH of the orpa..- > of the
y. Besaember. too, that Kesaii MsesToae la the aaiy posttrae aad pesatoa*
Glee it a tnal
care knew to somes
mnA |f
^OT th*& fltitfed, WC Will

a* an

rteh that
the day
brings- Opportnaitiee for -hararter always Moon* along the pathway of oar
dot*, and mate it fragrant even when it
-»*

can

we are aer-r to

a*jrd to

rpom what

thorny.—hvautaf J. Barrow »

a

ar

Data

parent trio ha* {Men trying to
actafy John's cwrlosity on eeery known
muter the eon;-“Sow,
object
if
—,—-—Sow, Johnnie, »«
y» ask me another question 111 whin yon
cm
the rpot.'* Johnnie: wboee nndytng
mrioaity orereomee eren the dread of S
pnaiahment -Wb-wh-what epot, papa*'

■

Fight

tor State

Treaaarer.

other potitiral eeateata that
Aawing
an r .ag ; let. y cm is taat lor the reps bncm-natKio
tor State treaeorer. ter
iraa
wkich hcaor there are two candidates.
Hoo. Psocal P. Gilmore. of Baeospor-.
aad Kendall M. let x tar. of Daasarsaeoct*
Each of three gentlemen a weU .oa. f- 4
i> esery way to faJAU the dnttaa of the
petition- bat anfortanaieiy bat one of
theea can be State tresearer the com in*
year. The chaaeta at tbia writing ma to
fernr Mr. Gilmore, who ia an indefatigbOMi
weaker and pat hastier mth a meltitade of trie ad* all erret the State, who are
earnest and energetic in psteiing hie eaneaaa.
Mr. Gilmore i* natorally sery
strong in the eastern section of the State,
and haa food promises of support from
assay of the western eonntiee. and many
{.‘edge# Iran men who-win he in the next
from central Maine.—AeMnata
toe

Seyahtire

leaamertiaL

-What

ia the

of
the

the lose

measure

It ia

of

•tits

at

UHOb C1TT at Tootio,
Lccaj u.cni

>

"

Eri»« I i.be-ey
eat* (Ml He le »W
tmnatr of tat Ira *< r J f «*», A
do:
bautaera 1* lie t,tay at T-.led .CooetJiM Stae
•fotraH »»« tiet raid Sen, •« hit tie mm at
OSE Hr*l>*E(i le>btlRS toe each era)
trtrj t»»e of Ceurrfc Met tuM oe cued be
tie »«• at Hits'* Ceterri Cm
rittSK t. CHEXET
ftem U tafm ate *M w*rartb d I* my
PT amor tit. fee dip of trace*let. A U. I'M
A.

GI.EAVJN',

W

SMarn Public
H*W*»C»tMT!»<.or» 1#
teu4tfm}j o* the U ^

ukM tirtrmUy, u4
»m) a *c»u* tarfix*

of tb* ij-itm.
V«4 fvr ie»Ala»<»«Ui>* free
r 4 CHENEY A CO TokdOe u.
foJd bj til Dru(!«t«, Tic
T*m H**JT« fumi' f HU* for c4&«fpMloa.

arstrUwmTCU,

>

its st 11■

items not

HAVI3CG

in

SALE
STABLE.

■*«etral nwrf business

llorvi aew
~,-fnco
timi^ ttarueuac. Ajjeot for H. A.
ttojer-. run- C*mA*e*. Krerythiog u repr..

kud

We solicit fum patronage, ilia jroor
Inspection of car stack.

heated oe no

wi**.

r*

Terras reasonable.
h.

L4& H
:* »*

a* a *

admitted.

AMERICAN

INS. CO

ASSETS DEC. Jla
Real estate.

Mortgage io *as.
aad bonds,
! Stock
Caab in offi e aad

(mem.

“•SiSS

batik.
cent s’ bats nee*.
Interest and rents.
A

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

I

Park,

and trop+m
nt

7v»
coacitj of Hancock. tbe Muu
*»>*>*. *nd tbe unite"* State* of America.
*«■» O. Pbbtx a c **▼»«•

To tlse general public:

coa*

Total liabilities aad sarplas.
#779-***
GEO. ftl bEOiT, A|*st. EUieorth. X'.
S. F. MILLS, Afeai, Msaisfta. M*.
C- B. HOOFER.
Me.
F
^ M1CLEK, Agent, Bo. Feaebecot, Me

mici.

ireapam
Cuoicolocua
o',0 demand
protection
iife
tbe

ANCOCK HOt SE

viJ«*
f.«»U

**W TCHU CTTT, MT TOM-

■ones.
wiifcdnwB 'ro« tb« Grange As
sociation <* East Bloehill, Me.. I will
ar t be rer possible for any action of Mid
me
eociaiioa after this da< e
F. D. Loso
Eact Maebfil. Peb. 14. 19M

H

<

ni:Sj

admitted.

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premia ms,
All other liabilities,
Cssb capital,
Surplus oeer all liabilities,

|H «W*#*
SI, 1906

HIGH-GRADE FEEDS,

Roe Meal

a

Specialty.

Wholesale usd Befall.

W

BAILEY

CO.

■HAWORTH.

Praprfcton

of Brody k
Crist MIL

!,“
HenrJ' Tracy.

Itouk™*"'
°*

NOTIf*
day

Grab's

lo.

ot “outbwe-t
*n<1 “U'

rtren that on the 24th
d. ><M. the
adjudicated
«* hit
“•«'*“«
"®n
Jill be held at my office
0,1
*
M *o’clock in tbe after*
whic* “me ‘he aald creditors
m.y
appoint a true*..-,
lt,t bankrupt and
tranaact .u.n
’>tt«r bnalneat aa
may come before laid meet*•
Wit.liad B. Wai-meo,
of

February, a.
Heu-y Tracy war duly

Special telephone Use.
H.

Coo.t ot the I niiri a,u.t,
Hancock District of Maine
In tbe matter of

tbe

entdlmJ?1 *2?ii,hu-ttV*m
Marck*r°Ifhiwi<*in*aaama/'JhJS1**
er^mfi/1 ?w* *S5 rccl»l“.
Ohtsi Ell.no rth,

17‘^

S

S2S.*552

5>2h5.*®**

1,-500 C®®®
ail*. ST* *®

Total liabilities aad sarptu, *M.C6;.5a>"
OHO. H. GRANT CU., Ip.’-.

ELLSWORTH. ME.
TRADER* A

MECHANIC* INS

LOVIU, MAM.
ASSETS DEC. M, 1*5.
Real f«utr,

Mortgage lo*D»,

FIRST-CLASS FLOUR.

io-

Admitted assets,
|HMi*
U ABILITIES DEC. H. Utt
N*i anpaid losses.
I R
S3h J4SM
Unearned are •.iotas.
All oiitor Uoiimet.
26*. .** •»
Casa capital.
WhJHV
Surp a. over all liabilities.

GERMAN

At

t

iriiSW
Dvdae*

Spoial Sfetus.

to

rukixst s i>'

isjmh

H OF BETS—Kladtr will be suitrewarded by re.urBin* same to H.
Piauw. Elitwortft.

smiii

Druggist

Coiklmi Iowa,
Stock* aad bond*.
Casa in oflet sad b«it
A|<1U i>* iaaCtrb,
Blit# receivable,
I ate real aad rest*.
Ail other iweu,

nU!C<
ably

oot

m
bottk

tsaSTS dec. a. isss.

||dp IHaiA

FOR

Marih 7, '06.

<xsts per

ea t

wHOE FtewyOpentire* ii «ery depart
!
W ittor »qt! tflf
A. Mctwww,
Manager Cates Shoe M'*. Cw. B i* worth Me.

b-

one

itunmut Zuxrmmli

we

measure

VTtittat

G. flOORE,
*
Tb* am ibuttoi era
o»***l»e s* w*l as centre*. ash the tutor la
:ae arsfi c*r-k». the teteataas* la bar
aye*.
■m roatdaesr of aer farm, ad rscab of a-twadW basis her een>
latSaiU
She la a* the
oMtu* "1 Ufa wan te naay weaaa ore
worm, wmaees mod faded, sad yet has baa osly
leased bar rearm*
Ts* rtcres of Uh aa
•raaiy bmnb aad aeaa-r may aa taio la the
uetef aerate, Dr note's forora* Preacrla
The eeeerai basks of woman la aa tad
reiaeed tmtae total stake of lb* setose
IT Wi.hta! warn ihrar are diseased,
waste waly wart rafter
-raToeM* Pnwrlptlsa' fries Oat dels-teailsg drolaa. Stair
ataretloa sad
tehammeil -a. terra fame it
won aad Iwyrm M Ibe Setose fnsrte
» east aatsfai river aad rttotUr.
<a «mn wha
b-re lees t*>el» beakh and tbetr heart* ten
to-a »•*•» Tr*. B-t as* bn cheesed’
by ib*

h

owing to oor*elve».
‘-Lose him as thyself.” Otserre if I may
nse sorb a word, the exnitr of this disine
rale. It makes its the judge of what we
ooght to do. It Imposes upon as no duty
that we hare nr*, already acknowledged
for onnetres.—Dana .‘Aoairy

liMffT

—

:
owe to other*?”
• hat we think

MW

Collateral loans.
Stocks sad bonds.
Cash ic office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest aed rents.
All other assets.
Gross assets.
De act items not

admitted.

Admitted assets,

UABILITIES DEC. O,
Unearned premia ms.
All other liabilities.
Surplus o%er all liaoill lies.
Total liabilities and surplus.
THE O. tt GRANT CO.

*

t0-

>».*»•
11 .«»•

•

uiiaii
1 .»T» ••

fn*.*!**1
~trm.«**
,n*»

AP"»'

ELLSWORTH. ME.

Th« KoLSWOBTH AsoibicaS
[Tbs only cock5! >*p«r.l

abijcrtiantim*.

REPUBLICANS WIN.

htomei cures citirrh.

mayor

Kill all CaUnder Guartarrhal Germs-Sold
A. Parcher.
antee by O.
fact that among
It is a noteworthy
ami treatments
medicines
the many
there is only one which
for catarrh,
under bis positive
r
\ Parcher sells
to refund the money if it
Itg

ifrtiling

hagerthy returned
For fourth term.

Balsam*

guarantee
floes not cure—Hyomei.Nature

s reme-

of erftarrh.
dy for the cure
are taken into
\o dangerous drugs
when
Hyomei is used.
the stomach
Breathed through the small pocket
inhaler that comes w ith every Hyomei
outfit its healing balsams penetrate to
cells of the throat,
the most remote
the germs of
nose and lungs, killing
lmtated mucous
catarrh, healing the
and making complete and

membrane,

1lasting cures.

The* complete

Hyomei outfit,

con-

ONE

LONE

DEMOCRAT ON BOARD OF

ALDERMEN—ELECTIONS IN OTHER
MAINE CITIES.

The voters cf Ellsworth have again
registered their endorsement of the present

administration, returning Mayor

A. C.
four of the present aiderIn ward I alone the democrats were

Hagerthy
men.

and

successful, carrying the

ward for their
candidate for mayor, and electing their
alderman by a plurality of 12.

The total vote

was

only slightly

smaller

than two years ago, the last contested
election, but the republican pluralities

sisting of an inhaler that can be car- were cut down in
a
every instance except in
ried in the purse or vest Docket,
medicine dropper and a bottle of ward 3, where Alderman McCarthy was
will
inhaler
Hyomei costs only *1. The
returned by a plurality of 29, against a
extra bottles of
last a lifetime, while
whenever plurality of 21 in 1904.
llyomei can be 50procured,
cents.
This reduction in republican plurality
needed, for only
is naturally to be expected. The
party in
OBITUARY.
power is always on the defensive, and has
MRS. HARRIET E. FITTS.
always to contend against the slogan “they
Harriet E., wife of Frank Fitts, died have had it
long enough”. Considering
at
the
very suddenly Monday forenoon,
on High street,
home of J- F* Langley,
where she was hoarding this winter.
Death was due to heart failure. Mrs.
Fitts had been in ill health for some time,
suffering from heart trouble, but was
around as usual. Monday forenoon she
complained of not feeling very well, and
laid down for a while. Mr. Fitts, who was
writing in the same room, noticed nothing
unusual until he went to arouse his wife,

Hon. E. K. Wilson l)eu<l.
E. K. Wilson, of Cherryfleld,
died Monday morning, as a result of a
second shock of paralysis. His age was
Ex-Senator

fifty-three years.
Mr. W ilson was one of th& best-known
members of the Senate in 1903. He was
born in Steuben, but for many years had
lived in Cherryfleld, where he carried on a
successful box factory.
He served three
t«ms in the Senate, holding several important committee places.

Waltham, Mass.,

ton's parents.

alter passing
months with Mrs. Harring-

10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
11.45.
Epworth league at 7. Union
service with Baptist society at 7.30. Sermon by Rey. P. A. A. Killam.

at

Bayside—Preaching

Mr. Simonton.

Sunday

at 2 p.

Dr. ALEXANDER C. HAGERTHY.
Elected mayor of Ellsworth for
consecutive term.

a

fourth

this fact, the republican victory in Ellsworth is a handsome one, and a splendid
endorsement of the

policy

of the

present

administration.
This policy has been and is to keepdown
appropriations and the tax rate, and collect back taxes. In the
collection of
back taxes, the administration has, of
course, reduced the resources, and correspondingly increased the excess of liabilities

over resources.

Uagertby.r.... 161 124
LeUnd, d.141 100
Defective.

March 11—Morning service at
Sunday school at 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.
UNITARIAN.
S. IV .Sutton,

at 10.30

a.m.

Defective.
Total.
Wards.

2
3

77
49

7

4

S15 249

130

6

101

219

59
41
3

138
71
8

997

580
404
27

176

Orrln W Tripp, ..
James A MeGown, d..
Frank R Moore, r
Curtis K Foster. <1.
John W McCarthy, ..
..

Arthur W Austin, r.
Fred P Haynes, d.

159
14#
122
103
SO
51
43
15
129
80

IS
19
29

12
49

1 Hoy a l .1 Goodwin, r.......
Harvard II Lord, d
2 Thomas J Holmes, ..
Henry A Eppes. d.
3 Levi XV Bennett, ..
Charles W Gerry, d.
4 Eugene H Moore, r.
Joseph If McGown, d
5 George 51 Campbili, ..
Nathaniel J Moor, d.

on

1
2
3
4
5

the sick list.

of North Brooklin, with
Kawolene engine is sawing wood.

Mrs. Mary Candage went home Satur•y, after spending six weeks with her
daughter here.
Susie Wood and Grace Candage
spent
''o days of
last week at Bluehill with
Uora Conary.
March
CRUMBS.

6.__N

Badly fooled Casey—Ye’re a har’rd
*°ruker, Dooley. How many hods o’

morther have ye* carried
up that laddher
man, I’m foolin’
th'
^>°ley—Whist
c*rrled this same hodful up
an’
a 1 ***' 6n’ he thinks I’m wor-

Kn

knot

Addrw^BAB HARBOR only,
Opon all the year ’round.

There lire tunny women anil maids more to say.
who think they know the art of making a bed. a restful, ease giving, good
MOSKg, FLORIHT,
ELECTIONS ELSEWHERE.
dream producing bed. but should they
BAR HARBOR.
Open all the y.-ar ’round.
Municipal elections were held in ten compare their efforts with the performother Maine cities on Monday, and in six ance gone through with making a bed
BORN.
In the sixteenth century they will
of these the democrats were victorious.
The most notable victory for the demothank the fates no such duties are inBRIDGES—At Seda wick, Feb 20, to Mr and
crats was in Rockland, which went democluded In the catalogue of the houseMrs 11m y mo ml Bridges,
u
sou.
[Elmer
MiltouJ
cratic for the first time in twenty-three keeper’s work.
CARTF.K—At Bar Harbor, March 3, to Mr and
seven
The
and
six
of
the
A
bed
with its coverings was ft fine
years.
mayor
Mrs Eben Carter, a son.
aldermen elected were democratic.
aud usual thing to bequeath in those CLEVELAND—At South Deer Isle, Feb 28, to
Mr and Mrs Guy L Cleveland, a daughter.
Gardiner elected a full republican board, days. No wonder.
Ellsworth, March 6. to Mr and
there being no democratic ticket in the
Tills is the chronicle of making Hen- CRABTREE—At
Mrs Harry L Crabtree, a daughter.
field. Hallowell also re-elected its repub- ry VII.'s bed:
DE VALERIS—At Sioidngton, Feb 18, o Mr
lican mayor, and every alderman.
and Mrs Fiore l)e Valeri*, a daughter.
“First, a yeoman or a groom of the
clean.
GRAY—At Bluchlll, Feu ‘.7, to Mr and Mm
Bath elected a republican mayor by a stuffs of tile wardrobe must
bring in
To these necessaries—unless we are
Levi B Gray, a son
of
in
a
vote
of
16
total
plurality
1,742. the stuffs and the curtains be drawn, GRAY—At
only
BVjehlil, March 1, to Mr and Mrs musical and need a piano, in which case,
Each party carried three wards, with one and a gentleman usher must hold the
Cecil E Gray, a son.
as far as beauty is concerned, we are in a
ward a tie.
The board last year was curtains together, the side curtains aud GREY—At Cantlne, March 4, to Mr and Mrs
bad way we can add very little without
William Augustus Grey, a son.
unanimously republican.
the foot curtafus; then must two squires
HA Ml LTON— At Ellsworth Falls, March 5, to troubling ourselves, and hindering our
GreenEastport re-elected Mayor Albert
of the body stand at the bed's head,
Mr and Mrs Hlraui Ha/ulltoii, a daughter.
work, our thought and our rest.
law, republican, by a plurality of twelve one on either side, and two yeomen of LUCKING8—At Bar Harbor, Feb 2., to Mr and
Mrs Fred Lucktngs, a son
over E. W. Pike, the candidate of the citithe crown at the bed’s foot, and all the
attocrtiBcmmis.
M’FARLAND—At brooklln, March 3, to Mr
zens and democrats.
Six of the aldermen stuff be laid at the bed's
feet on a carand Mrs Harry McFarland, a daughter.
are republicans.
| Covina Marie ]
pet before the yeoman of the stuff:
In Waterville the democrats elected Dr. then a
PIERCE —At South Deer Isle, Feb 2*1, to Mr
yeoman of the crown or of the
ami ors Howard S Pierce, a daughter.
E. L. Jones mayor, by ov'r 400 plurality,
chamber to leap upou the bed and roll STOVER-At Bluchlll, Feb 27, to Mr and Mrs
and five of the seven aldermen.
w alter E Stover, a daughter,
him up and down and assay the litter,
Lewiston re-elected
democratic
its
the yeoman to lay down the canvas j TERRANO—At Stonlngton, Feb 27, to Mr and
Mrs Sallatalre Terra no. a son. [Gaetanlno T J
mayor, W. E. Webster, and five of the
again, then lay on the feather bed and TH UR LOW—At Long Island, Fob 27, to Mr
I am now
settleseven aldermen are democrats.
and Mrs Janies H Tnurlow, a son.
beat it well and muke it even and
ment with the
for all unAuburn elected a democratic mayor, but
smooth: then shall a yeoman of the
four of the five aldermen are republicans.
MAURI KD.
taxes under my contract
stuff take the fustian and take the asSaco re-elected Mayor Philip C. Tapley,
say and cast it upon the bed: then shall DUNHAM—PARKER—At Maryville, Feb 28, which I am
to pay
candidate on the citizens’ and democratic
by .1 H Patten, esq, Miss Ethel Dunhm, of if not collected.
squires for the body lay hand thereon
Mariavllle to Thomas Park r, of Clifton.
ticket.
and yeoman and lay It straight upon
MOOV-GATCOMB-At Hancock, March !, by
I cannot allow my bondsThe same combination carried six of the the bed without any wrinkles and the
A B Crabtree, esq, Mian Nettle M Moon to
C«pt Gilbert Gatcomh, both of Hancock.
sheet In the same wise, then take both
men to settle your tax, and I
seven wards for aldermen.
Seal Cove, Feb 27,
South Portland democrats re-elected the sheets and fustian by the border NICKERSON-LATTV-At
by Rev Harlon L Sklllln, Mrs Charlotte A suggest that you go to the
Nickerson to Richmond L Laity, both of Seal
Mayor George H. Weeks, jr., and four of and put them In under the feather bed
bank and borrow the money,
Cove.
at both sides and at the feet also, then
the seven aldermen.
BANDALL-WATSON-At Sullivan. March 2.
which will cost you no more
lay on the other sheet and the squires
Rev
O
G
by
Barnard, Miss Cora P Randall to
for the body to take the sheet and gathBarney A Watson, both of North 8ullivan.
than you are now
to
OLD STORI&S
er it round In your hands on either
it will save
DIED.
pay the
side the bed and go to the bed’s head,
An lllafttratlon of the Way They Hf*
the expense of
strike down the bed till they come FI FI ELD—At
Stonlngton, Feb 24, Erastus B you
appear at Intervals.
down twice or thrice and sbnke the
Ftdeld, aged 59 years, 9 months, 23 days.
lien
claim
attachments
lo
at
Old stories seem to reappear
sheet at the bed's feet and lay It fair FITTS—At Ellsworth, March 5. Harriet E, wife
of Frank Flits, aged 50 years.
on your property, or the untervala like comets and like quest:
and broad on the lied, then lay on the
GRAY—At Sedgwick, March I, Leonard Gray,
In “Notes and Queries.” There is t:
of my commitother stuff of fustian above, then take
a -ed 7
years, 5 months, 10 days
story in “Charles O’Malley" about a
GRAY—At Bluehill, March I, Infant son of Mr
a pair or two of martens and lay above,
to
you
and
Mrs Cecil E Gray.
lively young French friend of the hero
but first take a pair of ermines and lay
HOOPER— At Bluehill, March 1, Mr« Harriet M
this your imHe is in attendance on Napuelou at
above and then lay on the martens,
Hoopey,
aged 09 years, 2 months, 0 days.
Fontainebleau or St. Cloud. One moon- then roll down the bed the since of an WARREN-At I>eer
Me, Feb 26, Mrs Mary mediate attention."
Warren, aged 88 years, 10 mon.hs.
light night he is playing leapfrog in ell: then let the yeoman take the nilJ. Ii.
WHITCOMB— At Searsport, March 2. Henry
the gardens with other young oliicers.
lows and heat them well with tlieir
Whitcomb, formerly of tasilne, aged79 years,
Collector.
and, coming round a corner in a walk, hands and east them up to tile squires
6 month-, 3 days.
he sees a figure stooping, “giving a
Office in Cushman block, Franklin -t.
for the body and let them lay them on
book.” He "overs'* the figure, and it is the hed ns it
Dec. 29, liKtfj.
atmcciiixmcnta.
pleased the king’s grace,
not one of his play. atm. hut tae anTaxes went on interest Aug. 1, 1903,
then take a head sheet of ermlnp and
as per vote of City Government.
gry emperor. There is a picture of the lay it above, then take the other side
scene hr II. K. Browne In early ediof the head sheet of regnes and lay It
tions of the amusing hook'—the best over that, then the
ALICE M.
squires for the body
book. I think, of Lever's
to lav the bed again on top the pillows,
Now, did Lever invent that story or then take a sheet of regnes and cover
DRESSMAKER and
did he hear it as a true anecdote in
the bed over and over, every side: then
conversation or did the wife of Mar- ‘the usher knits the curtains together
LADIES’ TAILOR,
shall Junot. the DucbesSe d'Abrnntes. and a
AND
squire for the body to east holy
crib it from Lever and Introduce it
8 School St.,
water upon the hed.”
Ellsworth.
into her memoires (Vol. ML. page 3971?
Is
The last conjecture
very improbable.
tin,. White China Wn* Discovered.
Napoleon was at Malmaison: his court
(it' many Incidence* In which an acand
fond
of
notwas young and lively
cidental discovery revolutionized a
I have leased the ground
I
was
Queen whole Industry there is none more
ing plays. Tlte test actress
floor of the Eno building
Hortense, the best actor was Isabey. striking
which enabled
that
than
on State street, and have
the celebrated portrait painter. Bi t
Samuel Astbury. in 1720. to Impart to
Whether it’s a range or a furmoved from my temporary
poor Isabey ceased to be a member of pottery that white glaze which is Its
nace—if it is a “Clarion”, it is
location on Main street.
the company: like the serpent, he was chief beauty. Chancing, while Joursure to meet every requirement.
shut out from paradise for the follow- neying to London, to halt at Banbury,
Made by the; Wood Bishop Co.,
ing reason: Napoleon, the first consul, he noticed that one of his horse’s eyes
was very slim: he grew very fat later.
He consulted the
was badly inflamed.
Bangor. Sold by
In spite of constant exercise, ne usu
hostler, who flung a redhot flint Into a
Maine.
ally wore the uniform of the Guides, basin of water, thereby easily reducing Ellsworth,
J. P.
of which Eugene de Benuhnmals was It to a powder, which he applied to the
Main Street,
Ellsworth
colonel. One day in a gallery at Mai
who
hud
watchinjured eye. Astbury.
rnnison
Napoleon, who wjs alone, ed tiie process, guessed that at length
1906
stooped to examine some engrnvings in he had solved the problem which had
a portfolio.
Isabey. coming from the so long perplexed him. He procured a
FEATURES
NEW
UNSURPASSED
private theater, entered the gallery by cartload of flints, had them fired and
another door and saw a short, slim,
The most up-to-date dental
Dr p steel fnrp’nar for conpulverized and. mixing the powder
epauletted figure stooping, a figure in with pipe clay and water, applied it to
work. Crown and Bridge
necting rod.
the uniform of the Guides. lie was his
ware, which, after the final bakWork.
Interchangeable bronze bearGas, Ether and
intimate
with*
de
Be.'.uEugene
very
ings can be replaced In five
ing. became white and shining. This
Cocaine for Bainless Exharnais, whom he supposed that he Invention, which he Improved upon by
minutes.
traction.
saw before him.
^ Irridiutn spark points—nothing
Creeping up like a introducing calcined flint into the body
the
and
landed
on
cat,
better.
painter leaped
of the ware, was soon universally
the shoulders of the first consul. NapoWe can deliver engines, maadopted.
leon supposed that the roof was falling
rine or stationary, 2 to 1500
or that the little Bed Man. his phantom
An Appreciative Dor.
H. P.—nothing better nade.
attendant, was strangling him.
During one of the Inst birthday celeEllsworth.
for Maine for Sc he bier carburetor Main Street,
-Agents
“What means this pleasantry?”
brations of tbe poet Whittier he was
and fit our engines with the same.
“I thought it was Eugene.”
The
visited by a celebrated singer.
We carry eve' ything for Gas Engines and our
“And if It had been Eugene, why
lady was asked to sing, and, seating
Tel. 1817-11.
price is right.
should you break bis shoulders?” said herself at the piano, she began (he
Am late from the New England Conservatory of Music, and desire a limited nunilter of
Bonaparte, obviously remembering the beautiful ballad of "Robin Adair." She
for »he mandolin and violin. Up-to date
pupils
eml of another old anecdote: “If it had had hardly begun before Mr. Whittier’s
method, the higher positions and correct bow lug
Portland Pier, Portland, fie.
taught. Reasonable prices.
been John, why need you bit so hard?” pet dog came into the room and. seatMiss IDA L. HIGGINS,
The end of it was that Isa!icy left the ing himself by her side, watched her,
^rofcasionai &arbe.
106 Water St.,
Ellsworth Me.
acting company. Antonio Moro found as though fascinated, listening with delight unusual in an animal. When she
it wiser, they say, to Dy from Spain
F.
M. I)
after replying by a practical joke to a had finished he came and put his paw
familiarity of I’hillp II. of Spain. But very geutly into her hand and licked
65 State Street,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON.
Philip was a sulky anointed king: the her cheek. "Robin takes that as a
PORTLAND, MAINE.
first consul's shoulders were uot yet tribute to himself,” said Mr. Whittier.
Office and Residence (J. M. Hale house).
The dog.
anointed.—Andrew Lung in London Il- ‘•He also is ‘Robin Adair.’
No. 60 MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH. ME
Miss Cabolinb M. Cbisfikld,
hearing bis own name, evidently conlustrated News.
Principals: Miss Agnes Lowell.
TKLKFIIONK.
sidered that he was the hero of the
From that moment during tlie
song.
lady's visit lie was her devoted atKeith’s Theatre, Boston.
He kept by her side while
Another bi£ vaudeville programme is tendant.
she was Indoors, and when she went
announced from Keith’s for the week of
he carried her satchel in Ids
March 12.
Harry Houdini continues to away
mouth to the gate and watched her dedefy handcuffs in a most remarkable fashparture with evidence of distress.
ion.
Tiiis is an excellent Hour, which I am closing out at
Included in the surrounding programme
Oil] Time Plano I’lujlnx.
will be Thomas J. Ryan and Mary RichIn these days of the twentieth cenfield, in a new Irish comedy sketch enthe pianist stands next to the
titled “Mag Haggerty’s Reception”, a se- tury
singer among the princes of the muquel to “Mag Haggerty’s |Father”; James
sical world. Rut It was not always so.
I am selling out my entire stock of goods
J. Morton, “the Boy Comic,” monologuist;
The singer was the first t> r.i.r.mt the
preparatory to retiring from business.
Dave Genare and Ray Bailey, in a singthrone and reign with the scepHere are a few other special prices:
ing and dancing specialty; the Six Pro- public
ter of sweetened sound. Net cam the
veannes, European cyclists; Dan Quinlan
violinist, and after him the virtuosi of
and Kellar Mack, crossfire conversational
can.
wind Instruments. Early concert procomedians; Willie Eckstein, pianist;
"
show the names of singers
grammes
the
Leona and Dale, operatic vocalist";
and (lute, horn and oboe players, but
Aerial Shaws, trapeze artists; Carew and
not of maid; mi : :i. of the keyboard.
Hayes, in “The Derby Race, or Jthe Blue Tbe e mcert
pianist of today, sweeping
and Gold”, and Lela- Taylor, vocal comthe keyboard of Ids grand and tlie heart"
edienne.
strings of his hearers with sinewy
An entire new list of comedy and motion
from the humhands,
emerged
slowly
Ask
in
for
other
the kinetoprices in my general grocery stock.
pictures will be exhibited
ble state of a poor dependent, creeping
graph.
with anxious offerings To the door of
al“Your predecessor,” said the Cannibal bis princely patron. It was not till
most the middle of the eighteenth cenChief, “attempted to interfere with' our
ideas on health food.” “Ah,” exclaimed tury that the performance of solo feats
“then he was not on the harpsichord began to attract
the missionary,
to form Hie subpopular.” “Oh! no, you couldn’t call publie attention and
stance t>f concerts.—W. J. Hemic:, i:
him' popular. There wasn’t enough to
In Atlantic.
The Ellsworth American— only COUNTY
him to go ’round among our people.”
paper.
157

584

478

17 108

TAXES! TAXES!
arranging
(Jily

Charles W Joy, ..
Charles W Mason, d
John F Royal, r
Alexander l> Stuart,<1..
Ira B Hagan, jr, ..
Arthur W Salisbury, d
....

Asa XV Maddocks, ..
Oils L Sargent, ..
Chaa E Alexander, ..
Frank T Linnehan, d.

161
144
1*8
99
82
51
44
56
140
72

1
2
3
4
5

Reuben S Sargent, ..
Hamuel S Kstey, d.
Howard F Whitcomb, r
Moses I Mayo.d.
Fred Moore, d.
Frank M Moore, ..
John W Moore, d.

169
145
127
10°
51
44

DL Fields, ..
ChasJ Brown, ..

I40
72

56

JORDAN,

HOOPEli,

FURNITURE

UNDERTAKING.

THE—

CLARION.

L. W. JORDAN,

ELDRIDGE,

MIANUS MOTORS

i Porcelain

H.

i

Inlays.

GREELY,

Mandolin and Violin Lessons.

G. D. THORNDIKE GenMEe.

F

15
27
28

12
68

17
29
31

12
68

COM8TABL1S.

Herbert Hale,

MOSEg* FLORAL WORK Is
wMely

161
144
127
106
79
51
44
56
140
72

WARD CLERKS.

BLUEHILL FALLS,

frank Moulton is

13

DENTIST.

102 215 1011

ALDERMEN.

K3alnhury.il.
4 George W Fatten, ..
Alvin Staples, d.
5

117

1M 1904.

Martin

—

uki2?

135

Ilagerthy. r.... 163 140
Lord, d. 141 102

BAPTIST.

P. A. A. Kill am, pastor.
Sunday, March 11 Morning service at
10-30. Sermon
by pastor. Sunday school
•til.45, Christian Endeavor meeting at 7.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
Friday evening.
Heo.

h5y*

2*4

141 54ft
73 428
24
5

..

pastor.

Sunday, March 11—Service
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.

19

IS
318

38
69
4

..

Sunday,

Hev.

81
52
2

WARDENS.

10.30.

71

13

HoaftenmldM Complain I.rt Thom
Fonder on This Plctnre.

Bkesxahax,

m.

CONGREGATIONAL.
Kev. J. ,\j. Adams, pastor.

59

30

U

Tot Maj

pleasant duty
ting
jail.
Kindly give

1

Friday, March 9-Prayer service at 7.30.
Sunday, March 11—Morning service at

86

5

—

VOTE FOR MAYOR

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
I'ev. J. P. .Simon ton, pastor.

4

having
placed

CHURCH NOTES.
ROMAN CATHOLIC.

3

obliged

Total......

Rev. J. D. O'Brien, pastor.
Sunday, March 11—High mass and sermon at 10.30.
Benediction and Sunday
school after mass.

2

The Ideal Sitting Room.
«
Besides the table that will keep steady
when you work upon it, and the chairs
that you can move about, the good floor
and the small carpet which can be bundled out of the room in two minutes, there
must be a bookcase with a great many
books in it, a bench that you can sit or
lie upon, a cupboard with drawers, and
unless either the bookcase or the cupboard
be very beautiful with painting or carving, pictures and engravings on the wall,
or else the wall itself “must be ornamented
with some beautiful and restful pattern,
thi n a vase or two, and fireplaces as unlike as possible to the modern, mean, miserable and showy affairs, plastered about
with wretched sham ornament, trumpery
of cast iron and brass and polished steel
offensive to look at and a nuisance to

city;

With this foundation, the democrats
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
raised the cry “they have increased the
Loring Thomas has gone to New York to city debt”, not admitting into the argument the saving to tax-payers in lower
join a vessel as cook.
William Jones has returned .home from tax rate. On these lines the campaign
Boston, where he has been the past win- was fought out, and the voters gave their
endorsement to the policy of keeping
ter.
down the tax rate and paying bills with
A small arty of friends met at the home
back taxes.
of H. C. Ray and wife Saturday evening.
Following is the vote in detail, with the
Graphopbone music was enjoyed.
vote for mayor two years ago, given for
A.
B.
who
has
been
at
Capt.
Fullerton,
comparison, there being no democratic
Bartlett’s Island to see his daughter ticket in the Held last
year:
who
is
Jessie,
very 111, has returned home.
MAYOR.
Ernest Harrington and wife have re3
4
ft Tot. Plu.
1
3
Ward*.
turned to
the last three

follows:

1
Wards.
Yes. 211
No. 33

man is brave until he has overcome
fear of being called a coward.
Among other lost arts is *hat of keeping
one’s mouth closed when there’s nothing

No

the

obliged

all.

Prayers were said at the house yesterday afternoon by Rev. J. M. Adams, of
the Congregational church, with which
Mrs. Fitts had been actively associated.
The remains were taken to the former
home of the decease in Massachusetts
for interment.

was as

THE ART OK BED-MAKING.

paid

and found her dead.
Mrs. Fitts had been a resident of Ellsworth only about five years, coming here
from Orange, Mass., with her family,
when Mr. Fitts became interested in lumbering operations here. In the circle of
intimate acquaintances which she formed,
Mrs. Fitts was esteemed for her kindness
of heart and gentle disposition.
Mrs. Fitts was fifty years of age. She
leaves beside her husband, three children—
Charles, who is in California, Miss Emma
Fitts, who is in Boston, and Harry, who
lived with his parents. They have the

sympathy of

high enough from the floor to permit seeing whether or not the booth is occupied.
The vote on the amendment by wards

1®
27
51
12
68

AMENDMENT CARRIED.

The vote on the amendment to the
election law, to provide for closed election
will
booths so that secrecy of the ballot
be preserved, was overwhelmingly in tfae
affirmative. This change will go into
the
effect, and at the next fall election
be so
voting booths in Ellsworth will
the
constructed w$h swinging doors that
entirely concealed
voter will.
while marking his ballot, the doors being

SIMONTON,

WAYNFLETE SCHOOL FOR Glr LS

j

HAVE! YOU

TRIED

Snowflake FLOUR?

|

$4.85

A

BARREL.

■

CANNED CORN,
CANNED PEACHES,
SUGAR.
CREAM OF TARTAR,
HORSE

FOR

.08
.12
.05 lb.

.30

SALE.

C. H. GRINDAL, Water St.

I

1
Alt
to

CA >
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to,
trit,
ttsi
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th
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We

Qounty .Vnr«

see

There
for

M.

March 5.
PROSPECT HARBOR.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Frank Wakefield is visiting relatives in
Arihar Gilley has gone to Boston to find Bar Harbor.
j
employment at his trade of barber.
j Miss Bertha Murphy, of Treraont, arM .ad Stanley, with her daughter rived Saturday.
51
Mil ireu, his been visiting her parents, G.
j W. R. Hew ins, of Boston, arrived MonI*. Lurvey and wife, the past week.
day for a few days.
Oscar Tolman, of Rockland, arrived last
J. B. Cole returned Friday from a busij
Week to take charge of the Holmes hotel, ness
trip to Portl ind.
Mr. Johnston having made an exchange of
Miss Isabel Cleaves, of Bar Harbor,
hotel business.
spent a fe v days at home this week.
Mrs. Evelyn Neal is nearly ready to start
Miss Eva Orcutt, of Bast Sullivan, arWilder
has
a
lor Nebraska, where her sou
1
rived Sunday for a visit with friends.
Neal
home prepared for them. Dr. George
Miss Vida Cleaves has so far recovered
will continue his office at the Lawton
Cousins has returned from

Mrs. O. W.

as

to be able to

many

us

keep your

to

her

for

care

nephew. ;

COUNTY NlSWe

be

death

recent

of

quiet, kindly

a

man

j

gestion
longs.
Twenty-two members of Halcyon
of the

The schooner Caroline Gray narrowly
ashore on Greenings island
in the ga e of last week. This craft has a
local interest, as in her palmy days she
was commanded by
Capt. Jesse Pease,
with Capt. Jacob Mayo first mate and
Clare Clark supercargo, making many
voyages to the East Indies and other for-

•scaped going

;

Lottie McFarland has recently returns
ea
from a visit to Bar Harbor.

success.
About fl8
GOTT'H IS LAN D.
the purchase of text-books.
Charles Harding has gone to Atlantic
baseon
A church supper was served in the
business.
ment of the union meeting house Friday
Frank A. Babbidge and wife have
evening, after which there w-as a business
opened
meeting to establish a parish. J. H. an ice-cream parlor 1or Saturdays.
Philip Moore, who went to Bar Harbor
Pressey was elected president; Mrs. Mary
L. Bulger, vice-president; Mrs. Nettie A. with his family, returned last
Monday.
Stanley, treasurer; Miss Minnie Stanley,
Medbury Grindle, of Stonington. is viasecretary, and George W. Bulger, Wilbert ! iting his brother Samuel, who
occupies
A. Rice and Augustus Freeburg, committhe George Murphy cottage.

school
was

w as a

decided

cleared for

I

■>

iVf-*

akW.-v.m*;:

w

by the pupils. Both pupils and parents
in hopes Miss Powers will teach the
spring terra.

are

March 5.

Capt.
trip to Bermuda. Capt. Gray has sold
house to Ralph Saunders, who will

his
oc-

cupy it very soon.
Mrs. George L. Holden and son have
gone to East Boston to join Opt. Holden,
on the schooner Florence Leland, which
is to be repaired there.
The district school,

which

has

been

H.
SOUTH SURRY.

Charles Cunningham arrived home from
Newton Centre last Tuesday.

tee.

Everard

Young returned Friday from
he has been employed in

Waltham where

the woods.
A number of young grangers from here
attended the county grange at East Bluehill

Saturday.

About twenty-four neighbors met at
Mrs. James Young’s Thursday evening to I
celebrate her daughter Ruth’s birthday. I

passed very pleasantly.
Young has secured a position
yacht commanded by Eugene Gas-

The time

was

Crawford
on

the

par, in Boston. He expects to
latter part of the month.

j

Harvard Curtis, of Bar Harbor, is here
a few days helping cut logs which will
be sawed for material for a new house for
his father, E. M. Curtis, whose house was

recently.

March 5.

;

leave the

for

burned

|

Tramp.

Mrs.

Rosa Freeman

and Mrs. Nellie
Stonington, are visiting their
parents, O. J. Joyce and wife.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Jennie
of
McKinley,
George Robbins is home from sea for a who has been Manchester,
visiting her parents,
short visit.
Trask and wife, has returned home.
A daughter was born to Guy Cleveland
Henry Heaney and Benjamin Clay,
and wife Feb. 27.
are employed by the Black Island
Granite
Mias Lizzie Young, of Deer Isle, is a
Co., fixing the wharf, were here laet Sunof
Mrs.
Mills.
guest
day.
Mrs. Robinson, of Southwest Harbor,
March 5.
('hips.
is visiting her son, Guy Cleveland.
west Franklin.
A baby girl came to gladden the home
Town meeting Monday, Mar-'h 18.
of Howard Peirce and wife Feb. 25.
A daughter was born to Roecoe Ward
Angeline Robbins is home from Pleasant View, where she has been most of the and wife, Feb. 27.
Mrs. Mary Orcutt was in Ellsworth Satwinter.
on bnsineas.
Martha Barbour is on the sick list. She urday

R.

March 3.

Mrs. Ruth Qrindle and son George
returned to Hall Quarry Friday.

Garlic,

is

being cared

for at

the home of Mrs.

Carman.

Mrs. Albertina Wardwell, of Portland,
called here by the illness and death
of her mother, Mrs. Mary Warren.
was

Mrs. Ruth French
relatives last week.

well.

The

At the next

lands.

Every
to be present.
•ther section, with one exception, having pected
March 5.
m recent years been given a new building,
ft seems only right and just that the longWALTHAM.

worked

BLl'EHILL.
Mr. and Mrs. Saunders, who have been
the guests of Dr. Littledeld and wife, left
for Home March 2.

Hockamock tribe of
the adoption degree on

Redmen

one

candi-

date Saturday evening.
D. M. Massie has been confined to the
house for the past M eek with a badly cut
face, where a horse kicked him.

whom she
was

will be sadly missed.

D.

There

was an

ice-cream sale in

the

ves-

March 5.

Her age

throwing
severe

Mr. Olds ont.

horse

Mart h 3.

H.

bruises.

March 5.

Jim.
BASS HARBOR.

The Allegro club will give

a

sociable this

also

week.

There is

Miss Neva

Lawn, who has been very ill

so

with tonsilitia, is recovering.
Henry Albee, who is scalloping in Rockland bay, is home for a few days.
The

lacking in

Joe McMahon of Providence,
visitor in town.

lated

benefit society gave a
the Benson homestead Last Fri-

day evening.
Thomas Savage,

who has been

living

MonteUe Dorr’s honse this winter,
moved back to Manset.

as

Scott’s Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil

village

sociable at

easily

fat food that is
digested and assimino

in

visited several cities of the United

Slates.

Mrs. Sophronia Johnson, who has been
spending the past two months in Brooklin and Sedgwick, the guest of her sisters,
has returned to her home here.
March 5.
L.
CENTER.
Will Ober and Ansel Harper have gone
Harbor where they have employ-

It will nourish and strengthen
CLOSE OP 8CHOOL.
the body when milk and cream
School has closed in this district, after a
to
fail
do it. Scott's Emulsion most successful term taught
by Miss Myra
is always the same; always Powers, this being her thirty-first term of
Mrs. Rose May Banker, daughter of
school, and her eleventh at this place.
Israel Gott and wife, died Friday night
palatable and always beneficial Miss Powers has taught since she was
after a long illness. Mrs. Bunker was one
where the body is wasting from fifteen years of age, with the exception of
of a family of thirteen children, of whom
a course at Colby and one year in Emerson
eleven survive. A brother died some years
any cause, either in children
college. She is one of the best teachers in
ago. The funeral is to-day.
or adults.
this section.
March 5.
X.
ment.

The masquerade ball advertised for Feb.
28 was postponed on account of the illness
of one of the musicians.

Y.

Z.

WEST EDEN.
E. Smith closed a successful !
berm of school last IPriday.
Those not
absent during the term were:
Lillian,
and
Donald Hodgkins, Simeon !
Arthur,
Ober, Sylvia and Madeline Moseley,
Thomas Knowles, jr., Gladys Knowles, f
Those absent one-half
day:
Janet,
Miss Mabel

j

Muriel, and Raymond Tripp.
Friday evening Washington league, 8.1. j
L. M., gave an entertainment. Following
took part in the programme:
Raymond *
1
Tripp, Alice Ray, Arden Peach, Gladys

TRENTON.

Miss Elsie Robbins is at home for

a

few

E. T. Leland has returned from Machias,
been employed.

weeks.

where be haa

Albert Fullerton, of Bay side, spent the
past week at George Ray’s.

moth r,

Guy Leonard, who has been at NorthHarbor, has returned home.
Miss Jessie Fullerton, who has
been
very ill with measles, is gaining.
Bessie and Wilda Smith came
Treraont Saturday for a few days.

Misses
from

e ek.

was a

re-

Gapt. Samuel Des Isles, who has been
spending the winter with his ann Leonard
in Chicago, arrived home Saturday.
Mrs. Prudence 8t4vena, who has been
spending the winter with her brother.
George Gault, haa returned to Boston.
George Deals lea and Ralph Wyman arhome last week from Providence,
where they have been employed for the
winter.
March 5.
H.
rived

A Guaranteed Care

for

Pile*.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding Protruding Plht.

Orufctaia are authorized to refund done; If
PaZo OINThKM fall* tocure in 5 to 14 tiajrt.
SOc.

Sinking.

It what your money will earn if
invested in shares of the

NEW SERIES

A
it

now

open.

Shares, 81 each. monthly pay
menu, 81 per share.

WHY FAY RENT
wheu )ou can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage ai <1
reduce it every month? Monthly
pavments > nd Interest together
will amount to but littlr ru<>re
than you a^e now pay ni: l"r
r»,nr, and in about ten year* you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of
Hexuy W. CtrsHMAX. Seey
Flrtt Nat’i Ban* Bit
A. W. King, President.
m

east

to Bar

has

_

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

Ch

cent

EAST FRANKLIN.

for

it. It may l)e you Johnson.
Mrs. 8. F. Torrey has been spending a
need a tonic, but more likely you
few days w ith her uncle, Charles Alexanneed a concentrated fat food,
der, of Deer Isle, who is very ill.
and fat is the element lacking
A. R. Campbell has returned from a
in your system.
pleasure trip to Kingston, Jamaica. He
are

ran

away,
escaped with

He

visiting

EAST LAMOINE.

ipoTerisW Soil

broke and the

here

Tbe winter of 1906-6 can be safely
recorded as the warmest winter, with the
least number of days’ sledding, tor more
than fifty years, in this section.

eighty-eight years and eleven months.

Rev. D. B. Smith, of West Franklin,
Maynard Herrick spent a few days with spent Tuesday night, Feb. 27, at the home
try March 2, which netted nearly fB
his grandparents, Capt. W. P. Herrick of Bartlett Wallace and wife.
the ladies’ Congregational circle.
felt want of Southwest Harbor in this line
and w ife, recently. Mr. Herrick will go to
Miss H. M. Blaisdell is visiting PresidThe
streets leading to the CongregaJordan
has
moved
his
crew
out
Stephen
■houid be supplied. Another article calls
Boston this week, where he has employing Elder Norton and wife. She will visit
were so flooded with water
tional
church
of
the
woods.
for the banishment of the latest industry
ment with the Maine Motor Boat Co.
other friends before returning home.
Charles Martin lost his horse Saturday, Sunday forenoon that no service was held.
here-the glue factory, serious complaints
C. E. Sprague and son George and John
Miss Eva Springer, who is attending the
has
Frank
Maddocks
been
engaged by E. Hardy left Monday for
having been made of the strong and by the breaking of his leg.
Philadelphia, M. C. I. in Pittsfield, has returned home
•bnoxious ordors diffused from the plant.
There will be a dance at town hall Fri- Benjamin Curtis, of Boston, to move into where they will join the new halibut for two weeks’ vacation. She
will gradBacon house and take charge of the
March 5.
Spray.
steamer Manhattan. The Manhattan will uate in June.
day evening, March 16. Music by Mona- the
place
come to Boston to fit out and sail for
ghan.
Franklin annual town meeting will be
EAST BLUEHILL.
Nathan F. Twining, of East Bluehill, Vancouver about March 20.
Mrs. Josephine Stanley, after a visit to
held March 19.
The ladies’ sewing circle
H. P. Long and wife left Saturday for
has
in
of
the
stock
trade
F.
M.
March
bought
5.
Spec.
her parents, Alden Hasiem and wife, has
of the Baptist church will serve dinner
Ha llowell.
business
in
and
will
continue
the
Veazie,
returned to her studies in Bangor.
and supper in the church dining rooms
DEER ISLE.
the Oda Fellows building.
John W. Duffy, jr., is spending a few
Mar. 5.
H.
for the men.
Mr*.
widow
of
here.
John
WarMary
Mrs.
L.
and
Miss
Emma
OsWarren,
J. Osgood
days
Miss Lorimer, of the Baptist church,
died
Feb.
25
at
the
home
of
her
ren,
who
the
in
have spent
winter
W. F. Chapman returned to Stonington
StmcrtizrmmtB.
good,
has established a home department of the
Portland, arrived home March 28, and are daughter, Mrs. Naomi Eaton, at the age of
Thursday. Mr. Chapman's daughter is
Sunday school for those who are unable to
eighty-nine years.
still very ill.
occupying rooms in the Dunn block.
The auditor’s report for the town of attend the school at the church. The first
The ladies of the Baptist circle furR. P. Grindie, F. H. Long, A. E. Long,
meeting of the home scholars was with
nished a dinner m the banquet hall and one Deer Isle shows that oar resources are
G. E. Carter and Warren York leave toMrs. O. C. Donnell, March 3.
of the offices at the town hall. Monday, $7,068.50, liabilities $3,311.69, leaving a balfor
Hall
where
will
be
day
Quarry,
they
March 5.
R.
ance in favor of the town of $3,756.90.
March
which
was well patronized.
5,
employed stone-cutting.
like
March 6.
M.
The
steamer Catherine was chartered to
soil,
Impoverished
impovN. F. Twining, formerly of this village,
WEST HANCOCK.
take a party of Masons from Deer Isle,
erished blood, needs a proper
has purchased a store at Bluehill formerly
REACH.
Mr. and Mrs. Stearns have returned
and
Brooklin
to
Stonington
take
Friday
•wned by F. M. Veazie. Mr. Twining
fertilizer. A chemist by analyzCapt. Isaa? Gray is suffering from neu- the degrees in King Hiram council, Rock- from a visit to friends in Franklin.
look charge last Tuesday morning.
Victor R. Smith, of Northeast Harbor,
land.
It
was
ralgia.
the
council
ever held
the
soil
can
tell you what
largest
The county grange was held here March ing
Mr. Thayer, of Stonington, is spending in Rockland. A tine turkey supper w'as made a short visit to relatives here during
with
a
attendance
confertilizer
to
use
for
different
3,
quite
large
this week here hunting foxes.
prepared for the lodge, and a most enjoy- the past week.
sidering the storm. The fifth degree was
Albert Rich and wife who have b?en visMiss Edna E. Carter, of South Hope, is able time was had by all. There were
worked on several candidates in the after- products.
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Myrtle Lowe. nineteen who took the degrees. Those iting relatives here, have returned to their
noon.
In the evening an interesting proIf your blood is impoverished
from Deer Isle in the party were Edgar home at Isle au Haut.
Mrs. Benjamin Cole, of Deer Isle, is the
gramme was presented.
doctor will tell you what guest of her daughter, Mrs. Madison Haskell, M. D. Joyce, Fred Beck, Dr. H.
Miss Amelia D. Bush, of Mount Desert
Rev. R. L. Olds came near having a very your
W. Small, Frank Greenlaw, Edwin PickerFerry, has been the guest of Watson K.
serious accident last
Thursday evening you need to fertilize it and give Torrey.
and
Fred
Greene.
The
four
last
ing
Springer and wife during the past week.
■while driving from Bluehill here to
Capt. Frank Johnson, of New London, named took the degrees.
it the rich, red corpuscles that
Alaich 5.
Si mac.
preach. As he was driving into the village
Conn., is visiting his mother, Mrs. 8. R.
March 5.
Rex.
bit

was

taught the past two years by Miss Susan
Mrs. Mary Warren died Feb. 25, at the
SWAN’S ISLAND.
attended Hancock Pomona at East Blue- Haskell, closed last week for a short vaFranklin has been on the county map
home of her daughter, Mrs. Naomi Eaton,
Mrs. C. R. Bridges went to Boston Moncation. Those whose deportment ranked
hill Saturday.
Sunset. For many years her home had for eighty-one years, yet has never been
j Wilbur Ward well left
100 during the term were: Misses Gertrude day on business.
Tuesday for his
been in this neighborhood, but in her represented in tbe list of county officersj home in
Grace Lowe, Bessie Scott,
H. B. Greenlaw has gone to MassachuLewiston, Idaho, after spending Thompson,
failing health and old age she was kindly not even a deputy sheriff or Sturgis comEva Gray and Max Gray. setts where he has
two months with his uncle., H. S. Ward- Marian Staples,
employment.
cared for by her daughter and family, by missioner.
E.
March 5.

building

the

of

_

grange

meeting of Halcyon grange
the third and fourth degrees will be con*niere are several important articles in
the town warrant, one being the question ; ferred on four candidates. A harvest feast
Narramissic grange is ex•f
a
new
schoolhouse.
! will follow.

eign

BANK,

STABILITY

in Bar

Reuben Gray served.
who, though
C.
March 5.
lie had lived here but a few years, was yet
BLUEHILL.
NORTH
■ familiar figure on our streets, walking
With an erect figure and brisk step, with
j Effie Dunbar has been ill for two weeks
always a pleasant word for all. He was j with tonsilitis.
apparently contented living with his son
Mrs. Georgia Treworgy is ill with conHenry, and will be greatly missed.
The

removes

NORTH LAMOINE.

in

|

has been for three

she

W

1

Miss Margaret Moore, who is teaching
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Harbor, returned home Saturday,
Collins Powers arrived home from
Capt.
a
vacation.
Herbert Cousins, who is recovering from ! for
j New York last week.
Miss Louise Deasy and Miss Edith Cunbronchial pneumonia.
Capt. Jack Stinson has returned from
are spending the
of
Bar
Harbor,
ningham,
under
the
A dramatic entertainment
a business trip to Boston.
Helen
Cole.
week
with
Miss
will
be pre- |
management of the Masons
Mrs. William Blastow, of Rockport, has
■ented at Masonic hall Wednesday and j Miss Gertrude Bickford has gone to
been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Belcher
with
her
a
few
for
West
Gouldsboro
days
Thursday evenings of this week. The
Howard.
drama cm’tied “The Perils of a Great grandmother, Mrs. Oliver Jones.
Delmonte Torrey and Edward Rogers
no
Whist parties are the fashion. Miss
City", Ervin Bracy leading role, will
have gone to Tiverton, R. I., to join the
doubt bring a good attendance.
Mary Blance entertained Tuesday evening
yacht Felicia.
D. L. Mayo is making arrangements to and Mrs. Lula Bunker Friday evening.
Mrs. Addie Fields, who was called here
where he has
move to franklin, Mass.,
The many friends of Alfred Wass are
been offered a good situation in a store. sorry to hear of his illness in WaterviUe. by the death of her mother, Mrs. George
Much regret is felt here over the departure He is a student at Coburn classical insti- Blastow, has returned to Boston.
Miss Florence Grime and a friend, of
of these good neighbors, though all unite | tute.
of Miss Jennie
in wishing them prosperity in their new
W. F. Bruce and wife entertained a Philadelphia, are guests
location, with the hope that they will
Grime.
large party Friday night, with cards and
■ometime return.
Arthur Gray has returned from a
were
refreshments
music.
Delicious

Thooiaston, where
weeks helping to

It is no trouble

1906.

ACCURACY

visiting

t

serve dinner and
Mrs. U J. Bragdon has been iu
the ^
pa-*
supper on town meeting day.
with but slight
j week,
improvement.
reice
fell
on
the
Mrs. D. K. Stanley
Philip Powers moved last week to ths
cently and broke her right w'riat.
Point where he has built a
dwelling.
John B. Steele, jr., is building an addiMrs. John Kief, who has been
is the
tion to the house of Enoch B. Stanley, jr. hospital for surgical
treatment, returns
the
at
is
to
home on Tuesday.
Rev. Mr. Freeman
preach
union meeting house during the pastor’s
Mi« Susie Austin, who has been
\
vi,j.
absence.
ing her parents, Fred Austin and wit#
Rev. A. P. McDonald closed his school : returns to Bar Harbor to-day, where
ah,
at Islesford last week, and has gone to i» employed.
j
Boston to visit his family for a few w eeks.
While Reuel McFarland and
Newell
Capt. Willis Bunker and Leonard J. .Tripp were on their way home Sat, ird*.
from
Portland, ; night from Seal Point, w here they
Spurting have returned
areemand will at once put their vessel in order ! Ployed, in crossing the ice at
Partrida
for fishing.
| Cove, the latter broke through, and might
Mr. Weeks and Miss Hatfield have have been drowned but for the timely aid
closed their schools and gone home. The | of his companion.
March 5.
of
on
the
last
v
entertainment
day

account, for we have

ELkSWORTH, MAINE.

are

Bangor.
The ladies’ aid will

in active business

people

THE FIRST NATIONAL

|

I from her recent illness
I down stairs.

Henry Bunker and wife

every facility and the experience to handle
such business economically and at no cost
Write or call at your
to the depositor.
convenience.

other pages

cottage.

are

who have no bank account.

accompanied him home Wednesday
3
visit her sister, Mr*. Grover.

p4|fM«

CRANBERRY ISLES.

COURTESY

1887.
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vacation of four weeks.
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LIBERALITY
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COUNTY NEWS.

StbrTtiwntmt*.

Knowles, James E. Hamor, Arthur Hodgkins. Malcolm Peach, Raymond Hadley.
post-offices
‘*er papers in the County com
Fanny Ellen Young, Simeon Ober, Dick
not reach so many. The Ay ERI- Swazey, Marvin
Mayo, Muriel Tripp,
*ot fhe only paper printed in Madeline Moseley,* Janet Tripp, Ina and
k county, and has never claimed to Alice
Ray, Luzetta Swazey, Thomas
Knowles, jr., Donald Hodgkins, Sylvia
»* the only paper that can prop
ailed a County paper; aU the Moseley, Addle Swazey, Lillian Hodgkins.
w hich
nereiy local papers. The circula- There was a dramatized reading in
The American, barring the Bar the different characters were represented
>'ecord's summer list, is larger by the pupils, and considering the age ol
f
of all the other papers printed the pupils, most of them being less thar
ten years of age, they rendered the parts
cock county.
in a very pleasing manner. There will b«
subscribers al 107
Hancock county.

\MEUOi5 has

J

Mrs. Caddie Bartlett, who has been visat
Northeast and Bar Harbor,
returned home Saturday.

iting

Millard Bartlett and Benjamin Rawson
attended the entertainment at Seal Cove
for the benetit of Albert Bartlett, who is in
Canon City, Col.
March 5.
L.

StebrrtiMJiunU,

Leslie

Davis, of Dexter, visited his
Mrs. John Davis, last week.
Miss Bernice Jordan is grieving over the
death of a valuable coon cat, which died
very suddenly last week.
Mrs. Lena Head visited friends and relatives in Ban or, and her
sister, Maude
Jordan, at Searsport, last week.
March 5.
LoriSk.
MARLBORO.
Eva Closson, of Bayside, is
visiting her
grandfather, David Mosley.

Grover, of North Mariaville, visited
father-in-law, Roland Hodgkins, last
Tuesday night. Miss Rosa Hodgkins
Fred

his

SORE FEETItching, burning an:l offensive
perapiration are instantly relieved and
speedily cured by warm baths and afterwards by using

BURKE’S FOOT POWDER.
»*nt

25C.

by ma*l on receipt
«»f price,

Address—

BURKE L. ORIXDI.E,
7W Tremont

St.,

Bouton. M»»»-

BIRCH HARBOR.

Kineo Ranges

Miss Sibyl Handy, who has spent the
winter in Boston, has returned.
Alton Banker has moved to the house
he recently bought of Mrs. Corbett.

given by the Baptist society
The last afternoon a most pleasing pro- Thursday evening was a success, though
not as largely attended as it would have
We will send you a sample free.
was
gramme
given and prizes were
been had the night been less boisterous.
awarded as follows: Gladys Higgins, first
Be sore that this picMarch 5.
C.
in
medal
Marion
literature;
scholars,
ture in the form of a prize
label is on the wrapper Uodgdon, Gladys Grey and Seth Harper ;
VERONA.
of every bottle of Emul- roil of honor, first rank, Gladys Higgins
William Danforth died at his home here
and Frank Hodgdon, Carmen Harper,
sion yon buv.
Feb. 27, aged sixty-five
Seth Harper; second, Sylva Higgins, Tuesday evening,
years. He had been ill a long time. He
Whilma
Gracie
Gladys Grey,
Herrick,
leaves two daughters. He was a member
Gray, Frank Harper, Marion Hodgdon. of Fort Knox lodge, L O. O. F.
CHEMISTS
B
Ada
class,
Spelling,
Butler; spelling,
Harsh physics react, weaken the bowels, cause
: *18 Pearl SI., levTiik C class, Lacy Reed.
After the prizes were awarded, refresh- chronic cnnstlpaUon. Doan's
50c. and >1.00.
Reguleu operate
ments
were
Miss
and
giyen by
Powers,
All Druggist*.
easily, toue the stomach, core consttpat'oc. s«c.
a present of a set of combs was given her
ask your druggist for them—add.

are

The supper

With

a

Fuel-saving Ranges.
small amount

quick and lasting
*

SCOTT l BOWSE

of fo**

lire can

i®
Then again economy will be fouii'i
arf
repair money. Very few repaiw
(&
required to make these ranges last
5
of
cost
years, thus the original

KINEO is saved iu its

running,s

penses.

F. B.

1

be built-

AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.
Bangor,

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,

COUNTY NEWS.
A

DOUBLE SWINDLE

f°r

..

i

[Original.)

Dole was very much (11abad Inherited
tled. Louise Elkins
aufflelent to keep
imome barely
brother Ernest.
her uud tier younger
bad fallen Into tbe bauds

Frnnklln

Erne9,
who preyed ou
0f -vrnold Prigniore,
a geutlemanly way and withIn
socloty
tbe Inns. He was winout breaking
from Klklus that tbe boy
ning money

To save himself Eldid not possess.
on his sister.
kin9 was drawing
to 1 'ole's knowledge
It had just come
bad thnt very day taken
jjjut I’rlgmore
amount from Ernest, or,
an mi.litional
for her
rather from Louise Elkins,
in payment of a
brother had given
elieek for $3,500.
gambling debt her doubt tbat
the
be no
Then' could
won dishonestly. Bemoney had been
to dishonesty
sides. it was equivalent
and exfor a man of Prigmore’s age
won from a
perience to take money
a woman.
foolidi boy that belonged to
in this tbat
But there was nothing
could be proved ns a swindle. Dole
Elkins’ income
also knew that Louise
baa already been reduced to a miniand with
mum by these drafts upon it,
the present amount paid her revenue
would be unequal to her modest requirements. lie had heard Ernest tell
Prigniore when he gave his sister's
check that he must have twenty-four
hours to make it good in bank. Dole
thought of going to Prigniore and protesting. but decided that It would avail
nothing.
Tbe next morning wuiw r-ogmure
was sitting at the breakfast table a
(errant announced a lady to see him.
going to the drawing room he found a
Ylsltor, veiled, who rose as he entered
and In a voice choked with sobs said:
“I have come to ask If you have deposited the check given you yesterday
by Ernest Elkins.”
"I have not. I expect to do so this
(fternoon before the closing of bank
hours.”
“Will you let

see It?"
And. taking out hls
pocketbook, he showed her the check.
As soon ns she saw It she fell back In
her chair In collapse.
“Well,” asked Prigmore, "isn't It all
me

"Certainly.”

right?”
“My fears
gery."

are

realized; It la

a

for-

"How do you know?"
“The signature Is supposed to be
mine.”
“Yours?”
"Yes; I am Louise Elkins.”
“Your brother shall suffer for this."
“Spare him, I Implore you. Consider
his youth."
“I'll land him where he belongs—In
state prison.”
1
'Tell me how I can satisfy you.
am but a woman and know nothing of
business.”
"You can give me your own cheek
that will be good In the bank."
“And you will tear up the forgery?"
“Certainly. I only want my money.”
Prigmore showed her to a desk and
gave her writing material and a blank
check.
With a trembling hand she
filled it out, and as she banded It to
him he said:
“I can't return the forgery till I find
that this check is good.” Then noticing
that the check In his hand was for
$4,aw instead of $3,500 he paused a
moment, then folded It and gave her
the other check. He surmised that In
her agitation she had made a mistake,
which he proposed to take advantage
"How

can

I repay you for your mag-

nanimity?" she asked.
"By lifting your veil.”
‘Tor heaven’s sake, don’t ask me to
do that! I am ashamed at being the
sister of a forger.
If I should meet
you
again—In
society,
perhaps—I

would not wish you to know me."
"But”—
"Aro you sure the gmount of the
check I gave you Is right? I scarcely
knew what I was doing.”
“The exact amount
Never mind
lifting your veil. I can readily understand your feelings.”
He gallantly
showed her to the door and bowed her
out.
“I wouldn't take her for the little
fool's sister,” he muttered. “She must
be a head taller than he.
It would

have been safer to have bad a look at
her face, but I was afraid she’d want
a

look at the check.

a

thousand for

a

fools women are!"

I’d have risked
What

sight of her.

I’rlgmore deposited

the check and
the next day was notified
by the bank
that It was a forgery. He was thunderstruck.
Slowly it dawned upon
him that he had surrendered a good
check for a forgery. Hurrying to the
bank, he learned that the original had
been drawn. Some one had victimized

him.
The police never discovered the woman who had personated Miss Elkins,
hor did either she or her brother learn
who had drawn the
money. Prlgmore

finally resigned himself to a loss of
funds that had never belonged to him
*nd left the
locality where his methods
had become known to work others.
Two years
after this

happened
Franklin Dole married Louise Elkins.
The morning after
they had returned
from their
wedding trip Elkins said to
his wife:
By tha bye, I have $3,500 belonging

Additional

County New*%$eo other pagu

CASTING.
E. H. Carpenter spent several days
Boston last week.

m

An

eight-pound boy was born to Mr.
Mrs. Augustus Grey on Sunday night.
Mrs. Charles MeCluskey entertained the
members of the woman’s relief corps

and

is

here
H.

W.

Witlierle and wife.

■

BOUNTY JS E\V>
Oounty

o€h#>

Mrs. Nowell is having her house
C.

2t>f>trtf«nicnt*.

en-

larged.

To Be Frank

Mrs. Chastena Haraor is visiting relaBar Harbor.

tives in

Mrs. Horace Batchelor is quite ill.
R. W. Smith was in Stonington this
week.

Miss Gertrude Parker is visiting friends
in Waldo boro.
Brooklin grange will hold

a

reception

March 6.

Edwin R^ndell of the steamer Catherine
is at home for a few days.

«s

rumored

a

Misses Lucy Salisbury and Ella Sweet
are home on a short vacation from Castine.

The local order of Redmen will hold a
supper, entertainment and ball at EmerMusic will be
son hall Friday evening.
furnished by Perkins’ orchestra.
The many friends of James

pleased

to

see

him

on

the Btreets

Ross

port in his vessel Maine to move the Rev.
A. W. Bailey’s household goods to this

Miss Bernice Philbrook is enjoying a
Mrs. E. E.
visit in Boston and vicinity.
Philbrook was a passenger on the steamer
Silver Star on Monday morning, going for
a vacation of ftsveral days.
The ladies of the Unitarian circle gave a
circle supper Wednesday evening, which,
notwithstanding the disagreeable weather
and cold, was well attended. A most delicious supper was served. The supper was
under the direction of Mrs. W. A. Walker,
Mrs. Will Hooke, Miss Lucy Gay and
Mrs. W. A. Ricker, jr.

Mr. Brewer

soda cracker
until you have eaten

in

L. J. Chatto and wife
Brooksville.

are

visiting

friends

Miss Minnie Grindle, of Bluehill, is visiting friends here.
Miss Evelyn Hatchings is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Martha Eaton, of JBrooklin.
Mrs. M. H. Henderson is visiting her
father, Colman Mayo, at North Bluehill.
Horace Candage spent Sunday with his
parents, Uziai Candage and wife. He
w'ill go to Ellsw'orth Tuesday, where he
has employment.
The supper Tuesday evening was well
attended. Over |7 was netted. The banjo
was played by Miss Alice Eaton; violin,
Allen Cole; tambourine, Gancelo Herrick;
bones, N. A. Herrick. There were songs
by Alice Eaton, Flora Day and Henry

SARGENT V1LLE.

Lawrence

visiting

Grindle,

his

of North

March

C.

5.

Sedgwick,

Mrs. A. L. Colby went to Waterville
Wednesday to spend a few weeks with her
daughter, Mrs. Margaret Eldridge.
Mrs. Maria Haynes, of Trenton, who has
visiting her parents, George A. Foss
and wife, returned home last week.
been

The Maine Central railroad is building
the Ferry for the accommodation of the railroad men.

a

WEST GOULDSBORO.
Mrs. Margaret Allen is on the sick list.
Mrs. Stillman G. Bunker, who has been

Walter Sargent, M. C. I. ’07, returned
Thursday for two weeks’ vacation.

ill,

and Grace Bowden visited
Misses
friends in Brooksvile Saturday and Sun-

ill,

home

Rose

day.
Schooner Antelope has been in port discharging a cargo of Hour for W.G. Sargent Co.

Joseph Saunders, of Deer Isle, assisted
by Capt. Babson, is putting steel sheathing
on the library building.
At the Maine Lake Ice Co.’s plant they
worked all night Friday, housing three
thousand tons of first-class ice.
Mr. Lawson of the Mountain Ice Co., ol
New Jersey, arrived in town March 2, to
inspect the Maine Lake Ice Co.’s plant.
Miss B. 8. Howard, who has been the
of Mrs. Nellie Sargent the past

is

Miss Nettie Moon and Gilbert Gatcomb
were married Thursday evening, March 1.
Congratulations are extended to the happy

couple.

slowly improving.
Miss Maud A. Stewart, who has been at
B. F. Leighton’s for the winter, returned
to her home in Corea Monday.
Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw, who has spent the
winter w ith relatives in New Hampshire
and Castine, returned home Friday.
Miss Alta Tracy, who has been visiting
is

relatives in

day,

Bar Harbor, returned Satur-

by

accompanied

her

cousin,

Miss

on

dumb school and thence to Bos-

N.

March 5.

I. 8. M.

HANCOCK.
Elinee council, Degree of Pocahontas,
at the
will furnish a baked bean dinner
attend town
hall Monday for those who

meeting.

went to New
Mrs. Bertha Crabtree Foss
York last week to join her husband, Capt.
in
H. G. Foss, who has recently arrived
in the
New York from Jacksonville, Fla.,
D. Howard Spear.
Charles P. Cook was successfully operat Portland
ated upon for appendicitis
who accompanied
last week. Mrs. Cook,
him to Portland, returned home Saturday
Cook as recovernight. She reportB Mr.
ing as fast as could be expected.
of South
The reading by A. E. Morse,
of Pamola
Paris, given under the auspices
Thursday evening,
grange at town hall,
a large and enthusiastic
was

enjoyed by

Doctors Are Puzzled.
of Kenneth
The remarkable recoveryis the
subject
Mclver of Vanceboro, Me.,
medical
to the
lie says oi
»nd a wide circle of friends,

^muchmterest

fratermt^

^,NTeeTi;rtnf^8ecrurgerrrr
frv

king’s New iWov

gaa-K&fcJfc

«d l

are

‘WFSS2

S.

March 5.

business.

March 5.

by

was

the

MINTURN.
Mildred Bridges came home Saturday
night from Camden high school.
Theresa Blaisdell who was visiting her
grandparents here, was called homo to
Stonington Wednesday, by illness in the
family.
Albion Stanley and daughter Myrtle,
who have been spending the winter in
Stonington, came home Saturday for a
short visit.

*J*

March 4.
BROOKSVILLE.

WEST

guest
week, returned to Roxbury, Mass., ThursEDEN.
day.
Holbrook has returned from his
Jasper
Joe Babson, who has been spending a work at Stockton Springs.
week with his grandparents, Capt. and
Ernest and Edith Hall returned from
Mrs. Babson, returned to Eggemoggin
their school at Pittsfield last week.
Friday.
Frank Andrews, Millard Richardson,
Capt. E. H. Herrick, John F. Gray and and George Rinaldo, with their teams, rewent to Rockland FriBabson
C.
L.
Capt.
turned from the w’oods Thursday.
day to attend the meeting of King liiram
Miss M. Eva Griffin, of Eden primary
council.
returned to her home in Searsport
school,
for
on
left
Monday
Henry W. Sargent
The school will reopen April 2.
Saturday.
conbusiness
the
Rockland to close up
who recently lost his
L.
J.
Hodgkins,
of
the
Sargentville
nected with the sale
store and stock of goods by fire, is shortly
steamboat wharf to the Eastern SteamPort- to move his family to Bar Harbor, wrhere
ship Co. From there he will go to
he will have e nployment.
land to attend the trustee meeting of the
deaf and

served in the A. O. U. W.
Methodist church, and a
dinner in the Baptist vestry by that
society on town meeting day. A good
sum was realized by both societies.
S.
March 6.
A dinner

Stevens.

Mrs. J. B. Clarke, who has been in the
hospital at Bangor for treatment, returned
home Saturday. All friends welcome her
back, and all hope for a speedy recovery.
Her husband accompanied her.

SEDGWICK.

Miss Nina Lord is at home, after several
Bath.
The ladies’ sewing society meets this

weeks in

with Mrs. N. A. Hawes.
A telephone was placed last week in the
residence of Mrs. L. J. Jones.
The many friends of Mrs. Albert Wil-

week

son

are

pleased

to

note

her

improved

health.
March 5.

H.

fflcBinu.

What the Kidneys Do.
Their Unceasing

Strong

Keeps
Healthy.

Work

and

Us

All the blood in the body passes through
the kidneys once every three minutes.
The kidneys filter the blood. They work
night and day. When healthy they remove about 500 grains of impure matter
daily, when unhealthy some part of this
impure matter is left in the blood. This

A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry McFarland March 4—Lovina Marie.
brings on many diseases and symptoms—
A telegram Irom Boston Saturday afterpain in the back, headache, nervousness,
noon announced the death of Charles H.
hot, dry skin, rheumatism, gout, gravel,
Closson, who died Saturday in a hospital disorders of the
eyesight and hearing,
there. His wife was with him and will
dizziness, irregular heart, debility, drowaccompany his remains home.
siness, dropsy, deposits in urine, etc. But
Rev. Mr. Koch is now holding revival
if you keep the filters right you will have
Mr.
West
Brooklin.
at
Bayley,
meetings
no trouble with your kidneys.
of Brooklin, Mr. Thompson, of North
Mrs. R. I. Moore, of Ellsworth Falls,
Sedgwick, and Mr. Carter, of Brooksville,
Considera- living on the Waltham Road, says: “After
are assisting in the meetings.
ble interest is manifested.
what Doan’s Kidney Pills did for me it is
C.
I have
March 4.
a pleasure to recommend them.

NORTH LAMOINE.
There will be

a

Saturday, March
Mar. 6.

dance at

Mascot

hall,

10.

_

Spec.

Low Raton.
On February 1$. and dally until April 7,
tickets will be on sale via the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Faul railway to; principal points In
California, Oregon ana Washington, from Ellsworth at rates of $55.80 to $57.90, according to
railroads used to Chicago. Tickets will permit
of liberal stop-overs at various western points,
and are good In all tourist cars.
Corresponding reductlona are made to a great
number of other points In western states,and
tickets can be purchased from your nearest
railroad station to destination. Through train
service from Chicago to principal points in the
West assist persons travelling to make the trip
without change of cars. Tourist cars dally.
For further Information apply to Georgoi L.
Williams, New England passenger agent,* 363

Washington street, Boston, Mass.—-Adel.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

It is universally conceded that if a man
has money to burn it’s because he was too
wise to burn it.
Her

Ladyship(who

is

giving

The ventures of faith are ever rewarded.
We cannot set our expectations too high.
What we dare scarcely hope now, we shall
one day remember.—Alexander Mackenr
zie.

servants’

a

ball—to butler) —We shall begin with a
square dance, and I shall want you, WilkinB, to be my partner. Wilkins—Certainly, m’lady; and afterward I pressoom
we may dance with ’oom we like.

Accident* wlil happen, but the best re*. Misted
families keep Dr. Thomas’ Eclectrlc Oil f-*r -ucli
emergencies. It subdues the pain and he ( the
harts <—AdLvt,

used them off and on for several years
for backache and other difficulties arising
from kidney trouble. In 1903 I came home
from the hospital where I had been for
some time and underwent an operation.
All that winter I was miserable, could not

regain my strength and really ought to
have been in.bed, but managed to keep up.
The medicine I used failed to do me any
good. I began to take Doan’s Kidney
Pills and

legal
STATE

ILcgal Xotkcs.

Notices.

MAINE.
Hancock 8s:— Supreme Judicial

Equity.
No. 318.

STATE OF MAINE.
To the Supreme
Hancock ss:

OF

Court, in

—

Manning E. Perkins

P. STEWART, of
county, and state of New

WILLIAM

vs.

Mrs. Mabelle True and little daughter
Constance, of Portland, who nave been
visiting friends in Bar Harbor, spent Saturday at F. L. Colby’s.
C.
March 5.

improving.

Calvin Bunker, who has been critically

good and
always good, protected
from strange hands by a
dust tight, moisture
proof package.
which is all

restaurant at

hall

brother Roy.

Warren Beedle spent last week with his
parents in Richmond.

only soda cracker

The

Anne.

March 5.

James Kelley, Stephen Cash and Will
SURRY.
Harper, who have been in the woods at Hendrickson.
O. H. Tripp, of Rockland, called on a
Amherst, logging for W. H. Hooper, reThe friends of Hollis Eaton and wife few old friends here Saturday. Mr. Tripp
turned last week with their teams, there
gave them a house-warming Saturday
is the son of Rev. L. S. Tripp, who was
not being snow enough to keep them
ne:
a numevening. In spite of the storm, over fifty pastor of the Baptist church here
busy. The teams were taken by James were present. Mr. and Mrs. Eaton re- ber of years.
Kelley and Weston Hooper the next day ceived many handsome and useful presAt the town meeting last Monday there
to Wilker’s pond, where they will be ements. A very pleasant evening was spent. were several changes in the town officers,
on
ice.
the
ployed
Cake and ice-cream were served.
They especially the selectmen, when the second
G*
March 5.
are
living in the house formerly oc- on the board was made chairman, and a
new man elected as third.
cupied by Jeremiah Eaton.

ton

Uneeda
Biscuit

lost all his carpen-

MT. DESERT FERRY.
SOUTH BLUEHILL.

never

ter tools.

Une Femme.

March 5.

are

proving slowly.

building.

really

eaten a true

Miss Pauline Maddocks, of East Holden,
visited her grandparents, M. C. Sweet and
wife, last w'eek.

place.

once more

after his long illness. While not as yet
able to resume work, his condition is im-

is

have

you

M iss Mary Brewer spent last week with
her sister, Mrs. Edna Burns, of Eden, who
has been ill.

new

ville.

atobcTtisnimitg.

poy-th

HULL’S COVE.

our

BROOKLIN.

Tuesday,

bdd/Uumai

John S. Hamor, who is employed at
that Castine is soon to
Miss Adele McFarland has gone to Bos- Green Lake, spent Friday and Saturday
industry in the shape of a
with his family.
ton, where she will be employed.
boat-building shop.
School closed last Friday. Miss Lenora
Miss
is visiting
of
Boston
MinaFreethey,
and
wife
arrived
Aug. Grey
Friday from
Clark, the teacher, went to her home in
Burnham. They will make their home her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Freethey.
A. E. Farnsworth returned to town St. Albans Saturday.
here for the present.
During lent Rev. Mr. Lee will hold cotRev. Mr. Pierce spent Friday and Satur- Thursday. He brought a fine horse with
him.
tage meetings every Wednesday afternoon
day at Cape Rosier, where he held a serMr. and Mrs. Daily, of Camden, are the at the home of Miss Mary Brewer.
vice on Friday evening.
Little Miss Fannie Mae Cunningham
The ladies of the Unitarian society will guests of Mrs. Daily’s mother, Mrs. Eben
entertained her playmates
last Friday
hold a social at the home of E. H. Carpen- Kane.
Miss Mary Stanley returned to Boston afternoon in celebration of her fifth birthter on Wednesday evening.
day.
The body of Henry Whitcomb, of Sears- Monday, after spending a few weeks with
her mother.
About 10 o’clock last Wednesday night
port, was brought here by steamer Silver
Mrs. Charles Blake is visiting her hus- the house which Orient Erewer was
Star Saturday, for interment.
Mr. Blake is em- building for Peter Lawsen, of Chicago,
The steamer Rockland made a special band at Sargentville.
was burned.
The original cause of the
at the ice works.
ployed
trip here last Wednesday, to take on the
fire is the explosion of an oil stove which
who
is
on
normal students going up river.
Henry Allen,
employed
took place Tuesday noon. The fire was
and
Miss Lenora Coombs, who has been steamer Catherine, spent Saturday
probably in the floorings, and was kinhere.
with
his
family
at home fora short vacation, returned this Sunday
dle l by the hoavy wind of Wednesday.
Capt. R. C. Stew'art has gone to Bucks- Mr. Lawsen had a small insurance on the
morning to resume her teaching at GreenIt

have

to

you In my bank account.”
“Due me?”
Tes. You remember the forgery
case? Well, I’m the
rparty tY
•onated you and swindled the
.aci.
i risked ten
years >u prison by
doing it. but you see”She stood
looking at him with an expression of mute
wonder, then flung
( r
arms about him,
saying:
you over take such a risk
again
ri,
11 "but
yon r.p in an
asylum.”
CHAItI.ES P. THUItBER.

referred to the purposes and deeds of
noble order.
March 5.

Mrs. Harry Macomber is visiting her
mother in Belfast.

Friday evening.
Dr. C. B. Witherle, of Portland,
?n a short visit to his
parents,

Each member was greeted with
applause. Special mention should be
given his first selection, which was a tribHe
ute to the Patrons of Husbandry.
audience.

they brought

me

almost imme-

diate relief. They not only cured the backache and corrected the kidney action but
they built me up in every way. I have
used them on several occasions since tl|en,
I
and they keep me in the best of shape.
know of many other people who have
used them with just as satisfactory results
as I obtained.”
Price 50 cents.
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
for
United
States.
the
agents
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no other.

The Farmers’ Store Company (Corporation),
cause came on for bearing on the
fourteenth day of February, a. d. 1906,
and for further hearing on this twenty-fourth
day of February, a. d. 190t>, and thereupon,
upon consioeration thereof, ii being found by
this court that sufficient cause exists therefor,
it is ordeied, adjudged and uecreen as follows:
That a permanent injunction issue restraining s«id corporation, its officers, directors and
agents, from receiving any moneys, paying
any debts, selling or transferring any assets
of the corporation, except to transfer and
turn over the same to the receiver hereinaftt
appointed, or exercising any of it privileges
or franchises, until 'uriher order of court:
Tnat Omar W. Tapley, of Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine, be and hereby is appointed receiver by this court of all and singular the property of this corporation of
every description, re<l and personal, held or
by said corporation, to have and to
possessed
hold and to dispose of the same as such re
ceiver under the orders and directions of
this court:
Said Omar W. Tapley, as such receiver, shall
have power to institute or defend suits at law
or in equity, in his own name as receiver, to
demand, collect and receive all property and
assets of sjid corporation, to sell, transfer, or
otherwise convert the saute into cash.
He shall report 10 this court at least as often
as every six months a statement of all the
assets and liabilities of said corporation, and
from time to time snail distribute the assets
so convened into cash, as provided in section
79. chapter 47, of the revised statutes of Maine,
and as the court shall herealter decree.
All claims against said corporation shall be
presented to said leceiver, on or before the
fifteenth day of July, a. d 1906, in writing
supported by an affidavit of the claimant, or
of some other peison cognizant thereof, and
all claims against said corporal ton not so
p esented within said time herein limited
shall be forever barred
In case said receiver shall question the
amount or validity of any claim so presented,
he shall, within thirty days after any such
claim is so presented to him, notify the claimant thereof in writing of his refusal to accept
said claim as presented, whereupon said
claimant shall p esent said claim fer determination to Henry M. Hall, esq., of Ellsworth,
Maine, who is heieby appointed commissioner 10 determine any such claims. When
any claim is so presented to said commis
sioner, he shall, within thirty days thereafter,
give at least ten days notice, in writing, to
said claimant and to said receiver, of a time
and place of hearing on said claim, which
time of hearing shall not be later than sixty
days after said claim is presented to said comIf the decision of reaid commismissioner.
sioner on any such claim is adverse to said
claimant he may. within thirty days after
notice is given to him thereof, bring suit on
such claim, for the purpose of having the vadetermined,
lidity and amount thereof
against said receiver, in any court having jurisdiction to try and determine said claim. If
such suit is not so brought as above provided
for the determination of said commissioner
thereon shall be conclusive.
Notice of so much of this decree as relates
to the time limited herein for, and the manner
herein provided for, the presentation and
proving of all claims against said corporation, shall be given to all persons interested
by publishing a copy of this decree, attested
by John F. Knowlton. clerk of this court, for
three successive weeks, in the Ellsworth
American, a public newspaper printed and
published in Ellsworth, Hancock county,
Maine, the first publication thereof t» be
made within ten nays from the date of the
tiling of this decree.
Said Omar W. Tapley before entering upon
his duties as receiver shall be dulv sworn,
and shall furnish aud file with the clerk
of this court a bond in the sum of five
dollais,
thousand
running to John F.
judicial
Knowlton, clerk of the supreme
court, lor Hancock county, Maine, tor the
benefit of whomsoever it may concern, with
sufficient surety or sureties to be approved by
this court for the faithful discharge of his
duties as such receiver.
The bill is retained for such further pro
ceedings thereunder as the court may deterLucilius A. Embry,
mine.
Justice of Supreme Judicial Court.
A. W. King, plaintiff's atty.
A true copy of the decree in the above entitled action as filed in the supreme judicial
court iu equity this 2d day of March, a. d. 1908.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton,
Clerk 8. J. Court.

THIS

spectfully represents:
1: That he is in possession of the following

described real property situated in burry, iu
said county of Hancock, and particularly described as iollows, to wit:
First Lot: Begins on the southwest shore
o! Patten’s bay on line of land occupies tiy
Luckins family; thence soutir eleven d gnee
west one hundred and forty-eight rods; u.euce
south eighty degrees east thirty-six
ds.;
thence north fourteen degrees east ihiritua
rods to a stone wall; thence north five egit.ee
west twenty-nine rods; thence north sev
tyone degrees east eleven rods; thence norib
fourteeen degrees west thirty-eight ioda;
thence north sixty-three degrees ea- tortytwo rods to the shore of Patten’s bay co twining 42 acres, more or less.
Second Lot: Adjoining the above. Begin*
at a
on the southwest shore of Patten’s
rock on the bank; thence south seventy onsj
degrees west sixty seven rods and out-half;
thence north fourteen degrees ea**t ihutyeight rods; thence north sixty-thr e east
forty-two rods to the shore of said bay; thence
southeasterly by said bay to the fir mentioned bound, containing thirteen acres, more
or less.
2:
That said William P. Stewart by him-elf,
and by those under whom he claims h » been
in uninterrupted possession of said property
for ten years, or more, claiming an .st- teof
freehold therein.
3: That the estate of the said Willi m E.
Stewart in the real property above de cubed
is a fee simple.
That the source of title of the sa il Wil4:
liam P. Stewart to the real properly a novo
described is a quit claim deed from Geoige H.
I Stewart dated February 8, 1904, recorded iu
:
book 429, page 7, of Hancock registry a redeed from American Investors lius. to
I lease
reWilliam P. Stewart dated February 8, 19
corded in said registry, in book 429. p^g. 4. a
mortgage deed from George P. Stewart t William P. Stewart dated June 12,1899, recon.eu iu
said registry, in book 343, page 898, a leh-.se
deed from American Investors Com,. i.y to
George P. Stewart dated March 9, 1899. recorded in said registry, in book 334. p..g< 222,
orna release deed from American Buildeis
pany to American Investors Company d.aed
February 3, 1898. recorded in said regist y iu
book 324, page 283. a release deed from An encan Investors Trust to American Bu.iders
Company dated February 18,1897, rtcoidi-o in
said registry, in book 311, page 2t 5. a n lease
deed from G. Percival Stewart to the merican Investors Trust dated Februry ‘26. 89b. recorded in said registry in book 3u0, page 77, a
warranty deed from William P. Slew ri and
Mary B. Stewart to George P. Ste^ari d ud
(blank), acknowledged April 10, 1891. recur* ed
in said registry in book 261, page 25 a warranty deed from Mary A. Cain to WPiiaiu E.
Stewart dated June 16, 1883, recorded u said
registry, in book 226, page 155, a warranty need
from Joseph W. Cain to Mary A. Cain uaied
November 13, 1873, recorded in said icgisiry,
| in book 145, page 395, and warranty de. d noiu
naied
Edwin H. Torry to Joseph W. Cai
March 4, 1865, recorded in said registry, in
See other deeos Iso rebook 125. page 236.
ferred to in the aforesaid deed from Tony to
Cain.
■

o:

I
I

jmstirance Statements.
Wm. B. Joyce, President.
Wm. J. Griffin, Vice President.
Samuel H. Shrivkr, Secretary.

National

new

York,

n. y.

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1906.
$118,426 77
Real estate,
1,200 00
Mortgage loans,
1,158,666 25
Stocks and bonds,
672,184 43
Cash in office and hank,
96,711 41
Accounts receivable.
Accrued interest,
6,761 08
Prems. outstanding less all other
assets written prior to Oct. 1,1905,
162,883 94
Q ross assets,
Deduct items not

$2,216,713 88
admitted,

none

Admitted assets,
$2,216,713 88
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1905.
Net unpaid losses.
$198,628 18
641,038 42
Unearned premiums,
286,886 92
All other liabilities.
500.000 00
Cash capital,
140,100 41
Surplus over all liabilities,
200.000 00
Special reserve,
Total liabilities and surplus,
HENRY W. CUSHMAN,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

$2,216,713
Agent,

!

mat

uu

»ppreneusiuu

eaisis

m

ma

American Investors Company, a corpo i.ou
organized under the laws of Rhode Isl ud,
the American Builders Company, a cu. ,»oration organized under the laws of Ne* Jt-isey.,

and the American Investors Trust, » cOiporation organized under the laws of N*
tort,
or
or some one or more of said corporatio
persons unknown, claiming us assignees or
otherwise, by, through or under said o rporations, or one or more of them, claim
may
claim some right, title or interest
the
premises adverse to the estate of the peli«:
That such apprehension creates a cloud
upon the title and depreciates the market
value of above mentioned realpropeti'
7: That taid corporations have Doolho or
place of business, nor any agent, or uit*> ney,
within the State of Maine to the know!. d*t of
your petitioner, or his attorney.
£
Wherefore the petitioner prays th t tae
said American Investors Company, A me icau
Builders Company and American Invest >ra
Trust and auy persons claiming undo them,
adversely to the petitioner, may be summoned
to show cause why they should not ori g an
action to try their title to the above described
William P. Stewart.
real property.
By his attorney, John A Peters.
Ellsworth, Maine, March 1,1906.
Hancock ss.:— March 1, 1906.
Then personally appeared the abov n lined
John A. Peters, attorney for William
wart, and made oath that he knows the on enta
of the above petition and that ti e s.uuo is
true of his own knowledge, except the uiuiicr*
stated ou information and belief, and tc
>«
to those matters he believes them^to e
,ie.
*
Before me,
John F. Knowi.t< n
Justice of the Feaci.
Hancock ss.: —In the Supreme Judicial
Churl in vacation. March 2,19C6.
Upon the above petition it is ordered that
notice be given to the American Investors Company, American
Builders Com,Ul
pany and American Investors Trust an
or
persons interested claiming under ,1* n
either of them, to appear at a term of tl
supreme judicial court for Hancock cm tv,
next
to
be
at
held
Ellsworth \\i Mu
Maine,
and for aid county on the second TuesM. v of
April, 1906, to show cause, if any they have, why
should
not
an
action tot « U |f
they
bring
title to the real property described in the petition, and that said notice be given bv publication of an attested copy of this petition,
and order of court thereon, in the til®worth
American, a newspaper published in
lsworth, in said county, for three weeks su, essively, the last publication to be at leavt u urteen days before the said second Tuebd*\ of
April, 19U6.
Andrew P. Wiswfll.
Chief Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the petition and order at
court thereon.
Attest:—John F. Kkowi tom.
Clerk Supreme Judicial Court,
<

Surety Company,

346 Broadway,

Judicial
the cit*,
i'ork, re-

88

...

abbtrtisnnmt*.

TOWN MEETINGS.

SPECIAL BARGAINS

PENOBSCOT.

Moderator,

Store

riORANG.

L.

Rind;

town

clerk,

A E

Female Weakness Is Usually Pelvic Catarrh. Pe=ru=na
Cures Catarrh Wherever Located.

$700; roads, bridges and sidewalks, $800;
snow, $250; state road, $400; school-books,
$175. school repairs and supplies, $200;
moving schoolhouse at North Penobscot,
$50.

OF

C.

R A

Varnum; selectmen, W S Bridges, N L
Grindle, F W Leach; treasurer, F A Miller; town agent, W S Bridges; truant
officer, N L Grindle; school board, M A
Ward well, F A Miller, A E Varnum; collector, J H Littlefield.
Appropriations Schools, $1,125; poor
and insane $850; contingent expenses,

THIS WEEK AT THE

Popular Department

HOW TWO BEAUTIFUL WOMEN ESCAPED
PELVIC CATARRH BY AID OF PE RU NA.

Officer* Elected and Appropriations I
Voted in Hancock County Towns.

Mrs. Lizzie Redding, 8134 B Clifton Place, St. f
T
Louis, Mo., write*:
“I found after trying many different medicines I
to reetore me to health, that Peruna was the only r
thing which could be depended upon. I began [
taking it when I was in a decline, induced by i
female weakness and overwrought nerves.
J
“I began to feel stronger during the first week 11
took Peruna and my health improved daily until t
now I am in perfect health and enjoy life as 11
never did before.”—Lizzie Bedding.

BUCKSPORT.

Spofford; town clerk,
Ames; selectmen, George D Crane,

Moderator,
A

B

Parker

Wood, Charles Tillock; auditor, E A
Cooper; treasurer, A F Page; town agent,
OP Cunningham; school committeeman,
Charles B Richards; tire wardens, Lewis
H Hopkins, L H Chandler, H R Googins;
Fred

$1.25

Ladies'

Wrappers,

size

32,

50c

at

Garments, selling

50 Ladies’ Outside

at

$7.50 $10

and

$12,

j

collector, Burke Leach.

50 last

year’s garments,

One lot of Ladies’ Tests and Pants in medium
and small

Heavy Wool

$1.98
.29
.25

sizes,

o’Shantas,

Tam

Appropriations-Schools, $3,400; poor,
$1,800; notes and interest, $084; coupons !
on
town bonds, $2,984;; principal on
town bonds,
$3,500; state road, $600; j
engine company, $300; granite walk on
Main street at depot, $60; roads, $2,500; |
Bnow, $800; contingent, $800; Memorial
Day, $50; salaries, $1,200; repairs on school- j
houses, $300; text-books, $300; high school, |
1
$700; annuity on grammar schoolhouse,
$250; street lights, $400; sewers, $200; repairs on town farm, $200.
The compensat ion for men working on

$5.00

NOW

half

price,

the roads for nine hours’

$1.50

day,

per

and for

day

teams

was

not

fixed at

over

$4.

BROOKLIN.

Moderator, R W Smith; selectmen, L B
Bridges, VV H Freethy, S E McFarland;
clerk, F W Cole; treasurer, John FStaples;
collector, F A Bowden; school committeeman, Arthur Bridges; road commissioner,
R W Smith; constables, F W Cole, R W
F A Bowdoin, W C Redman.
been
reduced Smith,
uncollected 1904 tax has
Appropriations—Common schools, $800;
from $5,802.20 to $279.01 and the 1903 tax
high school, $200; text-books, $125; school
from $561.89 to $104.15. This is an excelsupplies, $60; repairing school buildings,
lent showing.
$150; superintendent of schools, $76; poor.
Earle, the ten-year-old son of Harold $700; highways, $600; current expenses
Perry, has been taken to the hospital at $500;(sidewalks, $300; Memorial Day, $15;
Bangor for an operation for appendicitis.
to buy new desks for school-room, $50. it
Mrs. B. F. Swan, a former resident of was voted to buy a road machine and raise
Bucksport, died at Melrose, Mass., Tues- $250 to pay for same.
day morning. She leaves one son, Charles
SURRY.
N. Shute. Her husband died only a few
E E Swett; selectmen, E D
Moderator,
weeks ago.
Smith, G E Cousins, L F Treworgy; clerk,
Mrs. Helmershausen, wife of a former
J F Staples; treasurer and collector, D J
pastor of the Methodist church who was
Curtis; school committeeman, LF Trewlocated here some twenty-five years ago,
orgy; road commissioner, .1 H Wescott;
died March 3 at Mountain, Mass. The
constables, E N Osgood, C M Coulter.
remains were brought here for interment.
Appropriations—Schools, $800; roads
and bridges, fl,000; state road, $300; poor,
WEST TREMONT.
$600; other objects, fl,300.
Little Helen Maud Angell has German
LAMOINE.

C. L. MORANG,

Mrs.

BOUNTY NEWS.
additional

County Notes,

tee

other pages

CASTLE.
W.

B. Bartram and W. H. Be van spent

Monday in Bangor.
Miss Myra Duffy,
L. M.

Perkins’ for

a

Belfast,
few days.

of

is

at

Mrs.

Prof. Philbrook arrived in town Monhis quest for brown-tailed moths.
He reports finding the pests in limited
numbers here. It behooves the citizens
and to keep a careful watch on their trees
and destroy the pests as soon as found.

day’on

F. A. Perkins, D. D. H. C. R., instituted
companion court I. O. F., at the Foresters hall Monday evening. The charter
After a very
list numbered forty-seven.
interesting instituting ceremony, the
following officers were elected and in- measles.
ttailed: Mrs. F. A. Perkins,district deputy;
The sewing circle gave a dinner town
Mrs.
George Ward well, chief ranger;
Proceeds, 136.83. At an
Mrs. Grace Gray, financial secretary; Mrs. meeting day.
Margaret Gray, recording secretary; Mrs. ice-cream sociable in the evening fl0.75
John Thombs, treasurer; Miss Carrie was realized.
Much thanks are due W. E. Dow,
Crosgrove, V. C. ranger; Mrs. Ella
Bevan, P. C. ranger; Mrs. Nina Mclntire, Albion Murphy and Mrs. Walter Lunt
a

orator; Miss Mabel Be van and Miss Hattie Sawyer, senior and junior woodwards;
Mrs. Maud
Mrs. Maud Jordan and
Thombs, senior and junior beadles, Miss

Georgia Weeks,
court physician.

organist;

Dr.

Horner,
G.

March 6.
AURORA.

The ladies’ sewing circle met with Mrs.

Fanny Silsby
Mrs.

last week.

Howard Crosby,

who

has

been

quite ill, is slowly gaining.
Miss Amy Palmer, who has been working for Mrs. Mary Ritchie, is at home.
Mrs. Susie Treadwell and children, of
Brewer, visited relatives here last week.
Miss Annie Giles, of Boston, Miss
Lillian Giles and Mrs. Helen Sutherad, of
Bangor, were called home by the illness
of their mother, Mrs. Deborah Giles.

|

14 10

Net assets. $s71 03
Eben H King,

SUNSET.

Treasurer.

Mrs. Electa Eaton is at North Haven

'v »\>\

Kidney Trouble.

were held at the home of Mrs.
Eaton on Wednesday afternoon, Rev. C.
W. Robinson officiating.
Interment at

services

Kidney trouble preys upon the mind, disacourages and lessens ambition; beauty, vigor
and cheerfulness soon
disappear when the kidneys are out of order
or diseased.
Kidney trouble has
Il
become so prevalent
that it is not uncommon
for a child to be born
afflicted with weak kidneys. If the child urin-

March 6.

ates

too

often,

if

the

urine scalds the flesh or if, when the child
reaches an age when it should be able to
control the passage, it is yet afflicted with
bed-wetting, depend upon it. the cause of
th difficulty is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards the treatment of
these important organs.
This unpleasant
trouble is due to a diseased condition of the
kidneys and bladder and not to a habit as
most people suppose.
Women as well as men are made miserable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
Ti e mild and the immediate effect of
Swamp-Root is soon realized. It is sold
cv druggists, in tutydollar t
cent and one
sire.'. You may have a I
sample bottle by mail
free, also pampniet tenHome of »waun>Root.
ing all about it, including many of the
Iho-jsanas of testimonial letters received
from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y., be sure and
mention this paper.

BAD BREATH, LIKE

B.

A BAD CHARACTER

NORTH BROOKUN.

_

—-

zUtetistmoua.

South Deer Isle.

Jennie Young has returned from
in Ellsworth.

a

visit

Brings Social Ostracism and Suffering in
the Keenest Degree.

Rev. Mr. Bailey, of Brooklin, will preach
Sunday afternoon.

here next

Edward Hall and family have moved
Long Island for the summer.

Popularity is hard to gam—easy to lose.
Keeping one’s breath sweet and free
from disagreeable odor is paramount.
Dyspepsia and indigestion bring social
ostracism. Even sincere friends cannot
conceal their aversion if your breath i*
foul.
Bad breath is the inevitable result of
stomach trouble—indigestion and dys-

on

to

Cyrenus H. Young, who has been conhouse with chills, is out again.
The schooner Teresa D. Baker, Capt.
Shea, master, is at anchor in Harriman’s
lined to his

Cove.
The North Brooklin Variety Comedy Co.
held a rehearsal Monday evening at Fred
Cole’s for the entertainment to be presented

soon.

March 6.

Xenophon.
SORRENTO.

A

report of the town meeting appears
issue.

elsewhere in this

T. B. Mitchell arrived home from ConN. H., Saturday for a few days’ visit.

way,

F. I. Proctor, of Boston, has purDram island, and will occupy the
Wilbur cottage this summer.
Dr.

chased

What might have been a serious fire but
prompt discovery started in the dwelling over the store of Allen L.^Hall. The
fire caught from a hot stove pipe and was
Don't make any mistake, bat remember the I put out very quickly. Damage by fire and
Dr.
Kilmer's
name, Swamp-Root.
Swamp-Rooy I water, |30 to |60.
on evert
and the address, Binghamton, N.
March 8.
T.
bottle.
for

pepsia.

:

Rexail Dyspepsia Tablets are a quick,
pleasant cure. One tablet relieves the
conditions. The use of this wonderful
remedy for a few days will cure the most
objectionable case, ana make the breath
sweet and pure.
c
*1 SUFFERED FOR MANY YEARS.
“It gives me great pleasure o testify to the
mer'ts of Rexail Dyspepsia Tablets. I have suffered for years and years with dyspepsia and
stomach trouble. I was bothered w>th a sense
of fullness after eating, headaches dizziness
and general weakness, accompanied by vile
breath and gnawing pains in the region of the
heart. After taking one nos of Rexail Dyspepsia Tablets I found great relief and am now
filly cured. I can heartily recommend Rexa'l
Dyspepsia Tablets to aP. who suffer with Dyspepsia.—Thomas HAawood 3*7 K. Second St.
Dayton, O.
«s»

We guarantee Rexail Dyspepsia Tablets. Try them. If you are not more
than satisfied, we will cheerfully refund
your money. 25 cents for a full-sized
package. Only at our store or by mail.

E. G. MOORE,

Druggist.

street,

fw&

UZZTE
redding.

In Peruna these women find a prompt
diseases, including pelrie caand permanent cnre.
tarrh a life long study.
Thousands of testimonials to this efrerun* cures catarrh, whether of the
Thousands of Women Cured Every Year pelvic organs or any other organ of the fect are received by Dr. Hartman every
year. The good that Peruna has acby Correspondence-Thls Is What
human body.
complished in this class of cases can
Or. Hartman Proposes to Do
Pe-ru-na, a Natural Beautlfler.
scarcely be over-estimated.
For You Without Charie.
mucous
memPeruna
produces clean,
Women who suffer should read the
If you do not derive prompt andl
evidences presented here. We have branes, the basis of facial symmetry
results from the use off
itisfaetory
thousands of letters from grateful and a perfect complexion.
eruna, write at once to Dr. Hart-I
n
to
disnot
b'
slow
have
women
The
friends who tell the same story.
tan, giving a full statement of vourJ
Half the ills that are peculiarly cover that a course of Peruna will do
we, and he will be pleased to givei
woman's own are of a catarrhal more toward restoring youthful beauty
ou hia valuable advice gratis.
t
known
to
science.
all
the
devices
character. Female weakness was not than
Address Dr. Hartman, President
understood for many years.
Many a girl has regained her faded ,
Hartman
The
ColumSanitarium,
^u/
Hr. Hartman deserves the credit of beauty, many a matron has lengthened j • bus, Ohio. All correspondence held
having determined its real character. the days of her comely appearance by ! f strictly confidential.
Hhas made catarrh and catarrhal using Peruna.

Moderator, Frank L Hodgkins; sele
George E King, Ralph T Young,
Hollis E Austin; clerk and treasurer,
Eben H King; collector, Jesse E Young;
school committeeman, E E McFarland;
road commissioners, Newell C Tripp, E E
Higgins, E E McFarland; constable Jesse
for the use of their houses for town meet- E Young.
ing day dinner.
Appropriations—Schools, $580 80* free
Capt. Adams Reed, wife and daughter high school, $140; support of poor, $200;
Rena came from Duck Island Saturday. town charges, $500; highways and bridges,
urer, Merrill P Hinekley; collector, Frank
Capt. Reed attended town meeting. Miss $600; repairs of schoolhouse, $150; road A Davis; school committeeman, James
Rena has taught the winter term of school machine, $225.
Bettel; road commissioners, Winfield S.
A statement of the financial condition
on Duck Island with good success.
Hinckley, Levi Maddocks; town agent,
of the town March 5, 1906, is as follows: E E Chase.
Miss Gertrude Lunt is now in Boston on
ASSETS.
business. She will remain until April.
Appropriations—Schools, $2,000; poor,
Cash in treasury March 5,i906. $832 13 $900; note and interest, $430; high school,
Mrs. W. E. Dow can boast of a brood of
Due from collector of 1905. Ill 58
|250; text-books, $50ft; town and incidenchicks hatched about two weeks ago. Due from State on account
of high school,
87 50
tal, $1,200; repairs on schoolhouses, |300;
In spite of the cold snap, they are doing Due from State
dog licensee (estimated), 35 00 snow
$350; Memorial Day, $25; State
well. We have some very smart, wide- Book case (cost).
12 00
roads, $800; sidewalks, $300; roads and
awake hens here. Mrs. George Walls has Sewer pipe.
160
bridges, $2,000; old cemetery, $100; laying
5 40
three pullets, and last week she got nine 180 feet drain pipe, 3 ots per foot.
out road limits, $100; laying out road
in
two
breed
that!
A
eggs
days.
very good
Total. $885 21
around Sand hill, $150; library, $25.
Thelma.
March 6.
Liabilities.

—

by

Church

Iand
I*

(

men,

autinwiun
HAKBUK.
visiting her son.
March 5.
C.
Mrs. Ephraim War dwell, of South PortModerator, George R Fuller; selectmen,
land, was called here by the death of her Henry Clark, S S King, George A Lurvey;
BUCKSPORT.
clerk and treasurer, Arthur L Somes; colmother, Mrs. Warren.
Leon P. Grendell, formerly of BucksMrs. Mary Warren died at the home of lector, R M Norwood; school committee,
port, was married at Manchester, N. H., her daughter, Mrs. Samuel Eaton, with Seth W Norwood, William J Tower; road
Feb. 28.
whom she had lived for a number of years, commissioner, James S Fernald.
Appropriations
Schools, $1,400; poor
Tax-Collector Burke Leach in his annual on Sunday night. Mrs. Warren, had she
and insane, $1,400; highways and bridges,
report shows only £4,743.23 uncollected of lived until March 30, would have been
town charges, $1,000; sidewalks, $500;
last year’s commitment of £26,743.23. The eighty-nine years of age. She was one of |800;
those dear, gentle old ladies whom every State road, $200.
BLUEHILL.
one loved, and her friends were
many.
aibrrtisnricntij.
She leaves two daughters, Mrs. Ephraim
A.Moderator, E E Chase; selectmen,
Women as Well as Men Wardwell, of South Portland, and Mrs. Frank P Greene, Austin T Stevens, EdSamuel Eaton, of this place. The funeral ward J Hinckley; clerk, S B Wescott; treas-

Are Made Miserable

Bradford, 18

if

ELLSWORTH.

F

M»He

Burlington, VU, Secretary Whittier Oratorio
Society, writes:
“Peruna is certainly a wonderful medicine
for the ills of women. I have heard it
spoken of in the highest praise by many,
certainly my experienco is well worthy
of a good word.
*1 began to have severe pains across my
back about a year ago, brought on by a
cold, and each subsequent month brought
t me pain and distress.
“Your remedy was prescribed, and the way
it acted upon my system was almost too good
to be true. I certainly have regained my
health and strength, and I no longer suffer
periodical pains and extreme lassitude.”—
♦ Mable Bradford.

\

!

f

280. The third selectelected without opposition.

interest, f480; grading schoolhouae lot,

339; John Suminsby,

and

man was

$500; damage to B L Noyes property, *150;
W B Hatch, land damage, $10.

j

SORRENTO.

,

TRKMONT.

Moderator, J. L. Perry; selectmen, P L
Moderator, L W Rumill; clerk, Lowell
Aiken, John W Fenton, Nathan P Foster;
A Bunker; selectmen, W W A Heath, L
clerk and treasurer, LT Havey; collector,
W Rumill, C M Rich; treasurer, H P
Frank L Trundy;
school
committee,
Richardson; road commissioner, J H
P
L
John
F
Aiken,
George Robertson,
school committeeman, C M Rich.
Rumill;
road
F
commissioner, George
Andrews;
Schools, $1,500; poor
Appropriations
I
W
W
C
SarNash,
Mitchell; constables,
and insane, fl,000; town debt, f 1,175; roads
gent.
and bridges, fl,200; sidewalks $250; textAppropriations—Schools, f!50; insur—

town charges, $800; public
repairs, f50; text-books, f75; books, 9200;
high school, f30; roads and library, $25.
bridges, f1,000; sidewalks, flOO; current
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Moderator, T A Smith; selectmen, AH and contingent, fl,000; furnishing town
William
L
and
B
James
Dority,
Byard
hall, floO; Memorial Day, |20; notes and
Little Florence Allen is quite ill.
Gray; clerk, H N Dority; treasurer, F H interest, |620.
Nellie Kane returned home to Brooklin
It was voted to let the town hail to the
Smith; collector, Jonathau Bridges;
after a two-weeks’ visit with Mias
school committeeman, Rosco Gray; town Foresters at |20 a year; for dances at $5 a Friday
Hattie Carter.
W
J
Jonathan
and
for
the benefit of the people in
agent,
Paris; constables,
night,
Rev. S. M. Thompson and wife spent two
Bridges, Eben Hinckley.
town, fre^.
days last week at West Brooklin, attendWt LUSBUKU.
Appropriations—Town charges, $400;
ing the revival meetings.
school repairs and supplies, $100; textModerator, Archie Rolf; selectmen, A R
Roland Durgan met with a painful accibooks, $150; highways and bridges, $1,000,
W
J
Charles
Joy,
Bunker,
Tracy; clerk, dent one
poor, $200; tuition (or scholars, $900; State
day last week, jamming his finErnest Rice; treasurer, L P Cole; colroad, $150; snow, $200.
ger in the mill. He will lose most of the
A
J
school
lector,
Hill;
committeeman, little
finger on his left hand.
BROOKSVILLE.
Fred P Sargent; road commissioners, C C
Mrs. Nellie Pierce and daughter Ethel
S
E
Frank
L Rolf; constaTracy,
Coffin,
Oscar
L
Tapley;
selectmen,
Moderator,
returned home Thursday.
They have
S
C Roy Tapley, Laughlin Davis, Fred J bles, P Bunker, Fred Seavy, J A Hill,
Fred Bartlett, Charles Tracy, John Noo- spent two weeks in Belfast, visiting Mra.
Perkins; clerk, George H Tapley; treasnan.
^brother, Fred T. Carter.
| Pierce’s
urer, Wheelock C Bates; collector, WilMiss Abbie El well, who is spending the
Appropriations-Schools, fl,200; highliam H Stover; school committee, Fred E
winter in Portland with her sister, took a
Tapley, three years, L B Coombs, two ways, $2,500; poor, $400; Memorial Day,
other purposes, $1,725.
to New York city Saturday. She will
?25;
trip
Total,
$5,850.
one
year; superin- ;
years, Laughlin Davis,
and
tradent of schools, Olden D Tapley; road
| visit her brother, Harry Elwell,
WINTER HARBOR.
others, and will stop a few* days in Boston
commissioner, A Wales Howard; auditor, !
Moderator, C C Baker; selectmen, J J and Haverhill.
Edw in J Smith.
Roberts, F Q Norris, George T Childs;
expenses,
|600;
Appropriations—Current
George Torrey came near losing his
clerk, J M Gerrish; treasurer, J E Small- house
by fire Wednesday evening. Fire
poor, fl,000; roads and bridges; fl,000;
I
B
Foss; school com- caught near the stove-pipe in the Bittingschools, |B39; State road, $100; high school, idge; collector,
G
T
mitteeman,
Childs; road commission- room. One of the family discovered the
|200; school books, |200; other expenses,
er, EC Hammond; constables, J H Synder, blaze
f!15.
just in time.
H
E
Harrington.
DEER ISLE.
R-4®*
March 6.
Appropriations
Schools, $600; high
Moderator,Edwin L Haskell; selectmen, school, flOO; roads and
bridges, $3,100;
SUforrUarnunta.
D W Torrey, George Snowman, PS Know 1- State
road, $600; other purposes, $5,675.
ton; clerk, T G Pickering; treasurer, Jud- Total, $0,975.
son Torrey;
collector, Emanuel Lowe;
STONIMOTON.
school committeeman, H \V Small; superintendent of schools, Tyler M Coombs;
Moderator, Erastus J Carter; selectmen,
load commissioner, CharlesT Powers; con- E E Spoflord, Florian 8 Small, Reuel B
stables, T G Pickering, Benjamin C Smith, Judkins; clerk, Hiram L Morey; treasEverett Haskell.
urer, Fred E Webb; collector, Erastus J
Current
expenses, Carter; school committee, Jessie A. HamAppropriations
§4,000; schools, $2,400; high school, §600; blin, Paul T Small, Sumner P Mills; sup- Dear Sirs:—
repairs on schoolhouses, §250; school books, erintendent of schools, Tyler Coombs;
We have used “L. F.” Medicine for
§500; roads, §1,000; snow', §2C J; bridges, road commissioner, Calvin Ames; con- the last
thirty years and always keep
§200; Scott’s bar bridge, §25; State roads, stables, Stephen W Barbour, Charles C it in the house. Could not do without
§300.
Wood, Arthur Webb.
it. It’s the best spring medicine I caa
EDEN.
Appropriations—Schools, f2,100; high find.
Moderator, Julien Emery; selectmen, school, $400; school books, $150; repairs on
H. H. FARNHAM,
B S Higgins, E T llamor, Francis E Walls; schoolhouses, $300; insurance on school
812 Water St., Gardiner, Me.
clerk, W H Sherman; treasurer and col- property, $125; highways and bridges, Feb. 23, 1904.
lector, Charles F Paine; school committee- $70); poor, $1,500; salaries, $1,000; current
The True "L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters
man, F J Brewer; road commissioners, A and contingent expenses, $800; State
roads, ; cure dyspepsia and headaches; prevent
B Leland and E H Higgins; town agent, $30j, deficiencies, $950;
snow, $100; repairs colds. A family friend you can depena
of si lewalk, $200; board of
E M Hamor.
health, $200; upon.
There was a warm contest for office of medi al attendance for
poor, $100; widenfirst selectman, John E. Bunker, jr., the ing
fain street, $300; stone
chips on
present incumbent, being Mr. Higgins’ Ocean. ille road, $250; new sand beach
The vote was as follows: road, $125; railing
opponent.
new
road as
roads, $100;
Higgins, 562; Bunker, 381. For second laid out and accepted this day, $100, S E
selectman, the vote was: Elihu T. Hamor, Allen, new road, $200; redeeming bonds Subscribe for
The AmericanSEDGWICK.

ance

and

tuition
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Family Friend for
Thirty Years

